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A vicious street gang is terrorizing the homeless
of Birmingham and no one seems able to stop them, not
even the police.  But Derrick Olin isn’t the police, and he isn’t
bogged down in bureaucracy and red tape either.  He’s a
highly skilled man of action, ready to do whatever it takes to
stop the terror and protect those who’ve been abandoned by
society.  But he’ll have to watch his every step, and his back,
because there is more going on than he realizes.  On the one
hand is a brutal gang of thugs, but on the other, hiding in the
shadows, are backbiting politics and an old friend turned
bitter adversary with a score to settle.  But Derrick isn’t
worried.  Settling scores is just another day at the office for
this battle-tested operator.  And he has no problems settling
them in blood!
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Prologue

Atlanta, Georgia
 

It is curious that although I grew up in Birmingham, Alabama and
have been living there off and on for most of my adult life, that only
recently have I actually come to Atlanta for more than a quick change
of planes at the airport. This is my third actual trip here, and the
second to the Hilton Atlanta Towers in downtown. Another job. Close-
protection. An artist from Birmingham is here to exhibit some of his
latest works and to give a speech to what is supposed to be an adoring
and receptive crowd.

But if the crowd is supposed to be so adoring and receptive, then
you might ask why Gino Molina needs the services of a professional
bodyguard? The answer is quite simple: because not everyone
appreciates Mr. Molina’s art or his political views. Imagine that in
such a tolerant society as the one we occupy today.

I’m not much of an art lover and I don’t usually travel in circles
where it is discussed all that much. However, prior to taking this
assignment I had heard of Gino Molina. He is sponsored by a wealthy
Birmingham citizen for whom I have worked a number of times before
and she had mentioned him and his work on more than one occasion.
Plus there had been a few local news reports, and one on CNN that I
had caught regarding him. Supposed to be very talented, the next van
Gough according to some. I wonder if this means he’ll have to lose an
ear before his career can really take off.

Anyway, not everyone appreciates Mr. Molina’s artistic expression
or what he has to say regarding current American national and foreign
policy. And as a result there have been numerous verbal and written
threats against him, some rather graphic. A few times someone has
broken into his downtown loft back in Birmingham and wrecked the
place, spraying graffiti all over the walls. And once, about three



months ago, somebody shot the windows out of his car in a drive-by.
Fortunately for Mr. Molina he was not in it at the time; it was the
middle of the night and the vehicle was parked on the street in front of
his building. Even with all this he still refused to move.

So now there were private guards employed to protect his home,
and on occasion they shadowed him from place to place in order to
make sure no harm came to him as he went about his business in
Birmingham. However, these guards were not really trained in the
field of close protective services and since Atlanta would not be
familiar territory to them, Molina’s sponsor decided it would be a good
idea to hire somebody who was well-schooled in close-protection and
comfortable operating in Atlanta.

Yours truly fit the bill in both respects and I was called in.
And now here I am. Derrick Olin, personal bodyguard to the arts

and artists.
Ordinarily I don’t do celebrity jobs. Too much of a profile and

usually the clients don’t really need protection so much as chaperons
or babysitters. I’m neither, and despite how good the money is, I
would prefer to starve rather than work those kinds of assignments.
My temperament is just not compatible with that kind of job.

However in the case of Gino Molina, I was pleasantly surprised.
He was not spoiled, he was not arrogant—well not so arrogant that I
couldn’t stand to be around him—and he actually listened to my
suggestions and did his best to adhere to them. Quite refreshing
because one might be surprised at the number of clients who refused
to listen to the advice and instructions that were given to them by the
very people they had hired to keep them alive. Molina was different. I
suppose he took the threats to his life seriously. And so did I.

That was the second reason I took this assignment. In my
estimation, the threat was real. That had been rather dramatically
demonstrated more than once. Even before the shooting up of his car.
I would not be window-dressing hired to make him look more
important or to scare photographers. Although the latter could be fun
sometimes. In particular if the photographer was a real dick.

Before I took the job I did a thorough threat assessment, spending
some time reading what information had been acquired regarding the



threats and break-ins by the Criminal Intelligence Unit of the
Birmingham Police Department, thanks to a detective I know there.
My conclusion was that there probably was no organized, direct threat
to Mr. Molina, but he was definitely on somebody’s shit list. Probably a
few nutcases who were sitting around drinking beer one day and saw
him on TV, didn’t like what he had to say, got pissed, got even
drunker, and thought it would be a good idea to make some trouble for
the guy. Eventually they would be caught. They were stupid. Careless.
The only reason they had gotten away with the harassment so far was
because Birmingham PD had a lot more pressing matters to deal with
at the moment, chief among them the increasing unsolved murder rate
and the further loss of officers through attrition.

A search on the internet revealed a number of right-wing blogs
dedicated to deconstructing the works and positions of Mr. Gino
Molina. I found some sites that rather explicitly suggested ways that
his kind could be dealt with. One went so far as to call for his lynching
with a very long and coarse rope. That blog was disseminated by
someone who lived in Smyrna, Georgia, barely a hop and a skip away
from Atlanta. I asked my detective friend to see if she could discreetly
inquire into the background of the blogger, but her attempts to do so
met with negative results, as we used to say many centuries ago when I
was an agent with the Air Force’s Office of Special Investigations. And
since we didn’t have a warrant or subpoena, further official inquiry
would have been illegal.

Be that as it may, the blogs just added weight to the seriousness of
the threat that Mr. Molina faced, and therefore I took the contract and
accompanied him to Atlanta. We actually flew instead of driving the
two hours because neither of us likes long car rides. Of course, I’m not
really a fan of flying either, but it does beat a couple hours in a car on
the interstate. But there was one unpleasant moment on the brief
flight that is still bothering me three days later. Actually it’s pissing me
off.

There were a couple of guys sitting three seats up and across the
aisle from me, both wearing traditional Muslim headdress. For a few
seconds after spotting them I had the briefest of irrational thoughts. I
knew better and it bothered me greatly that I had let the prejudices



that were so rampant these days creep into my mind and momentarily
cloud my good sense. I spent eight years working as a federal
investigator, five of them in Antiterrorism. I was an expert at threat
assessment and I knew better than anyone that all Muslims were not
terrorists and that you couldn’t judge people by the clothing that they
wore. Even so, for that brief instant I found myself doing what millions
of other Americans do these days when they spot someone of Middle
Eastern descent on an airplane with them. I started looking at the two
men like they might be getting ready to hijack the fucking plane.

I knew better.
Or I should have.
Another mental slap.
Now it was time to get back to what I was supposed to be doing.

Protecting Gino Molina.
This was day three and it would be the final full day that we spent

in Atlanta. We were booked on a three-ten flight back to Birmingham
tomorrow afternoon and once I got him back to his loft my assignment
would be over.

It was a quarter to eight and in just fifteen minutes my client
would be taking the stage in the Grand Ballroom on the second level of
the hotel. He was scheduled to speak for forty-five minutes and then
dinner would be served in the Grand Salon just across the way. Four
hundred attendees. Not the largest group the hotel had ever hosted
according to the banquet manager, but still large enough. And with
that many people the opportunity for problems was fairly good.
Molina just had me to look after him, however the hotel had its own
internal security force and they seemed halfway competent, though I
doubt seriously if they were skilled in high-threat protective
techniques.

This is why I was glad to find out that the event had hired a
professional private firm to oversee security during the function. The
company was called Rossier International and was based right here in
Atlanta. The CEO of the company, Lolita Rossier, was an Atlanta
native and former detective lieutenant with the Fulton County Sheriff’s
Department. She had also served fifteen years with the U.S. State
Department’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security/Diplomatic Security



Service—DS/DSS—and had worked all around the world protecting
high-risk clients. I knew all of this not because I had met Ms. Rossier
prior to this event, but because once I learned that her firm had been
engaged I went online and did some research. I was quite impressed
with what I had discovered, and when she and I had met three days
ago I was even more so.

Her bio listed her age at sixty, but looking at her right now I found
that nearly impossible to believe. I would have thought late forties,
maybe right at fifty at the most. Lolita Rossier was nearly six feet tall
and well built. Her bio said she held black belts in two highly
specialized martial art forms and was an accomplished scuba and
skydiver. It was easy to see that all of that physical activity had paid off
for her. And it wasn’t just her physique that was remarkable.

She was smart as a whip, tough, funny, and one of the most
professional professionals I have ever met. For this assignment she
had chosen to act as lead security coordinator for her team, saying that
from time to time she liked to keep her hand in and keep her skills
current as a field operator. Her teammates also seemed well-trained
and had no problems with their CEO running a field operation. I got
the feeling that it was something she did quite a lot; and was very good
at it.

Rossier was responsible for access control at all event venues and
for providing close-protection to a few other VIPs in attendance. Lolita
Rossier and I had set the lines very clearly at our first meeting, both of
us agreeing that the physical safety of Gino Molina was my only
responsibility and in the event of some sort of incident I would be
moving to protect him and no one else; and if anyone else got in my
way I’d run right over them.

That last bit had made her smile, her deep black eyes shining with
a hint of devilish humor, but she also understood that I was quite
serious.

Five minutes to eight.
Gino Molina and I are getting off the elevator on the second level

and walking over toward the side service entrance of the Grand
Ballroom. In the corridor outside the elevators one of Rossier’s agents
is posted, a brown haired young woman wearing a light gray pants suit



and black blouse. Her name of Mandy Perkins. Mandy is ex-Army,
spent nine years in the service, including two tours in Iraq. Compared
to that duty this posting was a piece of cake. She smiled as my client
and I passed and I nodded to her.

At the door to the service entrance stood another of Rossier’s
agents, actually a senior agent. His name is Jack Jefferson, aka: J.J.
He’s a former Secret Service agent, although according to him he never
worked on the PPD—Presidential Protection Detail. After two years
with the Counterfeit Division J.J. transferred to the Dignitary
Protection Staff and spent the rest of his eight years in service
protecting visiting foreign heads of state, mainly at the U.N.

As my principal and I approached the door J.J. smiled and opened
it.

“Gentlemen,” he said.
“Mr. Jefferson,” I responded, then followed Molina into the small

corridor that led to the back of the stage on which he would be
stepping in just a couple of minutes.

There was a stage assistant and a makeup person waiting in the
wings and when we arrived they immediately fell upon my client. I
stepped out of the way and had a look around backstage, careful to
keep my client in my line of sight. There were two uniformed hotel
guards posted back here, one standing at the emergency exit with his
arms folded across his flabby chest and looking quite bored. The other
was leaning against the wall a few feet from where I stood and she
nodded when I looked at her. I nodded back and then checked my
watch. It was eight o’clock.

The stage assistant smiled and patted Gino on the shoulder, and
the makeup person looked him over once more and nodded approval.
It was time…

During the course of the presentation the audience seemed
enthralled with the animated and passionate performance of my
client. There was laughter, a lot of nodding, and free-spirited applause
at various points. I stood just off stage, far enough back so that the
audience could not see me, but close enough so that I could get to
Molina if I had to. I could see a little of the audience from where I
stood and from my vantage point everyone seemed to be quite pleased



with him. Still, some of the things he was saying were not the most
flattering in some quarters and I was reasonably sure that not
everyone in attendance agreed with his message. Hell, if I really
thought about it, I really didn’t agree with at least half of what he had
to say, but then I wasn’t getting paid to listen to him or agree with him,
just to make sure that he didn’t get hurt.

Three minutes to nine and the wrap-up was nearly complete. I
have to say that Gino Molina has greater talents beyond painting. He
has a flair for public speaking. When he was done everyone was on
their feet clapping. I moved closer to the stage and watched as Molina
stepped away from the podium, removed his glasses, and bowed
several times with a great smile on his wide face, and then he turned
and came toward me.

“I think they liked it,” he whispered with excitement, his face
damp with perspiration.

I nodded, saying nothing, glancing around to make sure the way
was clear. The stage assistant was there and she was all smiles as well,
handing him a towel which he used to wipe his face. They spoke for a
few minutes while I stood back. Out in the ballroom I could hear
someone onstage directing everyone to please move across the hallway
to the Grand Salon where dinner was to be served; pre-dinner
cocktails available in the foyer. The plan was for Gino to wait until
most of the rest of the attendees had made their move before he would
go over and join them. Once he was seated I would move to a corner of
the salon and try to look as inconspicuous as possible. That should be
pretty easy. This was a crowd of artists or wanna-be artists. Most of
them were self-absorbed or sycophants trying to kiss up to the true
talents. As far as they were concerned I was nobody. And that was fine
by me.

“Alright,” Gino said to the stage assistant. “Thanks. Now I’m
hungry. Did I see they were serving baked salmon as well tonight?”

The stage assistant nodded and told him yes. They spoke for
another few seconds and then the young woman excused herself,
saying that she would talk to Gino again before the night was over.
After that he turned to me and smiled.

“I’m starving, Derrick,” he said. “Shall we?”



I nodded, moving past him and toward the service door. Gino
followed.

I opened the door and found a uniformed guard posted outside.
This did not alarm me because I knew that J.J. Jefferson had been
reposted once the dinner function began. He and Mandy Perkins
would now be across the hall standing outside the Grand Salon with
two more of Lolita Rossier’s agents.

There were still forty or more people in the foyer, standing in
small groups talking, some with drinks in their hands from the bar
that had been set up in between the Grand Ballroom and the Grand
Salon. Gino spotted someone he wanted to talk to and walked over,
first stopping by the bar and asking for a dry martini. Then, with drink
in hand, he moved over to a group of three and insinuated himself into
their conversation. I stood a few feet back and glanced around. Just off
to my right was a pair of escalators and there was a uniformed guard
posted at the top of the one leading up. He had his back to it though
and I had to suppress a desire to go over and tell him to turn around;
or to kick him down it.

I kept scanning the rest of the area, and just before I turned back
toward the escalators I heard a tray crash to the floor. Instinctively I
moved closer to my client. Everyone else turned to look at where the
tray had fallen. And then, off by the escalators, the guard was suddenly
in a confrontation with a seemingly drunk young woman in a really
tight pair of blue jeans. She was trying to get by him, falling against the
startled young security guard, and he was doing his best to hold her up
while trying to explain why she couldn’t come up on this floor.

I put my hand on Gino’s shoulder.
“Let me get you inside the salon,” I said in a low but firm tone.
He was about to object, but then two young men in dark T-shirts

and blue jeans came up the steps from the first level on the opposite
side of the floor near the service entrance to the Grand Ballroom. Both
of them sported buzz-cuts and carried aluminum bats held low by
their legs.

Fuck!
No time to get my principal to safety. So I shoved him to the floor

and told him not to move. Everyone else was backing out of the way as



they saw the two determined looking young men moving closer. Out of
the corner of my eye I saw one of the security guards grabbing his
radio and speaking frantically into the mouthpiece. Modern security
training at work. Don’t try to intervene, notify your base and await
instructions. I guess there was some logic in that. At least it kept
security guards from getting hurt.

The first attacker started to growl deep in his throat and raised his
bat above his head as he closed on me. I was already moving toward
him even before he raised the bat, and once it was above his head his
midsection was exposed. I hit him in the gut with a solid short jab,
twisting my fist at the point of impact, and despite his firm abdominal
muscles, the blow was sufficient enough to double him over and drop
him to his knees, the bat falling to the floor behind him.

His partner had been about to move past me and go after my
client, but when he saw his comrade go down he reversed himself and
tried to swing his bat at my head. Unfortunately for him his position
was off balance and the swing was awkward, which meant I had time
to duck before the bat got close enough to my head to make contact.

Training took over at that point. Actually it had taken over the
moment that tray had dropped to the floor. Everything I had been
taught, everything I had experienced in the last eighteen years in my
chosen profession suddenly flooded through me.

When you’re under attack the tendency is to defend. That’s all well
and good, but if all you do is defend, then your attacker has the
advantage, and sooner or later he will land a lucky blow. And for this
reason I always counterattack when attacked. Hard and fast.

So when I ducked under the bat, as it passed just inches above my
head, I swung the side of my left fist backwards and managed to
connect with the side of the second aggressor’s belly. This blow was
not as powerful as the one I’d delivered to the first man, but it was
enough to move him back several feet and he grabbed his stomach
with his free hand.

The first hostile was still on his knees but I knew this would not be
the case for long. He was young and strong and had probably been hit
a time or two before this. I circled to my right, keeping several feet of
distance between me and the second man, also keeping an eye on my



client.
The second attacker came at me again, this time very fast with his

bat held in both hands, swinging high over his head, more than likely
intent on delivering a devastating blow to my head. The problem was,
in doing so he left himself open to what the Israelis call a burst attack.
Simply put: an operator uses his leg muscles to propel himself forward
at an attacker instead of backing away and assuming a defensive
position. Then the operator hits the attacker with two parallel fists in
the upper torso, thus conveying a brutal one-two shock to the hostile’s
system that is guaranteed to take the fight out of him immediately; if
properly executed. I’ve been training in these tactics for years and have
had to use them in the field on more occasions than I can remember.
Plus, I’ve got really powerful leg and arm muscles thanks to all the
working out I do. The young man fell back, dropping the bat, and
landing very hard on his butt, and then his head hit the carpeted floor
with a loud thud. He was out of it for now.

But his partner was back on his feet again, murder in his eyes, and
raising his bat. A crazy thought occurred to me then, something about
me not really being a fan of baseball. I pushed that thought aside.

The swing was one-handed and full of youthful power and
indignation, and a righteous snarl in accompaniment. I could have
ducked under it but decided to move closer, turning slightly to the
right as the bat came toward my left side. Then I struck with the blade
of my left hand and chopped the wrist of the hand that held the bat,
ducking as the broken wrist flopped and the bat went flying from that
now useless hand.

The first attacker howled in pain and held his broken wrist in his
other hand.

“Fuck man!” he bellowed. “What you do that for?!”
I simply looked at him for a second, and then turned toward my

client. Ordinarily I would not have turned my back on a hostile who
was still ambulatory, but I had seen J.J. Jefferson moving up behind
the young man and just as I turned, J.J. took the kid down in a
submission hold and dropped him to the floor; and the kid screamed
in agony as J.J. grabbed his broken wrist and twisted it. Uniformed
guards were moving in now as frightened attendees still clung to the



walls on the far sides of the foyer.
I bent down and picked my client up and quickly moved him

toward the stairs. For the time being dinner was postponed. I had
reserved a spare suite in an anonymous name up on the fourth floor.
We would remain there until everything could be sorted out. Molina
did not object now. The fear in his eyes was palpable and he would do
whatever I told him to as long as I kept him safe, which was my
intention all along.

The whole incident had taken less than a minute and my pulse
rate had barely ticked upward. The kid’s still got it, I thought with a
smile as we reached the fourth floor and turned right…

 
“THEY WERE JUST SOME IDIOTS,” Lolita Rossier said a couple

hours later as she and I stood outside the doors to a private dining
room on the third floor of the Hilton. “Hired help. And not much at
that. The cops have them and they’re spilling everything they know.
Which isn’t much.”

I nodded, glancing around. It was after eleven and the hotel was
much quieter. Most of the attendees had decided to either go back to
their rooms after the ruckus or go out on the town and try to forget
what had happened. Once Lolita’s people had done a thorough sweep
of the hotel, the event organizers had decided to hold a small gathering
in an easy to secure room with only a few guests in attendance, my
client included. Satisfied with the security arrangements, I agreed to
allow Molina to attend.

In addition to uniformed personnel covering every possible
entrance to the floor, Lolita Rossier had her agents posted as well, and
Mandy Perkins and J.J. Jefferson were roving the floor. She and I were
personally manning the only entrance to the dining room.

“They say some guy approached them and offered five hundred
bucks, total, if they’d come here and disrupt the event. One of their
friends works here, on the banquet staff. He’s the one who dropped the
tray. Their idea of a diversion. The girl in the jeans was one of their
girlfriends.”

“So they did all this for a grand total of five hundred dollars?” I



said, shaking my head.
“Like I said,” Lolita replied, glancing around. “Idiots. But they did

get in here and up to the second floor with two aluminum bats.”
“And how did that happen?” I said.
“The bats were already here,” Lolita responded, adjusting her

well-tailored black suit jacket. “Their friend on the staff got them in
yesterday and hid them behind those big ugly plants down by the
stairs on the first level, and that’s the way they came up. Not too
sophisticated, but it worked.”

“They know who hired them?” I asked.
“Of course not,” she said. “They know it was a guy, white, but

couldn’t really give much of a description from what the police have
told me so far. That might change. He gave them all of the money up
front, and told them they had better not let him down.”

“They came straight for my client,” I said, looking directly into her
cool black eyes. “They knew him.”

“Yeah,” Lolita said. “They had his picture on them. Said the guy
gave it to them. Said he—your client—was anti-American and a
terrorist sympathizer. Said he might send them a bonus if they could
find and bust him up. They were really surprised to see him standing
out in the foyer when they got upstairs. Thought it was a lucky break
for them. Until they ran into you that is.”

She allowed a small grin here, glancing at me.
I did not grin.
J.J. and Mandy passed and nodded, I nodded back, Lolita waved.
“I’m thinking your client is really pissing some people off,” the

CEO of Rossier International said a moment later. “You might want to
reconsider his security plan once you’re back in Birmingham.”

“Yeah,” I said. “But it won’t be my problem. This is a short-term
gig for me, just as long as he’s here in Atlanta. I’ll let his benefactor
know and give them some ideas. I don’t do long-term jobs though.”

Lolita stared at me for a few moments, a curious expression in her
eyes.

“Strictly freelance?” she said.
“Most of the time,” I told her. “Kind of like being my own boss.”
“I know the feeling,” she said. “Which is why I started my own



outfit. You ever think about being more than just a solo operator?”
“Nope,” I told her. “When it’s just you, you know where you

stand.”
“True,” she said. “But it is nice to have some backup and other

resources from time to time.”
“True,” I admitted.
We were both silent for a time, watching as the security team

around us continued to do their jobs. Finally Lolita Rossier reached
into her side pocket and pulled out a finely crafted business card,
handing it to me.

“Give me a call some time, Derrick,” she said in a smooth, sensual
voice. “Maybe I’ll have a short-term job for you on occasion. I checked
you out after we met. Ten years Air Force, most of that time with
AFOSI. Five years Antiterrorism Security & Dignitary Protection. You
were even lead agent on a close-protection detail for the Under
Secretary of the Air Force while she traveled in the Balkans. A rather
impressive list of accomplishments. Both in and out of the service. And
from how you handled yourself this evening—Mandy and J.J. were
very astonished at how fast you moved—I’d say you are precisely the
kind of operator I’d like to employ.”

I took the card and placed it inside my shirt pocket. For about a
minute I didn’t respond, then I nodded.

“I’ll keep that in mind, Ms. Rossier. I took the liberty of checking
you out as well. And not just your rather impressive physical
attributes.”

This made her smile widely, and she covered her mouth with a
hand, blushing. Good.

“Your background is quite impressive too. Fulton County Sheriff’s
lieutenant, Diplomatic Security special agent, and now the head of a
major private security firm that you built yourself from the ground up.
You seem like the kind of operator that I might not mind working for
from time to time.”

Lolita Rossier nodded, still smiling, though controlling her
blushes. After a few more minutes she excused herself, walking down
the corridor to say something to J.J. Jefferson, and then she moved on
toward the elevators.



J.J. came over to join me, placing his hands behind his back in the
parade-rest position. He didn’t say anything at first, but then he
turned and glanced at me.

“So, the boss try to recruit you yet?” he said.
I simply stared at him for a moment, then continued scanning the

corridor. It had been a long day, and a little exciting. Right now I really
wasn’t in the mood for any more small talk, or attempts at
manipulation. I would more than likely do some work for Rossier in
the future, but it would be on my terms. And no matter how much
Lolita Rossier tried to seduce me, or how much Jack “J.J.” Jefferson
tried to play buddy to me, my terms were the only terms that would
ever matter.

Like I said, it’s kind of nice being your own boss.

It’s good to be the king.
[1]



Chapter 1

Birmingham, Alabama
 

I got back to Birmingham on a rainy Thursday afternoon the first
week of October. Although it was now officially fall, the temperatures
outdoors were still in the high eighties, just not quite as humid as early
September. But in Alabama not quite as humid is not the same as in
some other parts of the country. We have our own special kind of
humidity here. Some call it a precursor to hell, if you believe in that
sort of thing.

Everyone was glad for the rain though, hoping that it would soon
lead to much cooler days. I was not so happy for the rainfall because
when I collected my luggage at baggage claim everything was soaked.
Luckily I pack all my things inside waterproof space bags before I put
them into my luggage. So all I had to contend with was a wet garment
bag and suitcase when I got home.

I had already alerted Gino Molina’s benefactor to the incident at
the Hilton and additional security arrangements had been made. The
offer was extended but I had declined the opportunity for further
employment. No offense to my client, but I’m not much good on long
term jobs. I get bored too easily. I got him safely back to his loft where
a two man security team was waiting. We said our good byes and I
drove over to my apartment in Homewood as the downpour increased.

It had been a few days since I’d had a chance to workout, so after I
unpacked and changed into a pair of workout shorts I spent an hour in
the back room with my Body Blade personal exerciser. Actually only a
half hour was spent with the Body Blade. The other half hour was
taken up by me practicing unarmed combat tactics. When I was done I
was heavily winded and sweating from the top of my shaved head all
the way down to my toes. But I felt good too, loose and even relaxed.

A hot shower followed and then I went into the kitchen to see
what I could scrounge up for dinner. Frozen corn, Minute Rice, and



Polish sausage links. A gourmet meal if I’ve ever had one. And I found
a couple of chocolate poptarts in the cabinet above the sink for dessert.
I was all set now.

There wasn’t much on TV and halfway through my meal I shut the
television off and concentrated on dinner. As I ate, I was processing
my most recent assignment, going over everything that had happened
and seeing if there was something I could have done differently,
something I could have done better. Even when a mission was
successful—largely—it was useful to run an operational postmortem,
determine where improvements could be made for the next time. By
the time I finished dinner I suddenly realized just how tired I was. It
was only a quarter after seven but that didn’t matter. Whenever I went
out of town on jobs my schedule always got screwed up and it usually
took a few days before I could get myself back on track. Luckily it was
close to the weekend and I didn’t have anything else planned work-
wise until Monday.

I went into the kitchen and washed my dishes, then went into the
bedroom and sat in bed with a Robert B. Parker novel I’d picked up at
Hartsfield Airport. After about twenty pages I knew it was a lost cause,
put the book down on the nightstand, shut off the lights, and put my
head down.

I don’t know when I finally went out, but suddenly it was morning
and the rain was still coming down.

Oh fall showers you are persistent.



Chapter 2

Over the weekend I got enough rest and managed to get back on
schedule. Monday was a dry day, and still pretty warm for fall. I got up
at five and went for a run south along Green Springs Highway down
from my apartment complex. Three miles. I made it back to my place
in just over twenty minutes and managed not to have a heart attack.
Not bad for a man of my advancing years.

It was still dark when I got back so I did some stretches at the far
end of the parking lot and then some jumping jacks—the one thing I
can’t do in my apartment because the noise will disturb the neighbors.

Back in the apartment I spent a half hour with my Body Blade and
then decided to call it a day on the exercise. A long hot shower
followed, during the course of which I shaved both my head and my
face around my goatee using the mirror mounted on the back wall. I
noticed a few extra gray hairs this morning but didn’t really care. I
knew some guys my age dyed their hair at the first sign of gray. For my
part I really wasn’t concerned about it. I was still a hit with the ladies
and could do three miles in twenty minutes followed by a hundred
jumping jacks. Didn’t matter that I had a pretty consistent pain in the
middle of my back and an occasional one in my left knee, just little
reminders of a life spent on the sharp end of things.

I’d gone shopping Sunday morning and had plenty of groceries.
This morning’s breakfast was hearty and sustaining. I’d need it
because I planned a full day.

By eight-thirty I was in my car and on the way to Pleasant Grove.
For more than five years I have been a member of the F.O.P. Range in
Pleasant Grove and every Monday I’m at home I try to get there—rain
or shine—and put some time in on one of the nine different range
courses they offer.

The range opens at nine and I was there right on time. One of the



senior range officers was just opening the gates at the top of the
winding road that led down to the main property. Pete Newhouse was
a stocky and well-muscled ex-Marine with a small scar under his left
eye and a larger one across his left forearm. Souvenirs from his time in
service. He had on faded blue jeans, a black T-shirt with the range’s
logo and name on the front and back, a black ball cap with the same
logo, and well-worn brown work boots. On his right thigh in a fast-
draw holster was his pride and joy, a Desert Eagle .357 magnum. I
don’t believe I’ve ever seen him without it when he’s on the range. Pete
waved me through and I drove down to the clubhouse and waited for
him to come down in his pickup.

Ten minutes later I was at the counter in the clubhouse signing in
and picking up a range badge, clipping it to a belt loop on the right
front side of the black BDU pants I was wearing. Pete and I chatted
briefly and then he went about the rest of his work and I went out to
my car to get my large orange toolbox from the trunk. Some people
spend a lot of money on really good looking and well-designed gun
cases. Me, I spend my money on guns and bullets. This toolbox works
just fine for a gun case as far as I’m concerned; the added benefit being
that most people never suspect I’m carrying weapons in it.

This morning I would be going down to what I like to call the
“Fire-House”. The range has another name for it. The Law
Enforcement QRT Course. It’s the range that is usually designated for
use by law enforcement personnel only. However, since the owner of
the range knows and likes me for some reason or other, he has cleared
me to use it as well. Nice of him.

The reason I called it the “Fire-House” is because it is designed to
look like a house and when you go inside you fire at pretty much
whatever moves—as long as it is a “hostile”. That’s the trick;
determining what targets are hostiles and which one’s aren’t. Great
law enforcement training and great for me as well because of the kind
of work I do. Many a time a bodyguard finds himself in a situation
where someone looks like a threat initially but turns out not to be.
Shoot/don’t-shoot. Make the wrong decision and some innocent could
end up dead. Or you and your client could end up dead. So I spend a
lot of time practicing different scenarios in the “Fire-House” whenever



I can. A good thing about this particular setup is that a computer brain
operates the whole thing and randomly selects from a library of over
five hundred different scenarios, choosing from a variety of targets
that are not as easy to discern as one would think. It’s only been in
operation a little over a year and thus far I have never come across the
same scenario twice. Just like real life, only in here if I fuck up I don’t
die.

When I reached the range I set my toolbox down on the bench just
outside the “Fire-House” and opened it. Inside, in addition to my ear
and eye protectors, there were three firearms—all Glocks—and three
hundred rounds of .45 caliber ammunition. The Glocks are all .45’s by
the way. My favorite caliber.

First I selected the full-size, the Model-21, loaded the three
magazines I’d brought for it, then slipped one into the butt of the
weapon and the other two into a magazine pouch which I attached to
my waist on the left side. The Glock went into a holster on my right
thigh.

I could feel myself begin to smile, anticipating the fun I was about
to have. Some might consider me a bit odd, and they would be right,
but when you find something that makes you happy, I say you should
stick with it.

There’s a control panel outside the entrance to the house and you
have to enter in your membership number before the program allows
you to access the options menu. I selected the medium difficulty range
and told the computer to begin the first scenario, taking in several
deep breaths and letting them out slowly as my pulse rate began to rise
a little. I sensed that my smile was now much bigger.

I reached for the door handle and turned, pushing the door open
and stepping inside, my right hand automatically moving to the butt of
my holstered pistol as I did so.

Let the fun begin.



Chapter 3

I finished up at the range by eleven-thirty and headed back to my
place to shower, change, and have lunch. At one-thirty I had to be
downtown for an appointment and that explained why I was wearing
dark slacks, a blue button-down shirt, and my trusty blue blazer with
the gleaming gold buttons. Ordinarily I liked to go far more casual, but
for today a certain amount of business casualness was required.

Master-Plan Security, Inc. is a very fast growing private security
firm in the Birmingham Metro area. Already it has taken many clients
away from a number of the other well-established firms in the city,
and it has only been in existence for two years. One of the key reasons
for its record success is probably the company’s leader. The co-founder
and current president is a man named Mason S. Masters.

For nearly thirty years Mason Masters has been in the private
security business, most of that time right here in Birmingham. He has
worked every position from guard on a post to field supervisor to
operations manager at several companies. Most recently he was the
regional director for a Memphis-based firm that had been hoping to
make great inroads into Birmingham and the surrounding areas.
However, an opportunity presented itself to Masters that he just could
not turn down. Financial support for him to start his own company,
and to run it as he saw fit, no strings; and he would have one-third
ownership without having to come up with any money on his own.
Needless to say he took the offer, and then set about building the
business, hiring the best people he could, training them well, and
giving his new clients something that they had been sorely lacking in
most cases: professional security services.

Masters and I had met a couple years ago right after he started his
company and he was trying to acquire the uniformed security contract



for all the local branches of Colonial Bank
[2]

. The contract had been
up for renewal and it was pretty widely known that Colonial was not
happy with its vendor at the time and was seriously looking to replace
them. From time to time I do some consulting work for Colonial. The
Director of Corporate Security has tried on more than one occasion to
hire me full-time, but I remain staunch in my desire to stay
independent. But it is nice to have the bank as a client; at least I know
their checks won’t bounce.

Anyway, Marc Guyerson, the head of security for Colonial, asked
for my input regarding the matter of replacing their local security
vendor since I lived in Birmingham. I told him frankly that I had never
been all that impressed with local security companies, even the ones
that were only branch offices for larger out of state outfits, however I
said I’d look into it. Marc gave me a list of all the companies that were
bidding for the contract and I went to work looking into them.

From the beginning there were no surprises, pretty much what I
suspected. The choices really were all the same, and that meant no
choice at all. The standards these companies claimed to have were not
really impressive, most offered only rudimentary training for their
personnel, and a few didn’t offer any. And then I came across Master-
Plan. Here I was surprised. The first thing that got my attention was
the base pay rate for their officers. The start was eleven bucks an hour,
practically unheard of for uniformed guards in Birmingham, or
anywhere else in the state.

When I began to look further I saw that Master-Plan actually
presented a security plan with their bid, and included in that plan was
a very detailed training course that each of its officers was required to
take and pass before putting on a uniform. Forty hours, and an
additional thirty-six for armed officers; all paid for by the company. To
be honest, those standards still fell far short of what I believed security
officers should receive prior to employment, but they were far superior
to anything else being offered. So I went and met with Mason Masters,
told him who I was and who I represented, and then we sat and talked
for a couple of hours about the security business. It turned out that he
and I shared a lot of similar views on the subject and when I left his



office I was fairly certain I would recommend Master-Plan to Marc
Guyerson. The only question was whether or not the bank would be
willing to pay the price to have really effective security. Master-Plan
was not the lowest bid, and Mason Masters would not hire guards for
less than the already established base rate. It was one of the ways that
he was assured of keeping quality personnel on the payroll.

Marc Guyerson liked what he saw in Master-Plan as well, but he
wasn’t sure he could justify the cost. There was intense negotiation on
that point, and thankfully I was not involved in it, but in the end
Master-Plan did get the Colonial contract, and still has it today.

About six months after I met him, Mason Masters contacted me
again and asked if I’d come and see him. We met and had lunch at a
place not far from his office. During the course of the meal we talked
about the plans he had for his company to expand and to move into
other areas beyond uniformed security. The next move would be to
hire a small investigative staff and start building a client base for
investigations, probably using the same clients he had on the security
side at first. I told him I thought that was a solid idea. Security and
investigative work usually went hand-in-hand.

The next thing he said he wanted to do, once the firm was doing
well enough, was to begin to train some of his brighter officers in the
field of close-protective services, and at that point I understood why he
had asked me to lunch.

It had taken another year and a quarter, but now Master-Plan was
doing well enough that Mason thought it was time to start that little
project he and I had discussed that day. I was also a consultant to
Master-Plan now, and today I would be meeting with the first five
members of the company who were scheduled to receive my special
three day crash course on high-threat personnel protection.

I turned off of 3rd Avenue North at one-twenty and into the visitor
parking lot out behind Master-Plan headquarters. The streets were
busy with heavy traffic and I was glad to be out of it. The sun was also
high up in the sky now and beaming straight down on top of my bald
head as I exited my car. I knew that one day soon it would be cold and
I’d be wearing a hat and a heavier jacket, and I’d probably miss the



warm weather. But right now I didn’t think I’d miss it all that much.
I took my briefcase and locked my car, then started walking

around to the front of the building.



Chapter 4

“Gun right!” I shouted, then stood far out of the fray and watched
as the five members of the close-protection detail sprung into action,
watching for mistakes, seeing if they had learned everything I had
been teaching them for the past couple of days.

Today was Thursday. The third and final day of their initial phase
training. In the course to two days and twenty-two hours I had
managed to indoctrinate them with nearly ten years of knowledge on a
subject with which I was quite familiar, and some might even say
expert. In reality there was no way anyone, no matter how gifted,
could absorb all the skills needed to be a competent protector in just
two or three days. Hell, I’ve been in the business nearly twenty years
and still learn new things all the time. My goal with this training was
not to make them expert bodyguards, but rather to familiarize them
with the skills they would need in order to do this work in the future.
Mason Masters and I had discussed this at the outset. If this phase of
their training went well, then in about another month there would be a
second phase, and later on a third. The end goal was for me to get
them for two weeks in maybe six months time and put them through a
thorough and rigorous training course that would eventually turn
them into professional field operators; and then Master-Plan would
have its first highly trained close-protection team. Maybe.

Today we were back at the F.O.P. Range in Pleasant Grove. I had
arranged with the chief range officer in charge to rent the lower pistol
range for half the day for training, and since I was such a regular
fixture and a hell of a guy, I even got a discount rate. Or I should say
Mason Masters got a discount rate because he was footing the bill.

Masters and I were standing at the back of the range under the
covered area where two tables and benches were placed so shooters
could get out of the sun to reload or clean their weapons or take a



break. I was once again dressed in black BDU pants, a black T-shirt,
black combat boots, and a black ball cap. Masters had on dark slacks
and a white button down long sleeve shirt. The sleeves were rolled up
to his elbows and the top two buttons of his shirt were undone. He had
been wearing a jacket and tie when we arrived, but had quickly
decided that his wardrobe would not be appropriate to the dusty and
gravel-filled range. Already his once highly polished leather oxfords
were covered with a thin layer of brown dust, but Masters did not
seem to mind. He was a tall and large man, a little soft around the
middle as he approached sixty. His thick brown mustache was
peppered with gray and so was what was left of his hair, which was
steadily marching backwards on his head with every passing day. Still
there was a vitality about him and a strength that the man resonated, a
force to be reckoned with regardless.

The formation I had selected for the current scenario the students
were undergoing was the classic diamond formation. Two agents
covering the rear of the principal, one walking ahead, the principal
sandwiched in between. The other two members of the team were in
rear guard and forward advance positions. When I called gun right the
two agents behind the principal immediately grabbed him by the
shoulders and pulled him down, quickly spinning him in the opposite
direction and beginning to run backwards the way they had come. The
agent leading the formation drew her weapon and started backing up,
covering the principal and her partners as they moved from the kill
zone. A split second later the simulator fired the first shots, full
automatic fire exploding from the speakers ringed around the range.
This momentarily startled the students, but they kept moving.

The agent on rear guard had drawn his weapon and moved up to
cover as the principal was rushed past his position. Targets presented
themselves and both agents who had drawn their weapons began to
fire.

The agent who had been on forward advance was now running
toward the rear along the right flank, his weapon also drawn. He was
maybe twenty feet from the principal and the other two agents when a
simulated explosion erupted right beside him and he stopped dead in
his tracks, realizing that he was in fact dead.



The principal was brought back to where Masters and I stood and
was now in the safe zone. The two agents who were engaging targets
continued to fire and back up at the same time. More automatic fire
sounded from the simulator and then two more explosions. Finally
everything stopped and the two agents had backed all the way up to
where I was standing.

I removed my ear protectors and shouted: “Weapons safe!”
Everyone set the safeties on their weapons and replaced them in

their holsters. In actuality the weapons the students carried were not
real, they were simulators as well. They fired soft pellets that would
sting if they hit flesh, but there was not enough power behind them to
actually penetrate the body. At least that’s what the manufacturer
claimed.

“Everybody gather around,” I said.
Everyone else removed their ear and eye protectors as they

approached my position. I turned to the principal and nodded.
“Excellent job, Pete,” I said to Pete Newhouse. “Thanks for helping

out.”
Pete smiled and took off his hat, running a hand through his short

brown hair.
“No problem, Derrick,” he said. “It was fun. Need me again, let me

know.”
“You got it,” I said as the big range officer turned and started

walking off of the range. Mason Masters stood in the background as
the students faced me, uncertain expressions on their young faces,
along with perspiration. It was still quite hot today. I pulled my ball
cap off and wiped a bit of sweat off my bald head before continuing.

“You lost a man on that one,” I said in a flat voice, looking each of
them in the eye in turn. “That’s bad. The good news is you got the
principal to safety unharmed. That’s the job. Still, you should try not
to lose team members either. Who can tell me what was done wrong?”

It took a while, and I stood silently waiting until the only female in
the group cleared her throat and spoke. Her answer was half right, and
I told her and the rest to think about it some more, which they did. A
little more prodding on my part and they had it.

“Correct,” I said finally, once the tall Latino member of the team



finished talking. “That’s why advance work is so important. If at all
possible, never take a client into a location you have not gone to first.
If you go in blind and something happens, then you are at a distinct
disadvantage. Because you can bet the opposition will know the area,
and will know how to trap you. If you don’t know the ground then you
will not know how to avoid or get out of the trap, and you will die.
More importantly, your client will die.”

I paused a minute to let that sink in, glancing back at Mason
Masters.

“And as I’m sure you have all figured out by now, that is the
reason I gave you no time to advance this area before the scenario,” I
said. “Didn’t want you to get the lay of the land. If you had you might
have noticed that simulated land mine on the right flank. Of course, I
hope if you ever do advance a site and spot a land mine, real or fake,
that you won’t bring your clients to the area.”

Everyone smiled. I glanced at Mason Masters again and he
nodded.

“Okay, folks,” I continued. “One more scenario and then the
written test back at the office. After that we’ll evaluate everyone’s
performance and talk about the future. Okay?”

Everyone nodded and the students moved off to prepare for their
next test. Masters walked up to me and grinned.

“You really are a tough bastard, Mr. Olin,” he said.
I smiled and adjusted my ball cap, putting my wraparound shades

back on.
“But gentle of heart,” I said. “Now if you’ll excuse me, Mace, I’ve

got to go kick some young butt.”
The Master-Plan president chuckled and grinned some more as I

turned and walked away.



Chapter 5

Friday evening I had something special planned. I was done with
work for the week, having wrapped up my training of the Master-Plan
team and discussed further sessions with Mason Masters over dinner
the previous evening. Now I was free to relax, enjoy life a little, and
spend time with someone who had become an interesting fixture in my
life over the past few months.

I was in the kitchen putting the finishing touches on dinner
around seven-thirty when the front door buzzer sounded. I smiled,
having just put a covered pan into the oven. Wiping my hands on a
dish towel, I stepped out of the kitchen and walked the short distance
to the front door, not even bothering to look through the peephole.
Standing on the well illuminated concrete walkway outside my door
was a petite blonde with straight shoulder length hair, sparkling green
eyes, a large nose, and medium-sized mouth, perfectly adorned with a
light gloss of red lipstick. Karyn Lochert was her name, and she was
stunning, wearing a knee-length black dress, flesh colored hose, and
low black heels that raised her from five-three and a half to about five
and a half feet tall. She was also wearing gold looped earrings and a
simple gold chain around her neck that was set off by her tan. I felt
myself become aroused the instant my eyes fell upon her.

Karyn grinned and stepped toward me, putting a hand in the
middle of my chest. She closed her eyes and tilted her head to her
right. I leaned down, my eyes still open, tilting to my right, and our
lips met…

I managed to stop in the kitchen and adjust the temperature
downward on the oven, and to turn down the eyes on the stove where
two pots were simmering, before unadulterated passion and raw lust
took over completely and I picked Karyn up in my arms and carried
her down the hall to my bedroom.



It had been weeks since we had last been together and in that time
I hadn’t realized just how much desire had built up inside me; inside
both of us. Now that desire was demanding to be released and neither
of us wanted to deny that demand.

The reason Karyn had worn the black dress is because she knew it
was my favorite. Actually she had been wearing it the first night our
relationship had moved to the intimate. She looked fantastic in it and
the material felt wonderful in my hands. However, tonight I did not
stop to admire the feel of the material, I was much more interested in
the feel of the skin of the woman wearing it.

Shortly after entering my bedroom the dress lay scattered on the
floor beside my queen-sized bed; along with her shoes, bra, panties,
and hosiery. Also on the floor were my shirt and undershirt, and my
watch. Everything else would have to wait a while, and at the moment
what I was wearing or not wearing was not really at issue. The
delectable Karyn Lochert was the issue, the only issue that mattered to
me.

She lay on her back in the middle of the bed, head resting on one
of the fluffy pillows I had just bought a couple months back; along
with the wine red colored sheets and matching comforter and Afghan.
Little panting noises and gasps of ecstasy escaped Karyn’s lips every
few seconds as I teased and stimulated her with the pads of my fingers
and thumbs, working both hands between her soft thighs while
kneeling above her on the bed, watching her as she withered under my
sensual ministrations. Her eyes were closed and her skin was flushed
and I could discern a distinctive change in the fragrance emanating
from her body. The fragrance of heated lust, wanton vitality, a woman
in the throes of sexual bliss.

For my part, the bulge in my pants was incredibly painful, but at
the moment there was nothing to be done about it. I knew that before
the evening was over there would be relief and release. Wonderful,
joyous relief if Karyn had anything to say about it; and she would. But
for now, it was Karyn’s pleasure that was upper most in my mind.

My fingers were slick with her wetness as I gently entered her
womb manually over and over again, finding her G-spot and rubbing it
gently, slowly, tantalizingly with the pad of my right middle finger.



Karyn’s head went back and she started to moan in a deep, throaty
voice, and then the moans became shrieks; then her body began to
convulse…

Before that series of orgasm had abated I dropped down on my
stomach and placed my mouth between Karyn’s thighs, slipping the tip
of my tongue into her moistness and then running it up and down her
labia, drawing more hapless exasperations from her lips, her voice
now all but gone.

I took my time, in no hurry, my tongue touching every part of her
womanhood and giving immense pleasure to both her and me, and
once again Karyn climaxed repeatedly.

After a while she opened her eyes, breathless, perspiration
covering her smooth skin. I stood on the floor in front of the bed,
watching her, smiling, more excited than I can remember being in
quite a while. I also had the biggest hard-on I can ever remember.
Getting my pants and shorts and shoes and socks off presented little
problem, and then I was on the bed with her, kissing her, stroking her
warm and accommodating body. Karyn had recovered enough now to
give back with greater force, her desire equal to mine. The pressure in
my loins was crushing now and I reached into the nightstand drawer
and quickly retrieved a condom. Lubricated and ultra-ribbed.
Correction. Intense Ribbed. I had switched to this brand a couple
months ago on a whim, and both Karyn and I had been quite satisfied
with the change.

She took the package from me and tore the corner off with her
teeth, grinning and looking into my eyes like an animal about to
devour her prey. Which, to some extent I suppose she was. I lay back
and watched as she rolled the condom onto me with her left hand,
squeezing my organ playfully, while her right hand stroked and rubbed
my testicles.

Once my member was encased in ribbed latex, Karyn pushed me
back and mounted me in one fluid motion, the intense pleasure of the
contact of our genitals almost enough to make me explode on the
instant. However, I managed to maintain control, just barely.

She settled on top of me, staring down into my eyes, her hands on
my chest, her thighs pressed firmly against mine. I reached up and



pulled her down to me and we kissed. After a minute she sat up, still
looking down into my eyes. Something caught her eye then and she
paused, looking at her left hand for a moment. Using her right hand,
Karyn pulled the wedding and engagement rings off of her left hand
and dropped them onto the floor with the pile of her clothes.

The animal was back now.
And the beast demanded satisfaction.
Needless to say, the beast in me was more than happy to comply.



Chapter 6

“Forty-eight year old senior bank vice presidents should not be
having kinky sex like that,” said the Senior Vice President in Charge of
Private Banking for the Montgomery District of the Colonial Bank
Group of Alabama. “Oh, Derrick, that feels so good. Keep it up.”

I smiled, and then continued to gently dig my fingers into the
muscles at the back of her left thigh as she lay in the middle of my bed
with her arms folded underneath her head and propped up on a
pillow. It was much later now. We had eaten dinner, although it was
somewhat overdone. Neither of us really minded. It helped us keep
our strength up for round two, which had ended about ten minutes
ago. Now that I was sufficiently recovered I was sitting up and doing
my second most favorite thing with Karyn Lochert’s body: massaging
it.

Some years ago I had discovered a natural talent for the art of skin
and muscle manipulation and also found that giving massages relaxed
me almost as much as the person receiving them. Over the years I had
become quite good, never a complaint from any recipient, and had
every intention of continuing my efforts, especially where Karyn was
concerned. Her skin was so soft, yet firm, and I loved the feel of it as
my massage oil soaked hands glided across it. On a side note, I had
only given massages to women I had slept with so it was possible that
the only reason they told me how good I was is because of something
else I was good at. But perhaps they were genuine. Either way, I still
enjoyed the experience.

I centered both hands in the middle of the back of her left thigh,
clamping my fingers on one side and my thumbs on the other, and
then dug in slightly. Slowly and deliberately I began to move my hands
in opposite directions while applying increasing pressure and Karyn
started to moan and shift around a little. I repeated the process three



more times and then switched to the opposite thigh and received the
same response.

The bottle of massage oil was next to my thigh on the bed and I
reached for it, pouring more oil into the palm of my hand. I rose up to
my knees and straddled the back of her legs, smiling down at Karyn’s
back and feeling myself start to become tumescent again.

“All the things that are flooding through my mind right now,” I
said in a wicked tone, and then chuckled lightly.

Karyn shifted once more and opened her eyes, glancing back over
her left shoulder.

“I’ll bet I can think of what some of them are,” she said.
“I’m sure,” I told her, and then leaned down and began to massage

her shapely round bottom. Karyn is a very beautiful woman with many
fantastic physical attributes, but I would have to say that her backside
is the most impressive. I’m sure that some would say it was quite
impressive for a white chick pushing fifty. I’d say quite impressive for
any woman of any age, and I just love playing with it. Here I made sure
to use deep and firm strokes, squeezing, scooping, and then lightly
chopping the still firm skin, loosening the muscles and encouraging
better blood flow. And speaking of blood flow, there seemed to be a
great deal of it flowing to one spot in particular within my own body at
the moment.

I sat back on my hunches and rubbed my hands together as I
stared at the crease of Karyn’s buttocks, my mind filling with old wants
and desires, thinking about proclivities that had thus far been left out
of my relationship with Karyn; nonetheless they were thought about
frequently.

Karyn stirred, lifting her head from the pillow and looking over at
the bedside clock. She sighed and turned on her side, her expression
suddenly troubled.

“I need to make a call,” she announced.
I nodded, moved back, and let her climb out of bed. She went into

the front room where she had dropped her purse earlier. I rolled onto
my back and took her spot on the pillow, waiting patiently, in no
hurry, once again thinking private thoughts, and even remembering
relationships past, one in particular.



Karyn returned ten minutes later, her cell phone still in her right
hand. She put the phone down on the nightstand on the left side of the
bed, then climbed in beside me and snuggled close, putting her head
on my chest and raising a knee across my thighs. I put an arm around
her back and squeezed gently, kissing the top of her head.

“Sorry about that,” she whispered.
“No need to apologize,” I told her in a soothing tone, kissing her

again. “I understand.”
Karyn shifted her position and looked up at me, staring intently

for a few moments.
“I know you do,” she said. “But I’m still sorry. I don’t like to let

that part of my life enter into our relationship, but I told him I’d call
tonight and let him know that I’d gotten here alright. He’s still in
Denver and they’re an hour behind so I had to wait until I knew he’d
be in his room.”

The he she was referring to was Dan Lochert, her husband of
eighteen years and one of the top architects in the southeast.

I kissed her forehead and squeezed her shoulders.
“No need to explain, love,” I told her. “You have other obligations.

I knew that when we got involved. It’s not a problem for me. As long as
it’s not one for you.”

She stared at me some more, and I stared back, thinking about
how incredibly beautiful she was. After maybe a couple of minutes she
reached up and took my face in her hands, kissing me hard on the
mouth. I returned the kiss and quickly found my tumescence raging in
full. Karyn pulled back a little and glanced down, smiling from ear to
ear.

“It would appear, Mr. Olin, that the south has risen again,” she
quipped.

I reached down and took my erection in hand and stroked it
slowly.

“Do you have any idea how much we both want to fuck you right
now?” I said in a lust-laden voice.

Karyn started grinning some more and then she reached down
and took a hold of my erection. She stared into my eyes for maybe
thirty seconds while manipulating me with her hand, and then,



without missing a beat, she came up on her knees and bent over my
lower body, opening her mouth and taking me all the way inside.



Chapter 7

On Sunday morning I got a call from Detective Paige Palmer of the
Birmingham Police Department’s Criminal Intelligence Unit. Paige is a
personal friend so I was not alarmed at receiving a call from a police
detective at eight o’clock on a Sunday morning as some people might
be. She asked if we could meet and I suggested it be a meeting
involving food. The I-HOP over in the Wildwood Shopping Center a
couple miles from my place does a great Sunday brunch. Paige said
she could make it by ten-thirty and I said it was a date. The timing was
fortunate because I was just about to go into the kitchen to make
breakfast when she called. Now all I had to do was hold out for a
couple more hours. Shouldn’t be too difficult for a man with my will of
iron.

I got to the restaurant early because I know how difficult it is to
get a table on Sunday mornings. By the time Paige arrived I had been
seated at a window table near the west wall for approximately thirty-
one seconds. The waitress hadn’t even brought my water yet.

Paige Palmer is forty-six, a mother of four grown sons, and a
veteran cop of about eighteen years, and yet to look at her you’d never
suspect any of that. Her body is still quite fetching, only a minor
paunch around her upper pelvic region, but not unattractively so, and
there is about her an air of youth that seems to only grow stronger
every year I know her. I haven’t seen her for about a month now and in
that time she has cut off about two inches from her once shoulder
length blond hair. And it is no longer as blond as it once was. Now
closer to light brown—its original color I suspect. Still, I like it, and she
looks great as always.

I also like the blue jeans she’s wearing. Paige looks great in blue
jeans. Especially from behind, which she knows. I stood up when she
walked up to the table and we hugged for a few moments. Paige is a



good hugger, knows just how to press her whole body against yours
and really let you feel the curves of hers. We ended with a kiss and
then sat down. Just then the waitress came with my water and two
menus. She asked if Paige wanted water and she declined, asking for
coffee instead. The waitress nodded and left.

We set the menus down in front of us and stared at one another,
our hands very close together on the table.

“Haven’t seen you in a while,” Paige said, her brown eyes slightly
impish. “Forgot how sexy and good looking you are.”

Being black, I don’t actually blush. Although my skin is medium
brown and sometimes I get a little red. Probably getting that way now
because I can feel heat on my face. I call it the Paige Effect. She always
manages to zing me at least once every time we meet.

“Starting off with flattery,” I remarked. “Tells me you must want
something big.”

She grinned and touched the back of my right hand.
“Oh, I always want something big, Derrick. It’s just today I need

something besides that.”
“Oh darn,” I feigned disappointment. “And here I was thinking

that you called because you had decided that today you were ready to
try the black experience.”

She choked while laughing and had to sit back to catch her breath.
Her coffee arrived a minute later and she took a sip after adding
sweetener.

“That was a good one,” Paige said. “You know full well I had my
first taste of the black experience when I was seventeen. Two years
later I married the guy. And then had four kids with him.”

I nodded. Sure I knew. And I also knew that that had been one
very lucky black man for almost twenty years. That is until he decided
he wanted to fuck around; and Paige caught him. Now she was single
again, and made no secret of her desire to stay that way. We gave our
breakfast orders to the waitress and she went to put them in.

“So what’s up?” I asked, sipping my water.
“Are you familiar with the Birmingham Homeless Outreach

Program?” Paige asked.
“Can’t say that I am,” I responded, setting my glass down and



focusing all of my attention on her. “Sounds like a not-for-profit
charity for the homeless though.”

Paige smiled.
“You should be a detective, Derrick. How’d you guess that?”
“Sarcasm is one of your more alluring traits, my sweet,” I rejoined.
“Yours too,” she said. “Anyway, yeah. It is a charity for the

homeless. But much more. It does a lot of great work. It takes
homeless people in, gets them shelter, gets them medical attention,
and it even has an educational and job training and placement
program. It’s been in operation about four years and in that time they
have made some very significant progress in putting a dent in the city’s
homeless problem, and, I might add, without any help from city
government.”

“Sounds like a worthwhile endeavor,” I said for want of something
to say.

“It is,” Paige continued. “That’s one of the reason I started
volunteering some of my time there a year ago. Back when I had more
spare time, before I got assigned to CIU. Now that’s pretty much gone.
And that’s one of the reasons I didn’t know that the situation had
gotten to be as bad as it has.”

I leaned a little closer, sensing the anger and frustration bubbling
inside her.

“Tell me about it,” I said.
Paige took in a deep breath and released it slowly, then nodded.
“Okay,” she said, and began to speak in a very controlled tone, but

underneath I could hear rage.
“And I know what you’re thinking,” Paige said suddenly after a few

minutes. “I’m a cop and this sounds like something that should be
handled by the police. And you’re right. But regrettably right now
we’ve got our hands full on the force. Our recruitment and retention
numbers are in the toilet, overtime has been cut to almost nothing,
and violent crime is on the rise in many key areas of the city. The
manpower simply isn’t there to do everything we need to do, and this
problem at Outreach is one that is falling through the cracks.”

She paused to take a breath and I patted the back of her hand once
more, giving her a minute to collect herself.



“You said this outreach place has its offices downtown?” I asked.
Paige nodded, reaching up and brushing a strand of hair from her

face.
“Yeah. Down where that old Army-Navy place used to be before it

moved about ten years ago.”
“Rogers?” I said. “The self-described Ugliest Building in Town?”
“That’s the one,” Paige said. “They moved out on 280, along with a

lot of other businesses from downtown. That, coincidentally, is one of
the reasons that area is becoming like a ghost town. Outreach was able
to buy the place outright with a generous low interest loan from
Colonial Bank, did some major improvements, place looks pretty good
now too. The current executive director is a woman named Kimberly
Sutton. She’s a friend, and a very good person. She’s put her whole self
into the operation and is one of the main reasons it’s been so
successful.”

“So tell me more about the problem they’re having,” I said.
The waitress came to the table with our plates on a tray and we

paused until she set everything down, then we thanked her and she
went away. I had ordered my usual, steak and scrambled eggs, Paige
had waffles and strawberries. Suddenly we both realized how hungry
we were and paused our conversation for a few minutes while we
sampled our food. Mine was delicious, the steak just as I liked it,
medium rare. Paige seemed to enjoy her breakfast as well, but I could
tell she was still preoccupied with other thoughts. I set my fork and
knife down, took a sip of the cranberry juice I had ordered with
breakfast, and then asked her to continue her story.

“Well according to Kim this all started a couple months back.
There have always been problems with crime, that just goes with the
territory when you’re dealing with the homeless, people who don’t
have anything but the clothes on their backs and a few dirty
possessions they carry in a bag or push around in a cart. Theft, minor
vandalism, stuff like that. And sometimes there are fights and assaults,
the even more rare serious injury, even a killing here and there. But
two months ago an increasing number of the homeless that the
program was helping started becoming victims of robberies and
violent assaults either on their way to one of the shelters or just after



leaving them. The clothes they were given, what little money they
earned through part-time jobs, anything of value was taken. Initially
reports weren’t filed with the police because the homeless know how
much most people really don’t care about them or what happens to
them. But soon Kim found out what was happening and she did start
to make reports. The Central Precinct sent out some officers to take
statements but all they did was file the reports, and took no further
action. During the last few weeks I was up in Memphis working a joint
jurisdictional case with the local PD and Kim couldn’t get in touch
with me until a couple days ago.

“I pulled all the reports and looked at them, talked to some of the
victims that Kim was able to convince to meet with me, and I talked to
the staff at Outreach. Then I went back to Headquarters and started
pulling crime reports for the area around the main shelter downtown,
looking for increases and patterns. And you know what, I didn’t find
an increase in the number of reported violent crimes in the area.
Assaults, robberies, rapes, murders, nothing. Actually, the number of
robberies and rapes has decreased in that neighborhood over the past
six months, somewhat out of step with most other low-income areas of
the city.”

“But the homeless in the area have experienced a significant
increase,” I said. “What about other neighborhoods?”

“Yeah,” Paige said, slipping her fork into a cut piece of waffle. “I
checked. All across Birmingham and the surrounding municipalities.
No correlation. Only the few neighborhoods where Outreach is set up
seem to be suffering from a significant crime wave in the past two
months.”

“You have a theory?” I said, sipping more juice.
“Not a theory,” she told me firmly. “A direct cause. Zach Fulton,

leader of the Crazy Zees. One of the most vicious street gangs in the
city. And that’s the reason I called you.”

I sat back and chuckled as I stared at the Birmingham Police
detective.

“Should I take that as a compliment?” I said. “Or an indictment?”
Paige leaned across the table and stared directly into my eyes, and

there was no trace of humor in hers.



“Derrick Olin, you are probably the nicest and best guy I have ever
known in my life. But you’re also probably the toughest and the
scariest. Exactly the person that is needed to deal with the Crazy Zees.”

I stared at her for a few moments more, then nodded, picking up
my knife and fork and cutting another piece of my steak.

“Well I am between jobs at the moment,” I said after chewing and
swallowing. “This’ll be the first time you’re my client.”

Paige grinned and sat back.
“Guess this means we’ll have to work out some kind of payment

plan?”
I glanced at her once more, then took another bite of steak.
“Yeah,” I said, chewing. “We will.”



Chapter 8

Monday morning at nine Paige and I went to see Kimberly Sutton
at the headquarters of the Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission
on the corner of 1st Avenue and 25th Street North. It was raining
again, but lightly, and the temperature had cooled a bit more this third
week of October. High sixties. I was wearing a light jacket, jeans, and a
short sleeve polo. Paige had on a yellow sweater, a brown leather
jacket, and gray slacks that fit her nicely.

I was driving and parked my car in one of the row of parallel
spaces on the side of the building and we got out and quickly made our
way around to the front of the building on 1st Avenue. This place sure
had changed a lot since it was an Army-Navy store. For one thing the
jungle camouflage paint was gone, replaced with a more traditional
hard beige. Still an improvement. Inside the entrance was a reception
desk and behind the desk sat a small black woman with a curly afro
and horn rimmed glasses. She glanced up and smiled when she saw
Paige. Paige said hi to her, calling her Kathy. Kathy greeted her
warmly and the two women spent a few moments catching up before
Paige introduced me.

Kathy stood up behind her desk and extended her hand, which I
shook, and told her it was nice to meet her. Kathy said likewise. Then
she told us that Kimberly Sutton was back in her office and she was
waiting for us. Paige thanked the receptionist and then turned to the
left and started walking. I followed, almost without looking down and
staring at her ass. Almost.

We passed several people in the first corridor, and they all seemed
to know Paige. When we reached an intersecting hallway Paige turned
right and nearly bumped into a bulky Latino man. His name was
Pedro and Paige and he seemed rather chummy. And not that it



mattered, but Pedro also seemed quite gay. His handshake was firm
though, almost crushing. After maybe a minute Paige and I were on
our way once more, still passing more people. Paige nodded and
spoke, I just nodded.

Finally we reached the end of this corridor and Paige turned left,
coming to a stop outside a door that was marked Executive
Director. I suspected this was our destination.

Paige knocked and a voice called for us to enter.
Kimberly Sutton was a slender brunette around five-seven with

long straight hair that extended halfway down her back. She wore it
loose and it was kind of unruly. Her features were thin and she didn’t
seem to care much about her appearance because I couldn’t detect
even the slightest hint of makeup. The only jewelry she seemed to have
on was a simple gold band on the third finger of her left hand. As she
stood I got a good look at her and decided that she was kind of cute in
a plain kind of way. Her look worked for her. Or maybe it worked for
me.

When she spoke I could tell right away she wasn’t a southern
native. Of course, most people who listen to me could never believe
that I was from the south either; but I was. Mrs. Sutton’s tenor was
Midwestern, I surmised, not that it was all that important at the
moment, just filing information away because you never know when it
will be important later.

Her handshake was also firm, though not as firm as Pedro’s.
Once the introductions were concluded she told Paige and me to

sit down, which we did in the two chairs in front of her desk. She asked
if we would like some coffee or something else and we both declined.
Me because I never drink coffee and Paige because right before we
came over we had breakfast at a diner over on 6th North and she had
had three cups.

The Executive Director of the Birmingham Homeless Outreach
Mission sat down behind her desk and removed the black framed
glasses she had been wearing, placing them in the middle of her desk
on top of a stack of papers. She reached up and spent a moment
massaging the bridge of her nose with thumb and forefinger, all the



while staring over at me.
“So you’re the guy who walks on water that Paige has been telling

me so much about,” she said.
I cocked my head slightly and glanced over at Paige before

responding.
“She must have left out the part about being able to leap tall

buildings in the dark too,” I said.
Kimberly Sutton smiled.
“Yeah, she did leave that part out,” she said. “An oversight I’m

sure. So did Paige fill you in on the problem I’m having here?”
“Yes,” I said. “The Crazy Zees.”
“Yeah,” she said. “The Crazy Zees. Punks. They’ve been picking on

the mission for over two months now. Attacking members, vandalizing
this building and some of our outlying donation and distribution
centers, not to mention our other sub-shelters. A lot of my regulars are
terrified. And some of them have started staying away. That’s bad
because these people need this place and if they aren’t getting the help
here, then they aren’t getting it. I don’t want that to continue.”

“I can understand that, Mrs. Sutton,” I said.
She held up a hand.
“Please, don’t call me that. Makes me feel old. Kim, please.”
“Alright,” I said, glancing at a woman who was probably

somewhere in her mid-thirties.
“Like I was saying, a lot of my members are really frightened and

are staying away for fear of being attacked. So far three of them have
been beaten badly enough to require overnight stays in Cooper Green
Hospital. They actually should have been admitted for longer but they
don’t have any health insurance and nobody in the city or county
governments gives a damn about them.”

As she spoke I was detecting the same level of frustration and
anger in her undertones as I detected in Paige’s yesterday. And I could
understand both, even if I couldn’t do much about either.

“As Paige has told you, we’ve filed police reports. At least a few.
Most of the other victims are too frightened to come forward, their
experiences with the police usually not ending well for them. But with
little information to go on and the lack of solid witnesses, there is little



that the police are able—or willing—to do. I know the problems the city
is facing with shortages in personnel and finances, I know the police
are shorthanded, and I know most people don’t consider the homeless
to be a priority, which is why the problem is so bad in the first place.
But damnit this isn’t right!” She punctuated that last statement by
slamming her fist down on the back of her desk, and I knew she meant
every word she had just said.

“Sorry,” Kim Sutton apologized, forcing a smile. “It’s just that I get
so caught up in this place sometimes. The people. My husband tells me
that I should try to step back a little and get some perspective. But I
tell him I have all the perspective I need, and I will not step back one
bit.”

She continued to talk for another ten minutes. Mainly it was
venting, and I could understand her need to do so. For my part
nothing she said was of much relevance to me, but when you were
dealing with human beings sometimes it was important to let them
talk and tell you things you didn’t think you really needed to know. It
might come in handy later. Or it might not. It was better to have too
much information than too little. Usually.

Finally she paused and sat back, shaking her head.
“Sorry again,” she said. “I do ramble on.”
“I know the feeling,” I said, smiling to ease the tension. “Believe

me.”
“Kim,” Paige said, leaning forward slightly. “I talked with Derrick

about what we discussed last week. He has agreed to help. Work as a
kind of consultant.”

Kim was looking at me as Paige spoke. She was quiet for maybe a
minute, sitting up and dropping her hands down to her lap.

“Derrick, you do understand that we are a nonprofit
organization?” she said. “We don’t make a lot of money and what
money we do bring in largely goes to help our members.”

I held up a hand this time.
“I know that, Kim,” I said. “And that’s not an issue here. I’ll be a

volunteer consultant.”
“He’s doing me a favor,” Paige offered. “Believe me. Derrick is a

highly sought after security specialist and can afford to do this pro



bono.”
I looked at her and smirked.
“Well thank you very much, Detective Palmer. Maybe I should

hire you to by my publicist.”
Paige grinned at me.
“Anyhow, don’t worry about money where I’m concerned,” I went

on. “Let’s just see about fixing your problem.”
“Alright,” Kim said. “And how do you propose we do that?”
“At the moment I have no clue,” I answered honestly. “But I’m

sure I’ll come up with something. I always do.”
Paige nodded.
“Yes, he does. Believe him.”
Kim stared at both of us for a few moments, and then nodded to

herself, standing up.
“Well then, how about a tour of the place while you’re here. And

I’ll introduce you to the rest of the staff.”
Paige and I stood.
“Sure,” I said. “Why not?”



Chapter 9

After Kim had shown me around and introduced me to everyone,
Paige said she needed to get over to police headquarters, and since I
had driven her to Outreach I had to take her back. I told Kim I’d be
back later this afternoon and we could talk further. We shook hands at
the reception desk at the entrance and Paige and I went back outside.
It was still raining, and heavier, so we ran around the building to my
car.

After dropping Paige off at BPD HQ seven blocks down 1st

Avenue, I decided to take a drive over to Ensley to have a conversation
with a friend of mine who might have some insight into this Crazy Zees
gang, stuff the police didn’t have. Paige had provided me with all the
information her CIU and gang task force had compiled, and there was
a lot of data, but most of it was probably useless in terms of actually
being actionable. Street gangs, much like organized crime and even
terrorist groups, had proved to be very unpredictable in the past and
very good at confounding law enforcement’s attempts to understand
and counter them. And because of this it was usually better to get your
information from sources that operated on a different playing field,
often the same one as the people you were looking in to. Something
that the police could not legally do. Luckily I’m not the police.

George Oliver is the assistant manager of a nightclub on the west
side of town called Club Dexter. It is named after the owner and
general manager, Earl Ashley Dexter. Both men were friends of mine
in high school and afterwards we each went our own ways for a while.
Earl went into the Navy after high school, and did twenty years before
retiring as a chief petty officer. I went to college and went into the Air
Force as a second lieutenant, spending ten years in service.

George “Ollie” Oliver took a different path after high school, one
that led him right into the heart of organized crime in Detroit.



Officially he was out of the life now, retired just like the rest of us, back
in Birmingham and helping an old friend run his club. However, as is
often the case, once you are in to some things you find it hard to ever
completely leave them. Ollie still has contacts, sources, all over the
place, and especially right here in Birmingham. And his information is
always accurate and current. Good thing for me he’s a good friend,
someone I can rely on.

The club doesn’t open until eight p.m. but Ollie always gets in at
ten in the morning, even when he works till three, and I found him
sitting at the bar going over a ledger with the club’s hosting manager
when I was shown in by a security guard.

Reese Tamblyn turned when she saw me, smiling widely and
stepping away from the bar, coming to stand directly in front of me,
hands on her rather shapely hips.

“Why, Derrick Olin, you stranger,” she said in a soft North Central
Alabama lilt. “I was beginning to think that maybe you had forgotten
about us over here in Ensley.”

I smiled.
“Never, love,” I told her, and as she moved closer I opened my

arms and we embraced. This was a very nice feeling. Reese has the
softest body, and the biggest… Well you get the picture. Think of a
younger version of Dolly Parton, only more proportional. As hard as it
was—and it really was hard—I released her and took a step back.

“Good to see you, Reese.”
She stared at me for a few moments, her sky blue eyes sparkling in

the subdued overhead lighting near the bar.
“You should come by when the club is open,” she told me. “When

I’m not dressed down like this. You’d love my little black hosting dress.
The spaghetti straps, the plunging neckline…”

I smiled again.
“I’m sure I would,” I said.
Ollie got up from the bar and came over, adjusting his gold framed

glasses.
“Quit wasting your time on this lost cause, girl,” he chided. “He

don’t drink, and even if he did Earl would want to give it to him on the
house. Save the charm for actual customers who pay, baby.”



I held out my hand and we shook.
“Well thanks for the welcome, Mr. Oliver,” I told him.
Ollie nodded and turned to Reese.
“Baby, why don’t you scoot for a while and let me talk to Derrick.

Pull those counter receipts from Saturday and we’ll go over them,
okay?”

The blond knockout nodded.
“Sure thing, Ollie,” she said, and then to me, “And don’t you leave

without saying good bye either.” She punctuated this with a playful
poke in my chest. I said I wouldn’t, and as she turned to walk toward
the back of the club, both Ollie and I watched her carefully, admiring
the sway of her hips and the tightness of her jeans.

“Not exactly what I call dressing down,” I said to Ollie.
He smirked and nodded me over to the bar.
“Yeah, but you ought to see her in that dress she was mentioning.

My god, brother, if I wasn’t with my lady, and she wouldn’t cut my
dick off…”

We both sat down at the bar and Ollie picked up the cup of
unfinished coffee he had been nursing as he and Reese went over
accounts.

“So how you been?” he asked.
“Good,” I said. “You?”
“Good too,” he responded. “Business been doing real good. No

problems, other than city and county taxes, but what can you do about
that? How your business?”

“Been a little busy lately,” I told him. “And actually I just took on a
new client this morning.”

Ollie set his cup down and turned on his stool to face me.
“That what bring you here?”
“It is,” I said.
He grinned and I could see a mouth full of freshly whitened teeth,

save for the single gleaming gold one on the top left side.
“And you need something from old Ollie, huh?”
“Must be a mind-reader,” I said.
“Just know you,” he said. “What you need?”
I told him about the job I’d taken on and the problem my client



was having. He listened in silence, his full attention on me, and when I
finished he nodded slowly, thinking. I waited.

“I know the Crazy Zees,” he said at last. “At least I heard of them.
Guy in charge is named Zach Fulton. A crazy young cracker been
kicked out of most every other gang in the city. Bad news. And I do
mean he crazy. Got maybe a dozen or so guys run with him. In case
you wondering, the Crazy Z stands for Crazy Zach.”

“I read that in the police intelligence file,” I told him.
“Yeah,” he continued. “But I bet you didn’t read this in no police

file. Zach’s put at least thirteen people in the ground in the Jefferson
County area alone. Motherfucka believe in killin’ people.”

“The police suspect him of murders,” I confided, “but have no
actual proof. Maybe you could help ‘em out.”

Ollie stared at me as if I’d just asked to date his four year old
daughter.

“You know me and the cops, Derrick,” he said. “Better if we give
each other a lot of space. Besides, what I know can’t exactly be proved
in no court. But take it to be the truth. So you say Zach and his boys
messing with this homeless shelter?”

I nodded, glancing around as a cleaning crew started working at
the back of the club, two middle aged black women.

“Yeah. It’s called the Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission,
downtown on 1st and 25th North. People been getting mugged, beat
up, the main building has been vandalized, a couple of the satellite
places too.”

“I take it the cops ain’t no help?” he said.
“Not really,” I admitted. “Actually a cop friend of mine called me

in because she’s so frustrated they can’t do much about the situation.
You know what’s going on with the city budget right now; the cops just
don’t have the manpower.”

“Yeah,” Ollie said. “And who give a fuck about the homeless?”
I didn’t say anything.
“You know this don’t really make no sense,” Ollie said after a while

longer. “I know Zach a thug and he crazy, but why go after the
homeless? They don’t have much. Sure, they easy targets, but there are



better prospects if they looking to make some bread. And I know he
sell drugs too, do some enforcer work—some for Innes Redbone. This
don’t seem like his kind of thang.”

“Well his headquarters/clubhouse is only a few blocks away from
the mission,” I offered. “Maybe he’s just doing it for entertainment.”

“Maybe,” Ollie said, unconvinced. “Anyway, you want what I know
about the Crazy Zees, okay. Here go…”

After thirty minutes Ollie had exhausted his store of information
on the street gang in question, including its personnel, and I couldn’t
think of anything else to ask. Sometimes the depth and breadth of
Ollie’s knowledge really amazed me. Particularly in this case because
he had started out by saying he’d only heard of the Crazy Zees.

“Well thanks, Mr. Oliver,” I said, putting away my pen and
notepad. “I appreciate it.”

“No problem,” he said, finishing the remains of the second cup of
coffee Reese had brought him as we talked. “So what you gonna do
now?”

“I have no idea,” I told him just as honestly as I had told Kim
Sutton earlier. “Which is nothing new for me. I’m gonna go back to the
shelter this afternoon and have another look around, see if I can talk to
some of the people who got mugged, if they’ll talk. Most of the attacks
took place at night pretty close to the mission. Figure maybe I’ll hang
out there tonight and see what I can see. Might even go over and hang
out around the Crazy Zees place.”

“Well you be real careful around there, Derrick,” Ollie warned. “I
know you ain’t exactly no weakling, but these boys aren’t pussies
either. You might not want to go alone. Wish I could go with you but
Earl’s got a cold and he taking a couple days off. I got to stay here.”

“I appreciate the thought,” I said, standing up from the stool and
arching my back, trying to work out a kink. “I’ll be fine. Thanks.”

Ollie stood up too.
“You know, there is somebody who might be available,” he said.

“You hang out here while I make a call?”
“Sure,” I said.
Ollie turned and started toward the back of the club where his

office was located. I stretched my arms above my head and arched my



back once more. When I turned toward the front of the club Reese
Tamblyn was standing a few feet away smiling.

“You need a nice back rub, Derrick,” she said with a wicked grin.
“Sit back down.”

I started to protest, but she moved in quickly and woman-handled
me onto the stool, turning me toward the bar. A moment later I felt
her hands slip under my jacket and her fingers start to dig into the
skin at the small of my back, just above my belt. I groaned softly and
glanced around to make sure no one else was close by.

I had to admit, she was very good at this, and it was feeling pretty
good. Then I felt something else pressing against the middle of my
back and knew it was not her hands. Too soft. They felt nice too.

Oh hell, I thought, leaning back slightly. When in Rome…



Chapter 10

When I returned to the mission at a little after one it had stopped
raining and the temperature was warmer. A little too warm for my
light jacket, but I was wearing a weapon so I decided to suffer through
it. There was a male receptionist on duty this afternoon and he smiled
at me when I entered the front doors and said Kim was expecting me
in her office. I thanked him and headed in the direction that I
remembered from this morning.

Once I knocked and received permission to enter, I found that the
Executive Director was not alone. Two other women sat in the chairs
that Paige and I had occupied this morning. Both petite, both very
pretty, one white, the other black. Kim Sutton stood and smiled as I
came in, taking off her glasses once again and setting them down on
her desk.

“You made it back, Derrick,” she said. “Good. Let me introduce
you to two people who were not around this morning when you were
here. First, the lady on your left is Lindy Clarke. She’s a senior social
worker.”

This was the white one, five-two, dark blond hair tied back in a
ponytail, glasses. She shook my hand and smiled.

“And this is Dr. Dani Blach,” Kim went on, indicating the black
woman. “Dani is a resident in the ER at UAB and is a volunteer
physician to the mission. She also serves on the Executive Board of
Overseers.”

I shook her hand. About five-three, shoulder length black hair,
very light skin. She seemed too young to be a resident at UAB, but I
suppose I had no reason to doubt her credentials. Both women seemed
to put more care into their appearances than did Kim Sutton,
especially Dr. Blach. Ms. Clarke had on a designer pants suit that
looked like it cost more than my whole wardrobe, and Dr. Black wore a



designer skirt suit that looked like it cost just as much, not that I was
an expert on women’s fashion. Or men’s for that matter; as anyone
who has ever studied my wardrobe could quite easily attest to.

“Actually we were just discussing you,” Kim said with a grin. “Your
ears must be burning. We’re out of chairs. Sorry. Don’t get a lot of
money for furniture around here.”

“No problem,” I told her, going over to lean against the wall on the
left side of her desk, a few feet from where Dr. Blach retook her seat.
“I’m comfortable standing.”

“Good then,” Kim said, sitting once again as well. “So I was just
answering a couple of the questions that Dani and Lindy had. Going
over what we discussed this morning and how you would go about
helping us.”

Dr. Blach crossed her legs and smoothed out her skirt, and looked
directly at me with less than friendly black eyes, all business. Serious
business.

“Mr. Olin, can you tell me a little about your background?” she
said. “I am asking on behalf of the board, the chairman has asked me
to make a full report to him.”

“Sure,” I said. “And call me Derrick, please. My background is
simple. I spent ten years in the Air Force after college. Two years in the
Office of Security Police, then eight in the Office of Special
Investigations as a special agent. I was a criminal investigator and also
received training in high-threat protection, including antiterrorism
tactics. Expert ratings in the use of more than three dozen types of
small arms, and I have certifications in four forms of unarmed
personal combat. Since I left the Air Force in 1999 I have been working
on my own—freelance.”

“Are you licensed?” Dr. Blach asked.
“Yes,” I told her. “In nearly every state. For security and concealed

firearms carry.”
“And you are taking this job for no payment?” Dr. Blach asked, her

expression revealing some skepticism.
“That’s correct, Doctor,” I told her. “Consider it my charitable

contribution for the month.”
Kim Sutton smiled, and Lindy Clarke even seemed a little



humored, but the good doctor did not.
“Do you think charity is a joking matter, Mr. Olin?” she said.
“Not at all, Dr. Blach,” I rejoined. “I’m just trying to answer your

questions. Is there anything else you would like to know?”
She stared at me silently for a few long moments, and then turned

toward Kim Sutton.
“Not at the moment, but once I speak with the Chairman, we may

have more to discuss.”
I glanced at Kim and she nodded with a small smile, and then

glanced up at me.
“Do you have a plan yet, Derrick?” she said.
I glanced over at Lindy Clarke and Dani Blach briefly, and then

back at the Executive Director.
“A bit of one,” I told her. “We’ll see how good it is once I put it in

motion.”
And then I told them what my plan was. In retrospect it actually

sounded much better in my head; as do most things.



Chapter 11

The meeting broke up and Kim Sutton walked Dani Blach and
Lindy Clarke to the door, bidding them good day. Without having to
say, I knew she wanted me to hang back so that we could talk in
private. Once the door was shut she turned toward me and leaned
against it, exhaling audibly.

“I’m sorry about that, Derrick. I should have warned you about the
board; and Dani Blach in particular.”

I moved from the wall where I had been leaning for the better part
of forty-five minutes, rotating my neck from side to side.

“She seems challenging,” I remarked.
“That’s an understatement,” Kim said, moving from the door and

walking over to the two chairs that her other guests had occupied. “She
is tenacious. Don’t get me wrong, she is a very good doctor and we are
lucky to have her. But she is a bit of a political animal; which is why
she was appointed to the board. Or rather I should say, had herself
appointed to the board.”

“But I thought this organization had no official sanction?” I said.
“Completely independent.”

“There is no such thing as a completely independent entity,
Derrick,” Kim said with a smirk. “Least of all a group that relies on
charity in order to function. Please, let’s sit.”

She took the chair on the left and I took the other one, adjusting
my jacket and stretching out my legs.

“The Board of Overseers is an oversight committee that was put in
place at the start of the mission to ensure that this charity did not
suffer some of the abuses that have been widely reported with other,
more established organizations. They wanted to make sure that all
donations went right where they were supposed to and that everything
was done aboveboard. Needless to say, I agree with that. Nothing kills



charitable donations quicker than people finding out that the money
they contribute is being used to buy luxury cars and pay for exotic
vacations for the people who are entrusted with handling the funds.”

Kim paused and crossed one leg over the other. “The problem is
that the board likes to micromanage. They want to have input into
every operational decision around here, and that is just not possible.
The last director accommodated them too much. I had Lindy’s job
back then and I used to see how frustrated my boss was when he was
dealing with the board. I know that’s the reason he left to take that job
in Seattle. Couldn’t take the pressure anymore. However, when I
agreed to the appointment I told them flat out that there had to be
changes in the way the board conducted oversight. The Executive
Director had to be free to make day-to-day operational decisions
without having the board interfere. I left them no choice in this, and
they agreed. Unfortunately about three months ago a new chairman
was appointed to the board and he is trying to exert more authority
over the mission, and me. He’s a clever one though. He doesn’t come
at me directly.”

“Dr. Blach is his stalking horse,” I offered.
“She is,” Kim confirmed. “He got her appointed to the board

shortly after he took over as chairman. They vote together on every
issue, and I believe most of the other members of the board are afraid
of them. Except for one, but he is usually alone.”

I nodded, checking my watch.
“Well I should tell you this right now, Kim. I really don’t care

about any of this, the politics and so on. You brought me in to do a job
and I intend to do it. Political infighting is beyond my brief. As far as
I’m concerned I report to you. Dr. Blach and her chairman are
irrelevant to me.”

Kim smiled, nodding.
“Paige said you were a tough guy,” she said. “And you didn’t take

any shit from anybody. The perfect man for this job. I just hope you
can get the attacks to stop, and soon. We’ve lost several members who
were making good progress. That can’t be allowed to continue.”

“I’ll do my best,” I assured her. “And I’ll start tonight. I’m also
going to speak to a friend of mine in the security alarm business and



see if she’ll be willing to donate a system to Outreach. Since it’s a
charity it’ll be a tax deduction.”

“That would be great,” Kim said. “I’ve contacted some companies
about that before but they all say they can’t do it for charity, legal
reasons or something.”

“Yeah,” I said. “I’m sure. I’m reasonably sure this person will have
no problem with legal issues. Might get somebody out here tomorrow
morning to look the place over.”

“Alright,” Kim said. “So you’re coming back here tonight and
what, wait to see if some of these gang bangers show up?”

“Something like that,” I said.
“And if they do?” she asked.
I nodded slowly, thoughtfully.
“Then we’ll just have to see,” I told her.



Chapter 12

At five I was at home having a combination very late lunch/early
dinner. I’d stopped by the Chop Suey Inn down on Green Springs a
little over a mile from my place and picked up some egg rolls and
shrimp fried rice and was now seated at the table in the front room
eating and reading through the notes Ollie had provided on Zach
Fulton and the Crazy Zees and cross-referencing them with the copied
BPD intelligence files Paige had given me. I didn’t really expect to find
anything of much use, just wanted to be as familiar as possible with
the people I was about to go up against beforehand. Somebody once
said “knowledge is power, ignorance is death”. Can’t recall who just
now, but sound advice nonetheless.

When I finished eating and washing my dishes I sat back down
and spent another half hour reading, and then I’d had it. I put
everything into my briefcase and tossed it on the sofa, now heading for
the bedroom. Since most of the attacks on the homeless had taken
place after ten, some not till after midnight, I would not head out until
about nine. This meant I had some time to kill and I could probably lie
down for a couple hours nap.

I was sitting on the bed taking off my shoes when my cell phone
rang. So much for napping, I thought, recognizing the personal ring
tone and smiling. Lying back in the middle of the bed, I pressed the
answer button on the phone.

“Hi, babe,” I said.
“Hey, sexy,” replied Karyn Lochert through the receiver. “Tell me

you’re naked.”
I chuckled and closed my eyes.
“Why don’t you come over here and see for yourself?” I said.
“Wish I could. But not tonight. Got to have dinner with the

Birmingham District CEO and his EVP. Gonna be a late night. Might



be done by ten though. Maybe I could come over then. Unless you
want to come over to my hotel and we can have hotel sex.”

I chuckled again.
“Any sex with you is great,” I told her. “But unfortunately tonight

I’m going to be working. Got to go out around nine or so. Probably be
gone most of the night.”

“Damn,” Karyn swore softly. “And here I was looking forward to
making you squirm again when I did that thing to you with my tongue.
You know what I’m talking about, don’t you?”

I was grinning and laughing now, remembering exactly what she
was talking about.

“You are a very bad girl, Karyn,” I said. “And when next I see you
I’m going to have to apply firm discipline to that sexy little rump of
yours. Very firm.”

“Can’t wait,” she teased. “I’m tempted to play sick and see if I can
get out of my evening plans and come over there to you for a couple of
hours.”

“You probably shouldn’t,” I said. “Not that it would bother me. But
your boss back in Montgomery might get pissy.”

Karyn sighed.
“You’re probably right. Guess we’ll have to wait another night. You

going to be working all week?”
“Not sure,” I told her, glancing over at the bedside clock. “I just

got this job today and it could go a while. I know you’re only in town
for the rest of this week before you go back to Montgomery. We’ll work
something out. I promise.”

“You better,” she said, and then her voice became very quiet and I
had to strain to hear what she said next. “Because you know that once
you make me wet, the only thing that can satisfy me is that hard
brown cock of yours.”

I inhaled and released it slowly, feeling the fullness of the erection
in my pants now.

“What are you doing for breakfast tomorrow?” I asked.
“Getting eaten by you… I hope,” she replied.
“Sounds like a plan,” I said.



Chapter 13

It started to rain again at eleven. Light at first, barely a drizzle. By
eleven-twenty we were in full downpour mode. Nobody with any sense
was out on the streets as far as I could see, but it was kind of hard to
see anything with the weather the way it was.

I was in the passenger’s seat of a beat up dark colored Chevy, circa
early Seventies, and it was parked in an empty lot to the right of the
Outreach building on 1st Avenue under the Highway 31/Highway 280
overpass that ran parallel north and south. Under here the car was
largely shielded from the rain, but it was still coming down heavy
enough that it made seeing more than five feet nearly impossible.

Behind the wheel sat a small young black woman with short black
hair and a small piercing in her right nostril. Her name was Sheila,
and that was all the name I had for her. Didn’t know if it was all she
had been born with, whether it was her first or middle, or even if it was
her real one. And I suppose it didn’t really matter. She answered to
Sheila.

Ollie had introduced us several months ago when he was helping
me out with another job I was doing. I wasn’t sure exactly how he
knew her or exactly what Sheila’s job description was. I did know she
could shoot and she didn’t appear to have any fear. Two qualities I
tend to look for in somebody who’s supposed to be backing me up. I
also liked the fact that she wasn’t a talker. We’d been sitting together
for more than two hours and had barely spoken more than five
sentences to one another. She, like I, was completely comfortable with
silence. And I could tell she was fully awake and alert, her eyes moving
carefully in all directions, seeing what there was to see, ready in case
something happened.

I checked my watch.
“This might be a waste of time tonight, Sheila,” I said.



“Possibly,” she said in a low tone, her eyes continuing to roam.
“Even muggers don’t like to get wet. And their potential victims

are smart enough to stay out of the rain, especially with what’s been
going on lately.”

“Perhaps,” she said.
We were quiet for another five minutes and then I sighed.
“Let’s drive around again,” I said. “Maybe take a run past the

Crazy Zees place again, see if the lights are still on.”
Sheila simply nodded and started the engine of the old Chevy, and

then put it in gear.
She pulled out onto Carraway Boulevard and headed north,

passing 2nd and heading all the way up to 5th before turning right. The
wipers were going full blast but they weren’t really helping much,
however Sheila seemed not to mind. She drove carefully but not too
slowly. When we reached 28th Street she took another right and
headed south. A few minutes later we were back at 2nd Avenue. She
paused at the corner and I rolled my window down a little, instantly
regretting it as heavy rain poured inside.

“Not gonna get much that way except wet,” I said, wiping the side
of my face. “Just turn and go by, please.”

Sheila nodded and did as I said.
The old rundown building that the Crazy Zees used as their base of

operations was on our right and I could barely make it out in the rain,
but I could see lights on, so either somebody was home or they left the
lights on all night to keep burglars away. Kind of ironic if that was the
case. I couldn’t see anything else, no one moving around. Then we
were moving on by the building.

I told Sheila to circle the neighborhood in a five block radius in all
directions. None of the attacks had taken place beyond that point
except for the attack on the shelter over by Avon Park. That wasn’t on
the agenda tonight. In all honesty I really didn’t think anything would
happen tonight, but I wanted to be sure, so we’d hang out for a while
longer, then I’d pack it in and head home.

After all, I did have breakfast plans to make for in the morning.



Chapter 14

Karyn came to my place at seven Tuesday morning. She had a
meeting at ten that could not be missed, but, in her words: “I’m gonna
be freshly fucked when I get there.”

And she would be. Among other things.
We were in my shower at nine, and ostensibly I was washing her

back, but for some reason my hands kept drifting to other parts; and
then there was the matter of my tongue…

“Jesus, Derrick!” Karyn exclaimed. “God!”
I paused long enough to glance up. “No god here,” I said. “But it

sure feels like heaven to me.” And then I put my tongue back on her
clit and started vigorously licking once more.

Her left hand pressed down on the top of my shaved head, her
thumb pressing into my forehead, but I didn’t mind the pressure,
barely noticed it. I was simply having too much fun, and Karyn was
whimpering and moaning so that it only excited me even more.

She was about to come again, and that was my goal, but not just
yet, so I stopped, pulling back, and looking up into her lust-filled green
eyes once more, my right thumb now gently massaging her clitoris and
labia.

“You sure you can’t blow off your meeting this morning?” I teased.
She was breathing through her mouth and staring down at me

with wanton eyes, her shoulder length blond hair wet and clinging to
her beautiful face.

“Oh god!” she screamed suddenly. “Derrick…”
I put my tongue back inside her and she collapsed back against the

shower wall, banging her head; but I caught her, holding her up with
my left arm across her stomach as I continued my merciless task.

When she had recovered sufficiently to stand on her own, I turned
her, pressing the front of her body against the wall now, her hands



bracing against it. I stared at her shapely round butt for several long
moments, feeling desire and tumescence meld into one. Licking the
middle finger of my left hand, I used it to part her cheeks, pushing
gently against her anal opening, rubbing slowly.

So far I had not broached the subject of anal sex with Karyn and
wasn’t sure I ever would. Although I spent a great deal of time playing
with her backside, she had thus far shown no special inkling for
backdoor intercourse; and if she wasn’t interested then that was it. I
would never press the issue, no matter what my desire.

I slipped my tongue between her cheeks and started licking her
and Karyn started to pant, and then to buck, and her knees went out
again. I caught her once more, and then stood up, taking her waist in
both hands, kissing her on the shoulder.

“You’re so goddamn hot,” I told her in a heavy voice, my organ
pressed against the tight crease of her buttocks. “I wish we could stay
together all day.”

Karyn reached back with her left hand and rubbed my left buttock.
“You need to put him in me now,” she said in a small voice that

was full of desire. “And then I’ve got to get dressed. Can’t be late, baby.
Sorry, I can’t.”

I kissed the back of her head, nodding. Then I reached for the
sealed condom on the shower caddy to my right, ripped open the
package, and slipped it onto my swollen member. Karyn took hold of
me then and easily guided me into her womb from behind. So close
but not there yet. Nonetheless, she felt great.

At twenty to ten Karyn raced out of my front door wearing a light
gray skirt suit, cream colored blouse, and matching pumps. Despite
the blow-dryer, her hair was still pretty damp, but her makeup was
perfect. Colonial’s Birmingham headquarters is only about fifteen
minutes from my place, and since morning rush hour traffic is largely
over, Karyn should make it with a little time to spare.

And, as requested, she would arrive with the glow of the freshly
fucked.



Chapter 15

A technician from Stapleton Technical Support Services arrived at
the Outreach offices promptly at eight o’clock Tuesday morning and
looked the place over. Julia Stapleton was the owner of the company
and she owed me a couple of favors, and this would make us even. By
the time I got there at eleven the tech had left but promised to be back
after lunch to begin installing their new security system.

Kim Sutton was on a conference call with the head of the Board of
Overseers when I arrived and the receptionist told me I could wait in
the little waiting area just off to the left of her desk. I was considering
this when Lindy Clarke happened by and she smiled upon recognizing
me, and asked if I’d like to come to her office for a while and talk. I
said sure. It beat hanging around in the waiting area.

Today Lindy was dressed much more casually. A green sweater
and blue jeans and sneakers. Her office was located at the opposite
end of the hall from Kim’s, and was just as small. She asked if I’d like
some coffee but I declined, and we sat. This morning I was wearing
khaki slacks, a long sleeve button-down gray shirt, and a blue blazer.
As I sat in the chair across from her desk I adjusted my blazer as I
settled, feeling the butt of my Glock press against the arm of the chair
and dig into my hip a little.

Lindy pushed her glasses up on her nose, then leaned her arms on
the back of her desk, folding her small hands together. She smiled.

I smiled.
“I understand we’ll be getting a brand new security system

installed this afternoon,” she said. “Thanks to you.”
“A friend owed me a favor,” I said. “And she’ll get a tax write-off to

boot. A win for everybody.”
Lindy smiled some more.
“Well we sure appreciate it,” she said. “Ever since this place



opened we’ve been trying to find a way to make it more secure, but
there is so little money available for things like that. You wouldn’t
believe how difficult it is to operate a shelter for the homeless. You
would think that people would be more than happy to give to this
cause more than most, but something about being homeless puts a lot
of people off. I think they believe the hype that most of the homeless
are drug addicts and drunks who are just too lazy to go out and work
for a living. As if living on the street is some kind of alternative
lifestyle.”

I nodded silently.
“Around the holidays we experience a pickup in donations

though,” she continued. “And that helps some, but it’s the rest of the
year that is really the struggle.”

“How’d you get into this line of work?” I asked.
She smiled again, cocking her head to the side for a moment

before responding.
“Well when I was in college I wasn’t really sure what I was going to

do. I majored in English and became a teacher after I graduated. Spent
five years teaching primary school. I liked it for the most part, but it
really didn’t fulfill me like I had hoped. Then I got married and took a
couple years off. My husband works for the pharmaceutical industry
and does pretty well. We were going to try to have kids.”

She paused here and I could tell she was entering unpleasant
territory. I waited, and the moment passed.

“Anyway, I decided to go back to school for a while. I was working
on my master’s in English, but it really didn’t interest me that much
anymore. I was going to quit but then a friend I had known back in
high school came back into my life and I found out he was a social
worker. Actually he was a guest instructor in one of the sociology
classes being taught at Birmingham Southern at the time. I decided to
take the course just for the hell of it, and I was hooked right then. I
discovered that I liked helping people, people in crisis. I got my MSW
a year later and have been in the field ever since. Started working here
a couple years ago. Kim hired me in fact, and when she took over as
director she gave me her old job. And believe me, sometimes it can be
a bit overwhelming. There is so much despair and heartache in this



business, but there is great reward as well.”
I nodded.
“I imagine it can be tough,” I said. “Especially when someone

starts preying on the people you’re trying to help.”
“Yeah,” she said. “It is. Of course, people are always preying on the

homeless because they’re easy targets. They know that in most cases
society has given up on them. But not us.”

“And good for them.”
Lindy smiled once more.
“So tell me, Derrick,” she said. “Tell me how you got into your line

of work. I know you said you were in the Air Force when we met
yesterday. An agent of some kind?”

“Yeah,” I told her. “OSI agent. Office of Special Investigations.
Kind of like the FBI of the Air Force. It investigates crimes committed
by Air Force personnel or against Air Force personnel or Air Force
facilities. OSI also provides security for top executives within the Air
Force, military and civilian. I spent eight years there.”

“Were you an officer or enlisted?” Lindy asked.
“Officer,” I told her. “I was a captain when I got out.”
“Where’d you go to college?” she asked.
“Samford University,” I told her.
She leaned back in her chair and stared at me for a few moments.
“That’s a surprise,” she said. “I guess that’s how you ended up

back here after the Air Force, huh. You went to school down here in
the south.”

“Actually I was born here,” I told her. “Grew up in Ensley.”
“You were born in Birmingham?” she said, frowning slightly. “I

would have thought up north somewhere.”
I smiled.
“Everybody thinks that,” I said. “But I was born here, went to

school here. When my time in the Air Force was up, I drifted back here
eventually, and now I live here again.”

Lindy was about to say something else but her telephone buzzed.
She reached for the receiver. A couple of seconds later the blood
drained from her face and I could see a slight tremble in the hand that
held the receiver.



Not good news, I could tell.
When she hung up she told me.
Yep, definitely not good news.



Chapter 16

Outreach has five shelters located throughout Birmingham. Three
old houses that they were able to get the deeds to and make some
minor improvements, and two small apartment buildings that had
been condemned and scheduled for destruction if the money had been
available to renovate the locations; but the money had not been
available and Outreach managed to take possession and get enough
funds to make necessary repairs. At least it was enough to get the city
to take them off the condemned list.

This would no longer be the case for the building located on 13th

Avenue North across from Avon Park. Three hours ago somebody had
firebombed the place. The fire department had managed to get the
flames under control an hour ago and now what remained was
smoldering embers. From where I stood across the street behind the
police line it appeared that a significant portion of the first floor of the
two story building had received most of the damage, but it was likely
that the upper section had been gravely damaged as well; especially
once the firefighters went inside with their hoses and axes.

Standing to my left was Kim Sutton. She looked miserable, and
angry. Next to her stood Lindy Clarke and a couple of others from
Outreach. They hadn’t said much since we arrived, just stared at the
burning building with despair. On the plus side, of the forty people
who had been occupying the shelter, only two suffered minor injuries.
Paramedics had tended to them and now they were standing with the
rest of their fellow homeless—more so now than a little while ago—
over in the park huddling together like a flock of lost sheep. Other
social workers and some medical personnel stood with them, talking
to them, attempting to offer comfort. And there were police officers
too, asking questions.

On my right Paige Palmer stood with her fists clenched at her



sides. She had arrived right after Kim and I did, full lights and sirens
on her unmarked cruiser. This was East Precinct’s jurisdiction but
since Paige was a Headquarters detective assigned to a unit with
citywide jurisdiction, no one objected to her presence. And I’m sure if
they had she would not have cared.

At first she spoke to the senior patrol officer on the scene, trying to
determine what had happened and how, and upon the arrival of the
first supervisor, Paige started in with her. Now the precinct captain
was on the scene, along with a deputy chief from downtown, and Paige
had been relegated to the background. At least for the moment.

“We’ve got to get these people some place to stay tonight,” I heard
Kim say in a low voice. “I just don’t know how we’re gonna do it. Forty
people. All our other places are already full-up. We might be able to
squeeze some in at Shelter 2, but not more than a couple or three.”

Lindy Clarke turned to her boss and put her hand on the other
woman’s shoulder.

“Have you called the board yet?” she asked.
Kim shook her head.
“No. I don’t really want to deal with that right now. We need to

take care of these people first. I’ll talk to him—them—later.”
Lindy nodded, glancing back over at the building as more

firefighters exited and took off their safety gear. “We can put some up
in our offices downtown. Not long term, but for a few nights. Do we
have enough in the emergency funds to rent hotel rooms for the rest?”

“I’m not sure,” Kim said. “I was thinking that myself. Maybe we
can get the National 9 to cut us a break again.”

“I’ll look into that,” Lindy said. “In fact, I’ll make the call now.”
Kim nodded as her senior social worker pulled her cell phone from

her purse and stepped away.
“Those sons of bitches,” Kim muttered, once again staring at the

remains of her shelter. “God-damn them!”
I put a hand on her shoulder.
“I’m sorry about this,” I said quietly.
Kim turned to me, staring directly into my eyes, hers wet.
“Not your fault. You didn’t set fire to the place.”
“No,” I said. “But I didn’t prevent it either.”



She shook her head.
“Derrick, you just came into this yesterday. And you’re only one

person. Can’t be everywhere at once. Nobody expects you to. I still
want you to do what you can. I don’t know why they did this, if it was
the same people, but if they did, then I’m sure there will be more. We
need your help more than ever now.”

I nodded.
“And you’re gonna get more police help now too,” Paige said,

turning toward us. “That I can promise you. This just became a major
crime. Forty people could have been killed. No way to downplay that.
The department is gonna have to come up with the resources. Extra
patrols, an official investigation. And if I can swing it—get my captain
to sign off on it—I’ll get the case transferred to CIU, and get me
assigned to it.”

“That’ll be a help,” I said, glancing at her. “But I think it’s time to
get a little direct with the Crazy Zees.”

“What do you mean?” Kim asked, frowning.
“I’m not quite sure,” I told her. “But I’ll come up with something.

In the meantime, that security system should be in place at your
offices by the end of business tonight, and I’m having somebody watch
the place right now, just in case.”

“You have help?” Kim asked.
“Yes,” I said. “Somebody reliable.”
“Volunteer too?”
“Yeah,” I said. “Everybody needs to do a little charity work. Now if

you’ll excuse me, I’ve got to go take care of something. I’ll come by the
office before you leave today.”

Kim had more questions, I could see that in her eyes, but I turned
and started off toward my car before she could ask them. Paige,
however, trailed behind me and then caught up.

“You were lying your sexy ass off back there, Derrick,” she said
with a hint of humor. “You know exactly what you’re going to do, don’t
you?”

“You’re a cop, Paige,” I said, maintaining my stride. “You really
don’t want an answer to that question. And you don’t want to follow
me either. Stay here, stay on top of the investigation. Find a witness



who will actually admit to seeing something, anything.”
I reached my car parked on the east side of Avon Park. Paige

reached out and took my arm, turning me toward her. I pulled off my
shades and stared at her for a moment.

She shook her head slowly, and then released my arm.
“Just be careful,” she said.
“Always, love,” I said, then turned and got into my car.



Chapter 17

Tuesday was Pete Newhouse’s day off at the range. I called him as
I left the burned out homeless shelter and asked if he was busy. He
simply chuckled and said he wasn’t. I asked him to meet me for a late
lunch at Sarris Restaurant on 31st Street North. He said okay.

I was already at a table in the back drinking ice tea when Pete
came in wearing dark slacks, a black T-shirt, and a dark blue
windbreaker, unzipped. Sarris is a seafood restaurant and a very good
one. I’ve eaten here a few times before and have never been
disappointed. This is probably because I always find myself ordering
the same thing: grilled salmon. Today was no exception. Pete asked for
a glass of tea also and ordered the snapper. When the waitress went to
put in our orders and to get his tea, Pete leaned forward on the table
and stared at me expectantly.

“Should I make sure my health insurance is up to date before I
hear what you have to say?” he deadpanned.

I smiled a little and sighed.
“Always a good thing to do that anyway, Pete,” I told him, then

told him why I had called.
He listened in silence, his eyes never leaving mine, and when I

finished, the waitress brought his tea and refreshed mine. After she
left he took a sip and looked thoughtfully at the liquid in his glass.

“Not bad tea,” he said, setting the glass on the table in front of
him. “Boy your life is an interesting tale, Derrick. Last week you’re
teaching a bunch of kids the ins and outs of bodyguard work and this
week here you are about to start playing tag with a group of gang
thugs.”

“Diversity is the spice of life,” I offered.
“Yeah,” he said. “And sometimes the end of it. My wife would cut

off necessary parts of my anatomy if she knew I was even sitting here



listening to you about this. So I guess we won’t tell her.”
I smiled again.
“My lips are sealed.”
“And so will mine be if Mary finds out. Permanently. Tell me how

you want this to go down.”
So I told him, and once again he listened in silence, and when I

was finished he was smiling and shaking his head.
“Derrick, you really are a crazy mother-fucker,” he said. “You sure

they didn’t kick your ass out of the Air Force on account of you’re
nuts?”

“If that were the case,” I deadpanned, “it would be a classified
matter, Mr. Newhouse, and as such could not be shared with someone
who did not possess the proper security clearance.”

After a moment we both started laughing.
The waitress brought our food, smiling at us and probably

thinking we were a little odd. Which would be an understatement,
especially in my case.

Pete looked at his food with such a gaze of anticipation that I
could almost see his mouth watering. Mine was as well when I got a
whiff of what was on my plate.

Pete looked over at me and nodded.
“Well this will make a hell of a last meal if this little endeavor of

yours doesn’t go right for us.”
I picked up my fork.
“It’ll go right for us,” I told him. “After all, this is us we’re talking

about.”
We both started to eat and enjoy, and during the meal I kept

reminding myself to keep up the optimism.
It couldn’t hurt.



Chapter 18

We parked my car in front of an abandoned warehouse on 29th

Street around the corner and two blocks down from the building that
the Crazy Zees used as their headquarters. This afternoon the sun was
high in the sky and there wasn’t a cloud to be seen anywhere. The
temperature was in the low seventies with a slight breeze out of the
west. All in all a pleasant day. Of course, that is if you hadn’t been
burned out of your home by a gang of thugs this morning.

Pete and I turned the corner and began to stroll west at a leisurely
pace down 2nd Avenue North. Pete was on the street side and I was to
his left, about three feet apart. Neither of us spoke, just kept on
walking casually, only looking slightly out of place with the
neighborhood. There were a few people out and about. This part of
town used to be teeming with businesses of the industrial kind, but
now most of them were shut down and the buildings they once
occupied were setting empty and falling apart. There were a couple
still in operation though, and some of the folks that worked in them
probably really didn’t want to be in this neighborhood anymore, but
they had little choice, if they wanted a job.

We paused at the corner of 28th and waited for a couple of cars to
turn, then we kept walking. The Crazy Zees’ building was just a quarter
of a block further on in a large dilapidated cinderblock building that
looked as if it was being swallowed up by overgrown vegetation.
Perhaps they should consider consulting a landscaper. Or maybe they
could go buy a lawnmower and a couple of hedge trimmers and do the
job themselves. Of course, chances were good that they didn’t actually
own the place and figured why waste the time on home improvements.

Out in front of the building stood two bangers. This was not
stereotyping or profiling, just common sense. They were dressed the



part—baggy pants sagging, oversized shirts hanging outside their
sagging baggy pants, and their designer ball caps turned backwards.
Oh, and yeah, both of them had half a mouthful of gold where their
regular teeth should have been. Status symbol I suppose.

The two gents were laughing and talking, leaning back against the
building with their arms folded across their bony chests as Pete and I
approached. Both had on dark shades and I couldn’t see their eyes, but
I would guess they noticed us, it was their job after all. Lookouts. But
they were ignoring us, and that was okay.

When I came parallel with the first one I stopped and turned,
removing my shades and putting them in the side pocket of my blazer.
Pete stopped and turned as well, but stood about three feet to my left
and rear, in a covering position. He had not been wearing shades, so
he just stood and stared right at the second man.

“How do?” I said in an affable tone. “You fellas guarding the
door?”

The first punk eyed me up and down and grinned at his friend.
“This chunky nigga talkin’ to us?” he laughed. His friend laughed

too. “He and his chunky honkie friend?”
More laughter.
I continued to stand and look affable.
“Man, you betta git outta here ‘fo you git hurt,” the second one

said. He appeared to have more gold teeth in his mouth than his
buddy.

“Could you tell me if Mr. Fulton is in?” I continued, undeterred.
Both men pushed off the wall and took a step closer to me. The

one in front of me started to bare his teeth a little. Yep, definitely not
as much gold as his friend.

“You don’t need to be askin’ no questions round here, nigga!
Better shove off ‘fo you git hurt. We don’ tole you.”

“Yes,” I said. “You have. Tell me, son, you still in school? See, the
reason I ask is because I’m concerned about your use of grammar. The
English language is difficult for some to master, and I can understand
how it might be made more difficult if the person in question is a
moron, but you and your friend really should try to learn to speak
better. You know people judge you by your words.”



That brought fire to both men’s eyes, and I didn’t have to see them
behind the shades to know this was the case. Both were baring their
teeth now, and slipping their hands under their shirts.

“Mothafucka!” the first one spat. “You think you some smart ass
nigga can come up here and talk to me any kind of way! I’ll sho’ you!”

By the time his hand came out from under his shirt I had already
hit him in the throat with the web of skin between my right index
finger and thumb, driving him back against the building and causing
him to gag. His head impacted hard against the cinderblock, forcing
his shades to come down on his nose and I could see his eyes roll
around in their sockets. I followed up with a quick heel-palm strike to
his solar plexus and then let his limp body sag to the ground, a nine
millimeter Beretta falling to the ground beside him. I reached down
and took the weapon, removing the magazine and the round from the
chamber. The pistol I put back in his waistband and pulled his shirt
down to cover it. The ammo went into my pocket.

As I stood I looked over and saw the second thug lying on the
ground on his side and Pete kneeling beside him and taking the
magazine from a Ruger.

“Nice gun,” Pete said as he stood and put the magazine in his
pocket. “Bangers seem to be taking pride in the weaponry they’re using
these days. Pity they don’t know how not to get it taken away from
them.”

I glanced around, seeing if anyone had noticed what we had done.
No one appeared to.

“Yeah,” I said. “Why don’t you leave ‘em your card and have them
make an appointment to come over to the range and take one of your
personal defense courses?”

Pete smiled but said nothing.
“Alright then,” I said. “Let’s go inside and see who’s home.”



Chapter 19

There was loud music blaring from inside. That was the second
thing we noticed. The first was the repulsive stench reeking
throughout the place. In addition to that landscaper these guys needed
to hire a fucking maid. Or at the very least get some air fresheners. I
couldn’t even begin to explain the odor. A mixture of multiple body
smells, food, trash, chemicals, and… fuck if I know. Once I did a job for
a couple of months down in Mobile near a paper mill and I thought
that was a foul smelling place—and it was!—but this was rivaling that.

Oh well, I didn’t live here. And I was so glad.
Pete and I stepped through a second door into a long hall and the

music grew louder, but we still didn’t see anyone. Both of us had
pulled our pistols and held them low at our sides. I was in the lead,
moving as quietly as possible despite the noise coming from the music.
There were clumps of trash and other disregarded items scattered
about throughout the hallway and I was careful to avoid stepping on
any of it.

There was another door at the end of the hall and when I reached
it I spent a few moments with my ear pressed against it. Couldn’t hear
anything besides loud music. The door itself was flimsy. Hollow core,
no apparent lock. I glanced back at Pete and nodded.

We went in.
The music was on full blast in this room. It was large and cluttered

with furniture, several sofas and chairs, two tables, like a large and
very messy family room. And arrayed in various stages of recline were
approximately eight men, all under the age of thirty, black, white, and
Latino, all their attention focused on a large flat screen television
mounted on the far right wall. It was the source of the music. Only it
wasn’t a music video they were watching. It was a porno. All of the
young men seemed to be thoroughly enjoying what they were



watching, cheering and hooting at various points. None noticed Pete
or me.

I glanced over at Pete and smiled. He shook his head. I turned
back just in time to see a long legged blonde on the screen take a well-
hung stud all the way down her throat, and the audience went wild.

Unfortunately it was time to announce our presence.
The boom of my Glock pistol was drowned out by the sound of the

TV’s speakers, but as soon as the music died away when the screen was
shattered by a 230 grain bullet, the dying echo could be felt
reverberating off the room’s walls. Suddenly everyone’s attention
shifted.

At first the eyes of the men all registered anger and outrage, and a
little disappointment, however, as soon as they saw Pete and me, I saw
fear on their faces. Good.

“Hello, gentlemen,” I said, moving to the right while Pete covered
them from the left, his Desert Eagle .357 aimed at a point in the
middle of the gathering. “My name is Derrick Olin and my colleague
here and I have come to have a word with Mr. Fulton, the leader of
your little organization. Is he here at the moment?”

There was silence, all eyes moving between Pete and me. For our
part we kept a close watch on all hands, knowing that there were
probably weapons tucked in every nook and cranny around this place.
We weren’t dealing with the brightest of people in this situation and
one of them might do something dumb. If one of them thought they
could get their hands on a gun they’d try, no matter how bad the odds
were, and then the show would really be on.

“I said,” this time in a louder voice, “that my colleague and I are
here to speak with Mr. Fulton. Zach Fulton. The leader of the Crazy
Zees. Where is he?”

“He ain’t here, man,” a short fat black kid with dreadlocks said off
to my right. He sat on a sofa closest to the destroyed flat screen and
looked as if he had issues with food and exercise. “He out! What you
do that ‘fo?”

He looked like he was going to cry. I wondered if he had paid for
the TV. Not that I cared. If he had, the money probably came from
somebody else. Probably stole the damn thing anyway.



“Where is he out to?” I said, glancing around at all the faces. No
one responded. I fired a second shot, this one through a boom-box on
a table near the back wall. Everyone jumped and ducked at the same
time. “I don’t sense cooperation here, fellas. And if you aren’t going to
be cooperative…” I rotated my Glock around in a small circle in front
of me to make my point.

“We don’t know!” a Latino shouted. He was a few feet away from
Pete and I could tell by the way his eyes kept moving between the two
of us that he was planning something very dumb in the near future.
“He don’t tell us where he go. He the boss, man!”

“I’m sure,” I said, glancing around some more. “I think I’m gonna
have a look around anyway, see if maybe the boss is hiding in a closet
somewhere. All of you should sit very still and keep your hands in
plain sight. My colleague is going to be watching you while I’m looking
around. If either of you even looks like you’re about to move, he will
kill you. And I’ll come back and help; not that he’ll need it.”

I walked over toward a set of double doors just behind Pete. As I
passed the Latino I elbowed him in chin and knocked him over the
chair he was sitting in.

“He was going to try you,” I told Pete as I walked by him. “A little
preemptive action can sometimes save you a lot of trouble later on.”

Pete smiled but said nothing, his eyes now on all of his charges.
I searched the rest of the building and found no one hiding in a

closet or under a bed or in the shower. Not that there was a shower.
Surprise, surprise. When I went back into the main room I found
everyone still seated. The Latino I had elbowed was once again sitting
in his chair and holding his chin, murder in his eyes.

“It’s clear,” I said to Pete. “Okay, gentlemen, I’m going to leave a
card with a number and my name on it. When your boss gets here be
sure to give it to him and tell him I’ll be waiting for his call. If he
doesn’t call me by tomorrow morning, I’ll be coming back. And this
time I’m probably not going to be in such a kind mood.”

I took the card out of my jacket pocket and walked over to the
Latino. I gave it to him and he reluctantly took it. I smiled.

Pete backed out first, then covered me as I backed out. I waved
good bye and then we both turned and ran down the long, crap-filled



hallway. Back out on the street the two men we had disabled earlier
were just coming out of it and struggling to their feet. We knocked
them back down, took their magazines from our pockets and emptied
them, then dropped everything on the ground beside them.

I popped all of my fingers and glanced around. Still nobody was in
sight, and no cars came down the street.

Pete and I turned and casually strolled back in the direction we
had come, in no hurry, just two guys out for a stroll.

Opening gambit.
The next move belonged to the opposition.



Chapter 20

I was in Kim Sutton’s office at a quarter after six. Also present
were Lindy Clarke and Dani Blach. The latter was looking at me the
same way she would have looked at something she’d stepped in.
Unfortunate really. I thought she was rather cute, albeit a bit young for
my tastes. I’d say somewhere around thirty or thirty-one. Oh well.

I was once again leaning on the wall next to Kim’s desk and the
other two women were sitting in the chairs across from it. Kim was
sitting behind her desk, leaning her forearms on it, her expression
grim.

“Dani, unless I am directly overruled then I will do what I have to
in order to make sure all of those people have a place to stay tonight.
We owe them that.”

Dani Blach crossed her fine little legs and smoothed her gray skirt
down over her thighs.

“Kim, you know the board doesn’t like to interfere in the day-to-
day running of the mission, but on this issue the chairman and some
of the other members have concerns. We understand that those who
were staying in that shelter need a place to stay, but we just can’t
sanction the using up of all of the emergency funds for that purpose.
What if something else happened and the money was needed?”

Kim shook her head.
“An emergency fund is supposed to be used for emergencies,

Dani,” Kim replied firmly. “That’s what this is, and I can’t think about
anything right now except making sure those people don’t have to go
back on the street. Not now, not ever.”

“We on the board don’t want that either,” Dani Blach retorted in a
slightly condescending tone. “But we are asking that you look at the
big picture here, Kim. There is more at stake here than the welfare of
forty people.”



Kim was exasperated and I could tell she wanted to leap across her
desk and strangle the woman she was talking to, but she restrained
herself, pushing back and taking a deep breath, releasing it slowly.

“Dani, if the board wants to stop me from using the emergency
fund to get those people rooms at a hotel for a few days until we can
figure something else out, then they’re going to have to do it, vote on it
and put it on the record. You can tell the chairman that or I’ll call him
directly. Now as far as I’m concerned that part of this discussion is
over. What about the medical condition of the two people who were
injured?”

Dani Blach did not appreciate being spoken to like that, least of all
in front of witnesses, but she recovered herself quickly enough to give
the information requested. A few minutes later she said she had to get
back to the hospital and make her evening rounds. She left without
saying whether or not she would be speaking to the chairman of the
Board of Overseers, but it was a good bet that she would.

The door slammed and Lindy Clarke shook her head, a small smile
rising at the corners of her small lips.

“My god what a stuck up bitch,” she muttered.
Kim Sutton stared at the other woman and grinned.
“You talking about her or me?” she said.
Both women laughed, and so did I.
I took the seat vacated by Dr. Blach and stretched out my legs.
“This reminds me of why I work for myself,” I said. “No politics,

no bullshit, no backbiting.”
Kim sighed.
“Yeah. If this job wasn’t so important I think I’d probably have

quit a long time ago. But it is important. Lindy, how have you been
able to do so far?”

“I can get fifteen in our other shelters for the night. That’s the
limit. Sorry.”

Kim shook her had.
“No need to be,” she said. “You did great. That means we only

have to put twenty-five up. The manager of the National 9 said he has
the room?”

Lindy nodded.



“Yeah,” she said. “I’ve already worked that part out. And we got
the special discount rate.”

“Well that’s good,” Kim said. “But I doubt Dani and the rest of the
board will care. I see their point about the money, but damnit we have
to do something. And besides, one of their functions on the board is to
handle fundraising. They should get off my back and concentrate more
on that, and then we might not have to worry about a dwindling
emergency fund. And we might be able to afford full-time security.”

Everyone became silent for a moment. Lindy checked her watch
and looked back over at Kim.

“The manager said we could start bringing people over at seven. If
you want I’ll go get Pedro and we’ll start organizing them.”

Kim nodded.
“Please,” she said. “I’ll be out in a bit to help.”
Lindy stood up and headed for the door. When we were alone,

Kim stood up from her desk and stretched her arms above her head,
her small breasts pressing against the front of the long sleeve pullover
shirt she was wearing. Not that I was staring. She paced back and forth
behind her desk for about a minute and then sat down, looking across
at me once again.

“This must all seem silly to you, Derrick,” she said.
“A bit,” I said. “But I understand it. Your point of view and the

board’s. Still, my mission does not alter. I’ve got some thugs to stop.”
“Any progress on that front?” she asked. “I know you said you had

a plan earlier. And when you left the scene of the fire this afternoon
you seemed determined.”

“Yeah,” I said. “I did say that. And I put it in motion. With luck I
should hear something soon.”

She stared at me for a bit longer, waiting to see if I would
volunteer more. When I didn’t she smiled.

“Alright, keep it to yourself then. By the way, the security system is
up and running. The tech that set it up gave me an access code and
showed me and some of the others how to use it. He also said
something about maybe setting up surveillance cameras outside the
building?”

“Yeah,” I said. “Cameras can sometimes be an effective deterrent.



Or they can be of use in identifying the culprits after something
happens. I talked with Julia Stapleton about it and she says she can
arrange a donation of video equipment too. But it’ll take a few days.
Probably not before Monday.”

Kim nodded.
“Please give me her phone number so I can call and thank her

personally.”
“Okay,” I said. “How are you doing?”
Kim smiled without humor, leaning back in her chair.
“I could use a nice stiff drink and about eighteen hours of sleep. I

could also do with a nice two week vacation some place exotic with my
husband. But I’m not going to get that either. So I guess what would
really make me happy right now is to know that all of my members are
going to be alright and not have to sleep on the fucking street
anymore.”

I stared at her silently for a few moments, taking note of the fact
that she really hadn’t answered my question, but decided it was best
not to point this out at the moment.

“I have to go and help Lindy,” she said suddenly, glancing at the
clock on the wall to the right of her desk. “Will you be hanging around
for a while longer?”

“Sure,” I said. “No place to go right now. Waiting on a call.”
“Good,” Kim said, standing once more. “Kind of feel safer knowing

you’re around.”
I stood and smiled at her.
“All part of the service, my lady,” I said.
Kim grinned and walked around her desk toward the door. I held

it open for her and she walked out and I followed.



Chapter 21

At eight-thirty I was sitting in my car parked on the south side of
25th Street North close to Morris Avenue. From my vantage point I
could see the right side and half of the front of the Outreach building.
The night was clear and cool, about forty-eight degrees according to
the weather reporter on the radio station I had been listening to before
shutting it off a short time ago. I had changed into dark slacks, a dark
turtleneck, and a dark medium weight windbreaker. Dress like the
night.

Seated next to me in the passenger’s seat was Paige Palmer. She
had on jeans, a brown sweater, and a black leather jacket. The
Birmingham Police detective was not a happy woman at all. I don’t
think I have ever seen her quite this pissed off, and I’ve known her a
lot of years.

“Those bean counting mother fuckers!” Paige raged. “‘We just
don’t have the budget right now, Detective’! ‘Let the fire department’s
Arson Unit handle it!’ Yeah right! They’ve got the same budget
problems we have. And this will not be a priority for them either.”

I seemed to be doing a lot of listening to other people vent these
days. Perhaps I should hang out a shingle and start charging for
counseling services. Perhaps not because my solution to their
problems might involve massive amounts of gunfire.

Paige turned to glance at me, her face flushed. She took a breath,
held it for a short while, and then released it.

“I guess you know when to keep your mouth shut?” she said.
“Something I learned a long time ago,” I told her. “When you don’t

have anything constructive to offer, shut up.”
She grinned a little and reached over and patted my thigh.
“Smart man,” she said. “If my ex-husband could have learned that

maybe we might still be married. Of course, there is that little matter



of him screwing everything that would hold still long enough.”
I ignored that last statement.
“So your captain said what exactly?” I asked, watching as a car

turned the corner and drove down by the Outreach building, the brake
lights coming on as it stopped at the rear intersection, then continued
on.

“He said that the chief won’t let him transfer the case to CIU. The
local precinct is handling the investigation, and assisting the Arson
Unit of BFD. That’s all we can afford to do now. At least according to
the chief. He did tell me she authorized additional motor patrols
through the area though. A fat lot of good that does. They still won’t
accept that this is an organized effort on the part of the Crazy Zees to
do harm to the people that Outreach is trying to help. It is just not a
priority for them. I don’t know if it will take people actually getting
killed or what. But no matter, I’m going to work it on my own time and
off the books. I’m not giving this up, Derrick.”

There was resolute determination in her voice and I knew she
meant every word. And if she wasn’t careful she’d be back in a uniform
and walking a foot patrol somewhere very unpleasant.

After a few minutes of silence I casually mentioned my activities
earlier this afternoon. Paige turned toward me once more and smiled
widely.

“It’s a good thing you didn’t tell me this before you did it, Derrick,”
she said. “Otherwise I’d be an accessory before the fact. As it is now,
I’m one after it. I should run you in.”

“Are you going to?” I said.
She shook her head.
“Nah. But maybe I should strip-search you anyway.”
I chuckled and continued watching the street.
“So he hasn’t called you yet?” she said.
“Nope,” I said. “And I assume by now he’s gotten the message

from his associates. Which means he’s probably going to wait until the
last minute before he calls, figures he can make me sweat and not
make himself look like a punk.”

“And if he doesn’t call you?” Paige asked.
“Once again, Detective, best not to tell you ahead of time.”



Paige shook her head and leaned back against the passenger’s
door behind her, bringing her left leg up on the seat and tucking it
underneath her.

“You know how much I don’t care what happens to Zach Fulton or
any of his goons. You let me know what you’re going to do and maybe I
can back you up.”

“I appreciate the thought, Paige, but for right now I don’t want to
make this official for you. If I can get this guy to back off by making
him think I’m a bigger and badder bad-ass than he is, great. If he
thinks the cops are involved he might feel that I’m bluffing, that I can
only go so far to stop him. For the moment I need to have all my
options open. And for that I need you out of it. Something goes wrong
and it could cost you your job, and maybe more.”

She stared at me in the semi-darkness for a full minute, then
leaned over and kissed my cheek, staying very close to me for several
long moments. I turned and stared into her soft brown eyes, or as
much of them as I could see in this light. I never forgot that Paige was
a woman, and a damned attractive one at that, but usually our
flirtations never went much beyond some casual touches and pointed
remarks. Right at this moment I could sense something else
happening, and I wasn’t in the least bit put off by it.

My cell phone rang.
I pulled it from the pocket of my jacket and checked the caller ID.

Blocked number. I answered.
“Hello?” I said.
“This Derrick Olin?” a rough voice like sandpaper.
“Why yes it is,” I responded in a pleasant tone, glancing at Paige

Palmer once again. She was still sitting very close. “And would this be
the redoubtable Mr. Zachary Fulton?”

“I understand you and some big white dude came into my place
while I was out and shot up my big screen TV and boom-box. Those
things cost me a lot of money.”

“Sorry to hear about it, Zach,” I replied. “But I was trying to get
the attention of your associates; and they seemed reluctant to
cooperate. Too bad I missed you.”

“Well you got me now, mothafucka. What you want?”



“To talk,” I said.
“‘Bout what? Yo’ death wish? How crazy you gots to be doin’

somethin’ like this?”
“No, Zach,” I said. “I thought we’d talk about your recent hostile

actions toward the homeless population in the downtown area.”
“Don’t know what you talkin’ about, man.”
“I’m sure you don’t,” I responded. “But we still need to talk, to

meet and talk.”
“We talkin’ now.”
“I need to see you in person,” I said.
“Why don’t you come on back down to my place now? I be

waitin’.”
“I’m sure you would be, Zach,” I replied. “But I would feel more

comfortable on neutral ground. Some place out in the open. I’m sure
you understand.”

“And why I need to come meet you? I don’t know you, and I don’t
want to know you. You want to talk, talk now, or come back over here.
I ain’t meeting you nowhere, nigger!”

“Now Zach,” I said calmly, “I know you are using racial slurs to try
and get a rise out of me. A significant portion of your gang is black.
Including your second in command. Let’s not waste time. If you don’t
meet me then I will have to come back to your place. And this time I
might just do what your thugs did to that homeless shelter over near
Avon Park today.”

“Don’t know what—”
“No need to lie, Zach,” I told him. “We both know you did it. And I

want to discuss that with you too. So what do you say? We meet, or do
I drop a bomb on your fucking house?”

There was a long silence that followed, at least vocally. I could
hear heavy breathing down the line. I sat and waited, Paige still sitting
close to me, her hand now on my arm.

“Where?” Fulton said finally.
I told him.
“Nine sharp in the morning. And don’t be late.”
The phone clicked and I hung up, dropping my cell back in my

pocket.



“Well that takes care of that,” I said in a cheery tone, turning to
look into Paige’s eyes once more.

“I want to be there tomorrow, Derrick,” she said.
“Not on your life,” I told her. “You will stay out of this, Paige. I

already told you, I can’t have any police involvement at the moment.
And besides, he won’t try anything while we’re meeting.”

“How can you be so sure?” she said. “This guy is an animal,
Derrick. He might decide to make a move on you then, bring all his
guys in.”

“Doubtful,” I told her. “But if he did then it’d all be over and done
with tomorrow, wouldn’t it?”

Paige stared at me through incredulous eyes for about thirty
seconds, and then started smiling and chuckling.

“My god, Derrick, you really do think you’re Superman.”
“Actually I’ve always been partial to The Green Lantern,” I told

her. “I like the cool power ring.”
She shook her head, leaned closer, and kissed me on the mouth. I

didn’t resist. In fact, I rather enjoyed it, and returned it. After a while
she pulled back and looked at me closely.

“Do you intend to stay out here all night?” she asked, her breath
warm on my skin.

“Nope,” I told her. “There will be somebody hanging out in the
area though. My hope is that the Zees are rattled enough not to do
anything else tonight. Figured I’d go home and try to get some rest.”

“It’s not even nine yet,” Paige said, her eyes never leaving mine.
“You don’t go to bed this early, do you?”

“Depends,” I said.
“On what?” she said.
“On whether or not I have something better to do,” I said.
She leaned closer and kissed me again.
I guess I might just have something better to do this evening. For

a moment I thought about Karyn Lochert. She’d called a couple hours
ago to say that she wouldn’t be able to come by this evening because
she had to work late. Right now I wasn’t feeling as bad about that as I
had earlier. It seemed that I was about to turn a new page in my
relationship with a certain member of the Birmingham Police



Department.
And it was about fucking time.
No pun intended.



Chapter 22

Paige lives in a small single-family brick house in the Bush Hills
neighborhood on the western side of town just above Ensley. Despite
its close proximity to one of the city’s worst neighborhoods in regards
to crime and poverty, Bush Hills is quite remarkable. The houses are
all in good repair, the lawns well-maintained, the cars in the driveways
and garages are fairly new and undamaged, and the kids can play
outside right up until dark without fear of violence. This had always
been a marvel to me, but tonight as Paige and I arrived at her house on
8th Avenue West it was the farthest thing from my mind.

I’d never been to her place before, but didn’t take too much time
to look around; and Paige did not appear in the mood to conduct a
tour. As soon as we entered the front room she turned on the lamp on
the table beside the door and then went over to a panel on the wall a
few feet away to shut off the alarm.

I stood and waited, anticipation growing within me. Once the
alarm was silenced, Paige turned toward me and took her jacket off,
smiling impishly and walking up to me.

“I’ve thought a lot about what this moment would be like,” she
said in a low, husky voice. “Hope you can live up to my fantasies and
expectations.”

I chuckled and reached out to touch her cheek.
“I’ll do my best.”
And I did.
For the next several hours.
Both of us might have been in our forties—Paige much closer to

fifty than I—but this night we had the energy and stamina of
teenagers. Not to mention the thirst for adventure and pleasure.

We went straight to her bedroom and removed each other’s
clothes with barely restrained urgency, all the while kissing and



teasing each other. Once we were naked I picked Paige up and lay her
on the bed, moving on top and covering her mouth with mine. She
kissed back greedily, her tongue probing deeply inside my mouth as
her hands went everywhere.

I leaned down to take one of her erect pink nipples in my mouth,
kissed it, teased it, causing her to moan deeply and to put a hand on
top of my shaved scalp, squeezing gently, at least in the beginning.
Then I moved to the other nipple. It was a bit surprising to find that
Paige had a piercing here, just seemed out of character for a woman
that I had thought I knew fairly well, but it didn’t get in my way in the
least.

Paige cried out then laughed, and I kissed her mouth again.
After a while she pushed me back and sat up, her face full of

unrestrained lust. She sat up on her knees and made my lie back and
once I did she bent over my lower body and took me into her warm
and wet mouth. Again I was struck with the same old feeling I always
got when a woman did this to me. I am probably one of only a handful
of guys on the planet who do not like oral sex performed on them, no
matter how good the woman is—and Paige seems to be very good at it.
The feel of a woman’s tongue on my penis just makes my skin crawl.
However, I learned a long time ago that it is best to simply lie back and
take it. Telling a woman you don’t like it only makes her think she’s
doing something wrong, and that leads to a place you simply don’t
want to go.

In about five minutes Paige took a breather and rose up to kiss
me. I kissed her hard on the mouth and then turned her onto her back,
moving down her chest to her stomach, and finally down between her
legs. For just a moment I took the time to admire the tone of her skin.
She apparently worked out a lot and it showed with her clothes off. It
was still hard for me to believe that this body had given birth to four
boys who were now grown men; the last two twins. But enough
thought about that, much more work to do with this exquisite body.

The first time Paige climaxed it was due to the stimulation of her
clitoris and G-spot with my tongue and a middle finger. She bucked on
the bed and shouted out loud, her skin flushing several shades of red.

When it was over I began again, once more using slow and



deliberate strokes, taking the time to build her passion and then push
her past the point of no return. The second time she experienced a
wild series of multiple orgasms. I lay between her splayed thighs and
watched, feeling my own ardor rise to even greater heights.

I leaned down and kissed her, a thin film of perspiration covering
both of our bodies. Paige said there were condoms in the nightstand
drawer. I reached over and got one, noticing something else in the
drawer with the condoms that made me smile, and excited me even
more.

Paige sat up and took the condom from me, opened it, and then
slid it onto my rigid organ. Entering her body was just as incredible as
I had always imagined. Despite the urge to rush toward release, not to
mention Paige’s encouragement in that area, I managed to slow my
desire and control my movements, bringing both of us along the
course of ultimate pleasure at relatively the same pace.

Paige began to pant and raised her knees high, allowing me to
drive all the way into her slick womb. I was bracing above her with my
hands pressing into the mattress on either side of her body, looking
down at her contorted face. Her eyes were shut tightly; mine were
open—as they always were—my desire to see my lover and to watch the
expressions on her face feeding my arousal.

She came first, experienced another series of violent orgasms that
would leave her totally spent. And then it was my turn. I felt it begin,
let go of everything, and rode the wave of pure ecstasy all the way to
the other side, groaning deeply and shouting once at the last moment
as the convulsions overcame me.

Later Paige and I were in her kitchen in the dark, still quite naked,
raiding her fridge. Since her boys had all moved out she didn’t keep
much food in the house, but we found some yogurt, some cheese, some
chips, and a couple of sodas. Enough to build up some of the energy
we had burned off during the hour and a half we had spent in her
bedroom.

We sat on the floor at the foot of her bed, the bedside lamps on
medium and casting a dim glow across us. Paige pressed her left
shoulder against my right as we ate and drank and talked and laughed.

“I’m probably gonna need to get my bed inspected after tonight,”



she quipped, absently bouncing her left knee up and down and
occasionally bumping it against me. “It’s probably structurally unsafe
now.”

I chuckled and chewed down a chip with a piece of cheese on top.
“Well we were rattling it around pretty good there at the end,” I

said.
Paige grinned.
“We sure were,” she said and moaned happily. “And you were

rattling something else around there, Mister. And as soon as we catch
our breath, you’re gonna rattle it again, right?”

I nodded.
“Yes, ma’am,” I said. “That is my intention.”
Paige laughed and leaned over and kissed my shoulder, then she

had a sip of her coke and reached into the bowl that was resting on my
right thigh, fishing out a couple of chips and a piece cheese.

“I still wish you would let me go with you tomorrow morning,
Derrick,” she said after chewing. “Just as backup.”

I shook my head.
“No,” I said firmly. “I’ll have backup. You will not be there, Paige.

That is not up for discussion anymore. And if you bring it up again,
missy, then I’m just going to have to spend the next hour or so
spanking that rather nicely shaped booty of yours.”

Paige giggled and bumped her shoulder against mine.
“You think I’ve got a nice booty?” she teased.
I turned to look her in the eyes.
“I think you’ve got a nice everything,” I told her. “But you are

rather well-endowed in the backside region, love.”
Paige set her coke down on the floor, then took the chip bowl off

my thigh and put it on the floor too. She climbed into my lap,
straddling me, and pressed her lips firmly against mine, her eyes open.
I put my arms around her and we stayed like that for several minutes.

I could feel her wetness against me and I know she could feel my
hardness against her. A couple minutes later she pushed up and I
stood too. We were back on the bed at that point and ready for round
two. Or was it three? Neither of us really cared.

It was two o’clock in the morning when Paige reached into her



nightstand drawer and pulled something out besides another condom.
I was lying on my left side staring at her in the low lamplight, having
just received another intense oral session from Paige. She knelt and
sat back on her feet once more, her knees pointed toward me. In her
hands was a bottle of Astroglide personal lubricant, the bottle almost
exactly the same as the one in my bedside drawer.

Neither of us said anything as Paige put the lube on me, just
looked into one another’s eyes. When she was done and my penis was
slick from head to hilt, Paige passed the bottle to me and I applied
some to two of my fingers while she lay down on her stomach. For
about ten minutes I stroked her anally with those two fingers, adding
more lubricant as needed, and Paige sighed and panted softly, sucking
in air through her mouth, giggling from time to time. When I was
finished Paige got up and I rolled over onto my back. She climbed on
top of me, her back to my front, carefully guiding her lower body over
mine as she balanced with her arms behind her, hands pressing
against my chest. I put my hands on her buttocks and guided her.

The initial penetration was not easy to achieve in this position
(reverse-cowgirl)—and it was not one of my favorites—but finally we
managed it and Paige sank down against me as I filled her. For a few
moments neither of us moved or said anything, and then Paige started
to slowly swivel her hips and to moan louder and louder. She gyrated
as her buttocks went up and down on my erection and I held her waist
to support and balance her, fighting to maintain as much control as
possible. In my mind I was also thinking that after all these years I
now knew what it was like to do this with Paige Palmer. All of it.

As they say, all good things come to those who wait.
Of course they also say beware the fury of a patient man.
The time for patience had ended. Now it was time to unleash the

fury. I reached one hand around and found Paige’s clit and began to
stroke it. She cried out and started moving faster and faster.

Oh yeah, I thought, release that fury, baby!



Chapter 23

Avon Park seemed like the perfect place to meet with Zach Fulton
Wednesday morning. I liked being within viewing range of the site of
his recent bad deeds. This morning the fire at the shelter across the
street on 13th was completely out, not even an ember smoldering, all
that remained was a burned out wreck that had once been a small two
story apartment building that some homeless people had been lucky
enough to have as their home. All gone now, and because of Zach and
his Crazy Zees. I wanted to be reminded of that. It probably wouldn’t
do any good reminding him of that, he probably wouldn’t care, but I
liked having the scene in the background. It gave me clarity in my
mission, constantly reminding me of my purpose in this whole thing.

The meet was set for nine so naturally I arrived an hour early.
After an initial drive by the whole area I was satisfied that none of the
Crazy Zees had gotten here ahead of me, attempting to set a trap or
something foolish. Pete Newhouse also had Wednesday off this week
and he graciously agreed to accompany me once again, since we had
had so much fun yesterday.

We rode in my car and I parked on the west side of the park right
across the street from the burned out former shelter. This morning it
was cool, low fifties, and that was a help to us. We were both carrying
arsenals and the cooler weather meant we could conceal everything
better.

I was wearing jeans, a blue sweatshirt, a medium weight black
jacket with a hood and plenty of zipper pockets, and my well-worn
black combat boots with the zippers up the side to facilitate quick
entry and egress. Under my jacket on my right hip was a compact .45
caliber Glock loaded with two hundred grain jacketed hollow points.
On my left side, butt forward, was a subcompact .45 caliber Glock
similarly loaded. In the side pocket of my jacket was a Kel-Tec .32



caliber semiautomatic also loaded with hollow points. Attached by clip
to the right front pocket of my jeans was an Emerson folding close-
combat knife known as the CQC-15 BT, razor sharp and totally
unforgiving.

I felt ready for this meeting, or an invasion by a small third world
army. Completing my outfit, and concealed beneath my sweatshirt,
was a lightweight but very durable bullet-resistant vest by Spectra-
Shield. No chances would be taken here. If it even looked like the
Crazy Zees were going to get crazy, I intended survive.

Pete was wearing jeans as well, and a dark gray sweatshirt, black
work boots, and a thigh length wool jacket. His hair was covered by a
black skullcap and he wore dark shades similar to the ones I had on. I
knew that he was loaded for bear too. In addition to his Desert Eagle
he had also brought a 1911 .45 auto that he had remodeled and fitted
with an extended ten round magazine and combat grips, a SIG-Sauer
P-226 full-sized 9mm auto with a twenty round extended magazine,
and—the reason for his long jacket—a mini-Uzi submachine gun with a
backup twenty round magazine taped to the one already fed into the
gun. He wore the SMG in a speed rig under his right arm and had that
arm inside the jacket instead of the sleeve.

I glanced at him after parking. He was ready. I was ready. No need
to talk about it. We got out.

I had told Fulton we would meet at the covered picnic area on the
southeast corner of the park. There were three tables with attached
benches underneath there and as Pete and I entered the park I was
glad to see no one had taken up refuge there yet. This park was
equipped with a half mile long concrete walking path and in the
mornings a lot of people liked to come out and walk, a few intrepid
souls actually ran. Others liked to come out and sit in the park and
watch the ducks. There was a small pond in the center of the park that
ran the length of the walking path and usually there were ducks and
geese that hung out here when the weather was pleasant enough. This
morning there only appeared to be a couple ducks, no geese, but there
were a number of people sitting out on benches in the open area
enjoying the view and the ornithological life such as it was.

Pete entered the picnic area first and glanced around, noting the



placement of the tables, looking at the brick barbeque pit that was full
of old charcoal and ash. There were four brick pillars supporting the
structure and an arched roof in which a number of pigeons appeared
to be nesting. I could hear them up in the rafters but couldn’t see them
yet.

“Kind of out in the open here, Derrick,” Pete said, turning toward
me.

“I know,” I said. “I’m hoping that will deter stupidity on Fulton’s
part. If not, then it gives us plenty of places to run.”

Pete smirked and continued to walk and look around, his right
hand still inside his jacket, the left hanging loosely by his side.

I stood at the front of the picnic section and glanced around,
watching walkers and joggers, the people sitting on benches, some
leaning against the railing on the small bridge that led across to the
opposite side of the park. Off to my left about fifty feet a small black
woman was sitting on one of the green metal benches very close to the
pond. She had on an oversized green workout jacket with a hood, but
the hood was pulled back, revealing her face and a large green knit cap
rolled down just above her ears. She had on headphones and was
sitting with her knees up, back to the left side of the bench, and she
was reading a book, apparently oblivious to all that was going on
around her. I knew this was not the case though. I had come to know
Ms. Sheila quite well recently. I knew she was never oblivious. She saw
everything. I also knew that under her oversized workout jacket was
probably a fully automatic submachine gun that she was well-versed in
the use of.

I took a deep breath and went and sat down at one of the tables,
my back resting against the coarse wood, my hands resting on my
thighs. Pete would walk the perimeter, and let me know when the
Crazy Zees arrived. For the time being there was nothing to do but
wait. Well, there was one more thing I could do, and did do.

This morning I was kind of tired, but very content. Last night with
Paige had been everything I had hoped it would be, and I’m reasonably
sure she thought the same. So as long as she didn’t get the idea that
this would lead to anything more than a good time now and then, we
would be alright. I was pretty sure Paige wasn’t looking for anything



long-term and monogamous. At least that was the impression I got
from her every time she’d discussed her personal life post-marriage in
the past. She’d done that, had the kids and the family, now she was on
her own again and seemed happy. If we could get together from time
to time and have a little friendly fun with no strings attached that
would be great. And we could still see other people. I enjoyed my time
with Karyn too and had no intention of ending things with her any
time soon, not until she said she wanted to, but that relationship was
more complicated because she was married. Either way it didn’t
matter. If Paige and I never got together again, last night had been
special. In so many ways.

I was lost in remembrance when my cell phone buzzed. It was
Pete. Zach Fulton had arrived; and he had not come alone.

Of course he hadn’t.
I stood and turned to my left, watching as several ethnically

dressed young men of varying races exited three large and shiny late
model vehicles with a lot of chrome adorning them. I counted nine in
all. Blacks, whites, Latinos, all very hard looking dudes. None of them
smiling, all of them wearing loose-fitting clothing that probably
concealed a multitude of weapons. If I were a smarter man I’d
probably be frightened right now.

Good thing I’m not so bright, I thought with a small smile, then
stood my ground and waited for the head thug to come to me.



Chapter 24

Zach Fulton was a solid looking guy, and even though he was
wearing a long leather jacket and bulky black sweatshirt, I could tell he
was in shape and muscled. Probably spent a lot of time lifting the
weights I’d seen scattered all around his clubhouse yesterday. He was
about my height, twenty pounds or so lighter, and he had long blond
hair that was tied back in a ponytail. He also had a wispy beard that he
appeared not to care enough to style. Maybe no style was his style.

There was a jagged scar on the right side of his face about a half
inch from his eye. Looked like it might have been done by broken
glass. Maybe a bar fight, maybe a rumble with a rival gang. I wonder if
they still call it rumbling. Probably not. So much had changed since I
was younger. And come to think of it, Zach was a little old to be
running a street gang. According to his police file he was thirty-two.
Not so old, younger than me, but older than most gang leaders. Of
course, a lot of them died young so maybe Zach was one of the lucky
ones.

He walked right up to me in a slow and deliberate fashion, his eyes
never leaving me as six of his comrades fanned out and took up
flanking positions, all of them glancing around warily and beginning to
frighten the early morning park goers. On either side of Fulton and
maybe three feet back were his top two lieutenants. Tito was the tall
skinny black kid with the half-assed goatee and brown hooded jacket.
He was second to Fulton in the gang, and his chief enforcer. If Fulton
wanted something done—arson to murder—you’d be safe in assuming
Tito would be the one to get it done.

The other guy was short and fat, but a hard kind of fat. He wore a
black running outfit which was a joke in itself. This guy could barely
waddle, but I knew Fulton trusted him. His name was Glax and he was
supposed to be good with finances and organization. Whatever



business endeavors the Zees were in to it would be Glax’s job to make
sure they didn’t get stiffed. And if somebody tried to stiff the Zees it
would be Tito’s job to stiff them at Fulton’s order. Or at least that was
what the CIU file Paige had given me said, later confirmed by Ollie’s
information. Not that it really mattered to me. I couldn’t care less
about the inner workings of the Crazy Zees. I just wanted to get them
to leave the homeless people and Outreach alone. They did that and
everything else was cool. If they didn’t then things would get very hot
very quickly. Standing here watching these punks walk into the park
this morning like they owned it kind of made me wish things wouldn’t
work out so neatly. Then I could do what somebody should have done
before now. But that was not constructive thinking, because in the
process a lot of innocent people might suffer. Best to go for nice and
neat solutions.

“So you the mothafucka came and busted up my place yesterday?”
Zach Fulton said when he was standing on the other side of the table
between us, his two lieutenants standing about five feet back, their
hands in the pockets of their jackets, dark shades covering their eyes.

I smiled.
“I would be he,” I said. “A pleasure to meet you in person, Mr.

Fulton.”
“Don’t get smart with me, mothafucka!” the gangster spat,

screwing up his nose. “Fuck with me here and I git my boys to take you
out right now. And then I go get some breakfast.”

“That might not be so easy to do, Zach,” I said casually.
He smiled, revealing not so well cared for teeth.
“I see that cracker mothafucka over there,” he said, nodding to the

left. “Some of my guys recognized him from when you came in
yesterday. Ain’t no big thing. We can grease the two of you. You ain’t
that bad. You might think you are, but you not. And keep fuckin’
around and I show you.”

“Zach,” I said in a weary tone. “We could both stand here and
annoy and threaten each other all day and get nowhere. You could try
to take me out, maybe it would work, but even if it did, you’d lose too. I
guarantee you that. Might not get all of you, but enough of you.
Especially you. So can we talk or do you want to keep going in circles?”



He stood staring at me hard for nearly two minutes and I waited,
my hands down by my sides, ready in case he just decided to go for it,
give the order and pull the pin on this grenade. But he didn’t do that.
Instead he sat down on the bench on his side and folded his hands
together. I sat down on my side and took off my shades.

“So what you want to talk about, mothafucka? You gon’ pay me for
my TV you busted up?”

“Not unless you’re going to pay everybody for all the stuff they lost
in that fire you set in that building over there yesterday morning,” I
replied easily.

He stared back a me, his skin flushing a little.
“I don’t know what you talkin’ about man.”
“Sure, Zach. Just like you don’t know anything about all the

homeless people who’ve been getting beaten and robbed in this area,
or the vandalism at the headquarters of the Homeless Outreach
Mission downtown a few blocks away from your clubhouse. Just like
that.”

“Man, if somethin’ happening to the homeless who care? Not the
city, not the cops, not nobody. So why you in this? Why you care what
happens to them?”

“Somebody asked me to,” I replied, looking straight into his beady
little eyes. “And to be honest with you, Zach, I really don’t like it when
people hurt people just for the fun of it, especially people who are
already struggling. It just galls the hell out of me. And I would like it to
stop.”

“So what?” Fulton said with a smirk. “Who care what you want?
You ain’t no cop and I wouldn’t care if you was. If I got some business
then it’s my business. Nobody tells me not to do somethin’ I want to
do. Nobody! And certainly not some bald black guy and his supposed
scary white friend.”

I sighed and looked around for a minute before bringing my gaze
back to Fulton. This time the expression on my face was one that was
totally devoid of anything, an expression I had been working on for
years and now knew I could call up without effort. It just appeared,
and the results were immediate.

Zach Fulton visibly moved backwards, just a tad, but he moved,



and his expression softened for a split-second, fear rising in his eyes.
He recovered quickly though, but it had happened, I had seen it, and
he knew I had seen it.

“Zach, I want you to leave these people alone,” I said in my
trademark graveyard voice. “I don’t care what else you and your crew
get into, nobody asked me to care about that. But you will leave the
homeless and the Outreach Mission alone. If you don’t, then our next
meeting won’t be nearly as pleasant as this one.”

I fixed him with a long hard stare for ten seconds more, then put
my shades back on and stood up, turning and walking away at a casual
pace. I didn’t need to glance back; I knew Pete was covering me. And
now Sheila was also standing, looking right at the gathering of Crazy
Zees as I left. Her eyes were cold and empty and the front of her jacket
was unzipped, revealing a mini-MAC-11 SMG in her right hand, held
low and close to her body, barely visible. I nodded as I passed her, and
kept on going at my same casual pace.

No doubt Fulton wanted to do something now, if for no other
reason than to prove to himself that he wasn’t frightened of me, which
we both knew he was. But he wouldn’t because he wasn’t certain of the
outcome, so that meant he’d do something later. And it also meant I
had to prepare for it, anticipate his next move and find a way to make
sure no innocents got caught in the crossfire. Which would be nearly
impossible. I knew this. Although I hate the term Collateral Damage,
it is fairly accurate. And when engaging in an operation such as the
one that I am at present, for all practical purposes there is just no way
to guarantee innocents won’t be harmed. So you try to limit the
number to a few if you can.

That brings me to another term I hate: Acceptable Tactical Losses.
To me none of them are acceptable.

I guess it’s war after all.
So be it, I thought as I reached my car.
“Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more!”



Chapter 25

Wednesday night two homeless men who were regulars of
Outreach were grabbed on 7th Avenue and 22nd Street North a couple
blocks away from the National 9 Hotel where they were staying after
the fire at the shelter on Tuesday. Both men had jobs on the bussing
crew at the Sheraton over on Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard and
were walking home after a ten hour shift. They were viciously beaten
and tossed in the street, none of their things taken—not that they had
much anyway. Someone found them a short time later and called the
police. One was in a coma at UAB and the doctors were not sure he’d
ever regain consciousness. The other one was dead.

An hour after that attack there were two more on other homeless
people on 3rd Avenue North and 2nd Avenue South, all of them clients
of Outreach. No one else died, but they would be in severe discomfort
and unable to take care of themselves for quite some time.

When the attack came at the Outreach offices downtown I was
there and waiting, figuring that Fulton would have to try something
there too, to send a direct message that he wasn’t afraid of me. It was
one in the morning, the temperature down in the low forties. I was
wearing a black skullcap now, and black leather gloves, and pretty
much everything else I had had on during my morning meeting in the
park with Zach and the gang.

I was outdoors and on foot, moving through the shadows on the
east side of the building, the side by the interstate overpass. I stopped
to lean against the building as I yawned. I’d been up all day and hadn’t
gotten much sleep the night before, and I was tired, but the cool air
helped to keep me alert.

Tires screeched somewhere in the night and a sinking feeling
started in the center of my gut. I moved around the back of the



building onto 2nd Avenue in time to see a late model Chrysler come
barreling down 25th Street. The rear window on the driver’s side was
rolled down and something was sticking out. I started running from
the corner of the building, my right hand already coming up with my
weapon.

The car stopped at the intersection and I could clearly see the
barrel of a rifle coming out of the back window. I fired first, three
shots, all going into the open window. The car lurched forward,
startled shouts could be heard coming from inside. I was almost at the
opposite corner now and the driver’s window started to come down. I
stopped running and fired two more rounds. More shouts, and now
the car was rolling forward, then stopped suddenly and hard.

I reached the corner of the building; someone was getting out of
the car on the passenger’s side, a weapon in hand. He turned and
rested his arms and the weapon on top of the car and started firing. I
dropped down to my knees as some of the bullets slammed into the
concrete on the side of the Outreach building. I returned fire and the
man moved back further behind the car.

There was movement inside the car and I dropped down, rolling
over to the building and using it for cover, and just as I got there
several shots were fired from inside the car, all of them going wide of
my position.

Full automatic fire sounded from somewhere off to my left and I
heard more cussing and shouting from the car. I carefully looked
around the corner in time to see the man who had gotten out of the
passenger’s side of the Chrysler turn and raise his weapon. A second
automatic salvo knocked him back against the hood of the vehicle and
his weapon fell from his left hand, sliding across the hood of the car
and onto the street. Someone still inside the car was shifting around,
and a second later it started moving backwards and gaining speed. I
fired my remaining rounds into the driver’s side of the vehicle and as it
went through the intersection it suddenly spun to the right and up on
the curb, backing into a fire hydrant, knocking it over and causing
water to shoot up into the sky and rain back down on the car.

The man who had come out of the passenger’s side was lying on



the ground where he had been dumped when the car started moving.
Sheila was standing over him now, making sure he was out of the
game. I moved over to where the car had come to rest, now holding my
other Glock in my right hand, cautious as I got closer. I could see one
man in the front seat, behind the wheel, head turned to the right,
blood covering his face. I couldn’t tell where he had been hit but
something told me that he was not going to be moving ever again.

I got closer to the car, trying to avoid the spray of the waterfall
that had been created by the hydrant. In the backseat I saw another
young man, this one Latino. I recognized him from my visit to Z
headquarters the day before. He wasn’t moving either and next to him
on the backseat was what appeared to be an AK-47 assault rifle.
Lovely.

In the distance I could hear sirens. Police headquarters/Central
Precinct was only seven blocks away and there were supposed to be
extra patrols near the mission anyway. The cops would be here soon.
Better late than never I suppose.

Sheila came over to where I stood and glanced at the car.
“They dead?” she said.
“They appear to be so,” I replied.
She nodded.
“Guy over there is too,” she said.
“Good,” I said. “That means the Crazy Zees are now down by

three. Guess they’ll have to start a recruiting drive.”
“Cops on the way,” Sheila said, zipping her coat and concealing

the MAC-11.
“Yeah,” I said. “You should go. Thanks for your help.”
“No sweat,” she said. “Ollie told me to do whatever you needed

doing.”
I turned and looked down at her for a few moments. This was an

odd little person, and a very capable one. Glad she was on my side. She
walked away casually, rounded the corner on 1st, and then was gone.

I had holstered my weapons and was standing in plain sight with
my hands out where the cops could see them when several cruisers
arrived at the same time.



Looks like I wouldn’t be getting much sleep tonight either.



Chapter 26

One of the supervisors who came on the scene about an hour after
the shooting finally agreed to give Paige a call around three. She got
there at three-thirty. I was in the process of being questioned by a
humorless Homicide detective named Kilgore for the third time. My
answers weren’t changing and that seemed to perturb Detective
Kilgore. I didn’t mind though. He needed perturbing.

When Paige arrived she went right to the senior officer on the
scene, a uniformed lieutenant from Central Precinct. After about ten
minutes she came over to where I stood with Detective Kilgore over by
a couple of cruisers that had 2nd Avenue blocked off. She spoke to
Kilgore for a couple of minutes and he seemed to defer to her, and
then she came over to me, taking me by the arm and walking with me
to a spot near the back of the Outreach building where we could talk in
private.

“I can see you still know how to make friends in the department,”
Paige said as she turned to look up at me. “Johnny Kilgore is not a fan.
Thinks you’re holding out on him.”

I said nothing.
She smiled a little and nodded.
“And no doubt you are,” she continued. “The three dead guys are

all known bangers, which I’m sure you already knew. All members of
the Crazy Zees. Lower echelon. Looks like you did them some damage
tonight.”

“Sucks to be them,” I said.
“It does,” Paige said. “Did you hear about the other attacks on the

homeless tonight?”
I nodded.
“Yeah, one of the uniforms told me. One dead, three others

critical. Guess Fulton was trying to spread it around tonight. This was



probably going to be his crowning achievement.”
“Well you saw to that,” Paige said. “Didn’t you? Anyway, even

though Kilgore knows you are holding something back, since the dead
people are—were—thugs, and in the process of trying to do a drive-by,
you aren’t going to be held. The lieutenant cleared it. We’ll keep your
weapon for a couple days though. Standard procedure, and one you
should be used to by now. You’ve got plenty of others, right?”

I nodded.
“Of course. What about the Crazy Zees? Anybody going to go pay

them a visit?”
“The lieutenant already sent a couple of squad cars to their

clubhouse down the street. Nobody appears to be home. The lights are
out and the place is boarded up. Officially nobody lives there anyhow.
Maybe we should get the city to condemn it again and force ‘em out.”

“No,” I said to her. “Not yet. At least there we know where they
are. If we scatter them then that just makes more work for us.”

Paige nodded.
“Okay. For now we leave them be. But after this night I would

hope the department would want to get tougher on this case. I’m going
to my captain again in the morning and will beg him to reconsider
getting this case assigned to CIU, and to me. It’s worth a shot.”

I stared at her for a few moments, then nodded.
“Were you asleep when they called you?”
Paige smirked.
“What else would I be doing at three in the morning?” she said,

then leaned closer. “Unless you were at my place again.”
I smiled a little.
“It would have been a whole lot warmer there than here,” I said.

“And a lot more fun.”
She grinned and glanced around, then took my hand and squeezed

it.
“Why don’t you go on home and get some rest now,” Paige said.

“I’ll hang out here and wrap up.”
I nodded, suddenly feeling very sleepy
“Good idea. Maybe get a few hours. I’m gonna need to talk to Kim

in the morning. She’ll be thrilled with this, and so will her Board of



Overseers.”
“Yeah,” Paige said. “But on the plus side the Crazy Zees got dealt a

very bloody nose tonight. That’s a big plus as far as I’m concerned.”
I nodded, reached out and touched her shoulder, and then walked

off toward where I had parked my car.



Chapter 27

At eight thirty-one Thursday morning I woke up to the sound of
my cell phone ringing on the bedside table. It was Kim Sutton. First
she asked if I was alright. I told her I was. Then she told me that the
Executive Board of Overseers of Outreach had called an emergency
meeting for twelve noon to discuss what had happened last night, and
that it promised not to be pleasant. I asked if she wanted me to attend
and she said no. We’d talk afterwards. I told her I’d be around and
then I hung up.

Although I hadn’t gotten enough rest since I climbed into bed at a
quarter to five this morning, I knew I wouldn’t be going back to sleep.
Still, I didn’t get out of bed right away, just lay there and thought for a
while. There was a lot to think about, plans to make, and contingencies
if those plans failed.

My cell rang again at a quarter to nine and I recognized the
personalized ring immediately, smiling as I reached for the phone.

“Hi, sweetie,” I said.
“Hi, babe,” Karyn Lochert’s silky voice sounded in my ear. “Are

you working today?”
“Yeah,” I said. “Just not at this precise moment. Right now I’m

lying in bed naked and thinking about a certain sexy little blonde with
an irrepressible sexual appetite.”

Karyn giggled.
“Irrepressible, but you do manage,” she teased. “And rather well.

Naked you say?”
“Yes,” I said. “Very. And suddenly I’m finding this rousing

irritation growing between my legs.”
Karyn giggled again, and her voice became huskier. “Well perhaps

we should see if we can find something to put on that irritation. Help
the swelling go down.”



“I like that idea about going down,” I said. “What are you doing
today?”

“Right now I’m about five minutes from heading into a meeting.
I’ll be in one or another till around five. Then there’s a dinner I have to
attend. Sorry, but I won’t be free till after ten. What about you?”

“That’s hard to say,” I said. “There are some things I need to do
today, and they might extend late into the evening. No way to tell until
the day progresses.”

There was a pause and I heard Karyn breathing slowly. I glanced
over at the window and looked at the sun’s rays beginning to come
through the blinds. Another beautiful day in Birmingham.

“Tomorrow,” Karyn said suddenly. “I’ll be done around noon. I’m
not heading back to Montgomery until Saturday afternoon. Can we get
together tomorrow?”

Without hesitation I responded. “You bet. Don’t know how I’m
going to arrange it yet. With this job I’m working there’s really no way
to tell when I’ll be doing something and for how long. But I will get
away, at least for a couple of hours. Maybe longer.”

“However much time you can spare, Derrick,” she breathed in a
small tone. “We’ll make the most of it. I promise.”

“Me too,” I said. “I’ll call you later.”
“Good,” she said. “I gotta go now.”
“I understand, love,” I said. “Take care.”
She said good bye and I hung up, placing my cell back on the

bedside table. I climbed out of bed, stretched, and then went into the
bathroom to relieve my bladder and to wash my face and hands. Next I
went into the kitchen and had some cereal and yogurt for breakfast
and then had a nice hot shower.

By a quarter to ten I was dressed and armed. The police would
have my Glock-30 for a few days but I had plenty of its cousins. At the
moment a Model-36 was tucked into my waistband on the right side
and held in place by an attachment known as a Jentra Clip. I also wore
a Hungarian made .380 auto at the small of my back and the Kel-Tec
P-32 was in the right side pocket of the windbreaker I was wearing. It
might have been sunny but the forecast for today called for high winds
and temperatures in the low sixties. I also decided to add a hat to



make sure my bald head didn’t get too cold.
I got in my car and drove over to the Crazy Zees’ clubhouse on 2nd

Avenue down from the back side of the Outreach building. This
morning no one was standing outside and the place still looked like
nobody was home. They were all probably laying low on Zach Fulton’s
orders. More than likely the boss-thug thought there would be heat
coming down because of last night and he had told everybody to stay
away for a day or so. He probably hadn’t figured on losing three troops
though and that might have him a little rattled. Which was a good
thing. I needed to keep him off balance and on the defensive from now
on. He was an animal, I had seen that yesterday. He didn’t care about
anything but what he wanted and he would keep doing what he was
doing until he decided it was time to stop. No matter what the danger,
no matter if he had to die, he would not back down. And this meant I
had to back him down, and probably kill him before it was over.
Unfortunately I’m not an assassin and I can’t just walk up and shoot
the bastard. Besides, if I did that there would probably be somebody
else to take his place, and then I’d have to kill them and keep on doing
so over and over again. It might become a full-time occupation for me.
An occupation where I was reasonably certain you couldn’t collect
social security upon retirement.

As I sat across the street from the Crazy Zees’ building, I took out
the file I had compiled on the gang and began to read it again. Nothing
new really jumped out so I put it back in my briefcase and watched the
clubhouse some more. I could always go over and kick the door in, and
if someone was in there I could shoot them. Or maybe I could simply
burn the place down. That was a cheery thought. But as I had told
Paige last night, as long as they had this place we knew where to find
them. That is assuming they actually came back here.

At one p.m. I was hungry, thinking about where I could go to get a
good meal at a reasonable price. I was also thinking about how the
emergency meeting of the Board of Overseers was going. It had started
at noon. Might be over by now. Kim had said she would call. Maybe I
should go over and hang out. Maybe not.

I was hungrier now. Hunger was winning out.



I took my cell out of my pocket and scrolled down till I found the
number I wanted.

“You free for lunch?” I said once the line had been answered.
“Sure,” came the reply.
“Good,” I said. “How about you meet me Mama Edna’s?”
A chuckle.
“Lucky I’m close by there now. Ten minutes?”
“Make it twenty,” I said. “I’m not so close yet.”
“Twenty then. I’ll see you there, Derrick.”
I put the phone back in my pocket and glanced over at the

clubhouse once more. Still inactive. Well maybe somebody would be
here when I came back after lunch. If not I might have to take a
different tack.

I started my car and pulled out, turning left at the intersection and
thinking about what I was going to order for lunch.



Chapter 28

Mama Edna’s Diner is a small out of the way place in a small
shopping center in Roebuck on the east side of Birmingham. It’s
owned and operated by a gracious and friendly sixty-eight year old
black woman that everyone calls Mama Edna. She always has a smile
for all of her customers and sees to it that the food and service are
always first rate while maintaining a close and family-like atmosphere.
I’d been coming here for years and always looked forward to my dining
experiences.

When I arrived at one-thirty Mama Edna greeted me at the door
with a big hug and a boisterous laugh. She chided me for not coming
by more often, and after about five minutes of this she personally
escorted me to the table near the back where my lunch date was
already seated.

Leigh Danton is a petite brunette with shoulder length straight
brown hair that she always wears down. She wears silver framed
glasses that fit her small face perfectly, and the simple makeup that
she wears is strategically applied to give her the look of a woman who
rarely wears it, which could not be further from the truth. When I
came over she stood up and smiled, reaching up to hug me. We both
sat and Mama Edna told us a waiter would be over shortly to take our
orders.

“You look great for a woman your age,” I said.
Leigh stared at me hard for a few seconds, then grinned. “You’re

trying to take your life in your hands aren’t you, Derrick? You know
my birthday’s not till next month.”

“Yes,” I said, sipping from the glass of water on my side of the
table. “And you’ll be the big Three-Five. I remember when we talked
about it fifteen years ago on your twentieth. I never understood why
you were freaking out about it. Like I told you, I’d be forty; and am.”



She sipped her water and shook her head.
“I’m fine with it,” she said. “For the most part. Just don’t say a

damn thing about how great forty is.”
I smiled.
“Alright. But it is great.”
“You want me to shoot you, Derrick?” she said, leaning forward on

the table. “Because I will.”
I held up a hand.
“Alright,” I said. “I’m done. So how have you been?”
“Kind of busy,” Leigh replied, glancing down at the menu in front

of her. “Lot of surveillance work over the past couple of months.
Worker’s comp, cheating spouses, suspicious business partners. It’s
been very profitable. How about you?”

“Some training,” I told her. “And some protection work. Did a job
over in Atlanta a couple weeks back. Guarded an artist from
Birmingham who was doing a showing over there. Gino Molina.”

“I know him,” Leigh said, cocking her head slightly to the left. “At
least I’ve heard of him, and seen some of his work at a couple of local
galleries. He’s really good. And I understand he’s pissed off a lot of
right-wingers lately.”

“Yeah,” I said. “Some of them came after him while we were there.
Hired help really. Somebody sent them but we don’t know who. The
local cops and FBI are looking into it.”

“You still protecting him?” Leigh asked.
I shook my head.
“Nope. His long-term protection is being handled by others. You

know how I hate full-time assignments.”
Leigh grinned and our waiter arrived. I ordered a medium-rare

cheese burger and curly fries and Leigh ordered a tuna salad.
“So what you doing now?” she asked when we were alone again.
“A favor for a friend,” I told her. “Pro bono.”
“God, Derrick, it’s a wonder you actually make a living, all the pro

bono stuff you seem to be doing. But like you’ve always said, your
needs are simple and few. Plus you’ve never had kids.”

“And a lucky soul I’ve been there,” I said with a smile, looking
directly into Leigh’s brown eyes.



She smirked.
“You should have at least one while you still can, old man.”
“Are you volunteering?” I said.
Leigh smirked again.
“Sorry, babe, my days of pumping out kids are long gone. A

seventeen year old and an eleven year old are quite enough. But I
could recommend some ladies if you’re ever interested.”

“Thank you,” I said, now smirking myself. “No. I’ll stick to the
non-reproductive side of life. I really don’t think the world could
handle another me.”

“Maybe not,” Leigh said. “It has a hard time dealing with my two
offspring, especially the older one.”

“How is Erin now anyhow?” I asked.
Leigh sighed, sipping more water.
“Senior in high school as of last month. A great student, but she’s

having some personal issues, as is common with most teenagers. Her
father and I are having issues ourselves regarding how to handle her.
She’s still bound and determined to go out of state to college next year
and Max and I don’t think we’ll be able to prevent her. The one thing
the bastard and I seem to agree on is that we don’t want her to go. But
there’s not much we can do about it, especially if she gets a
scholarship.”

For several long moments I stared at my friend of nearly two
decades, watching her face and seeing the emotions beneath the
surface. I reached across and patted her hand, glad once again that I
had no children of my own.

“How is Max these days?” I asked.
“Same old Max,” Leigh replied of her first ex-husband. “Still a

judgmental SOB and nearly impossible to talk to. I still find it hard to
believe that you two have not spoken in more than twelve years. You
were so close back in college.”

“Yeah,” I said a little sadly. “We were. But things changed. We
changed. I think he changed more than me. Or maybe I changed more
than he. Who knows?”

“I think it was him,” Leigh said after a pause. “He changed a lot
after we got married. I don’t think he truly wanted to get married to



me but wouldn’t admit it. I was pregnant and he wanted to do the
honorable thing. But his heart was never in it, he just felt obligated.
He didn’t love me, not really, and if I had realized that at the time I
probably wouldn’t have married him. Erin was miserable for those
four years we were married. Us getting divorced was probably the best
thing that ever happened to her.”

She paused and I glanced around.
“Now he’s married again, got two more kids, a daughter and a son,

and his current wife is totally devoted to him. More like subservient. In
other words, the perfect minister’s wife. By the way, you know he got
his Ph.D. a year and a half ago? Psychology.”

“No,” I said, a little surprised. “I hadn’t heard. Well good for him. I
guess now we have to call him the Reverend-Doctor.”

“Yeah,” Leigh said. “Exactly. You know it’s hard to believe in some
ways that Max is actually a minister, considering what I know about
how he really is. But he’s successful at it, and seems happy; or as
happy as a pompous prick can be.”

I grinned and took another sip of my water.
“Maybe one day he and I will run into each other, talk things out.”
“Maybe,” Leigh said. “But you know he still thinks that we slept

together when he and I were married. That’s why he stayed angry at
you. He feels like you betrayed him. Even though you didn’t.”

I shook my head.
“That’s not why he’s angry with me, Leigh. Oh sure, at first he

thought you and I might have slept together, but after a while that just
became an excuse. He knew me better than that. He was my best
friend. I always thought you were cute, and if you hadn’t been his
girlfriend and later his wife, well sure, maybe. But he knew deep down
that I never made a move on you. He’s still pissed at me because I
didn’t take his side when you two split up. That’s what he sees as the
ultimate betrayal, and because of that he decided to cut me out of his
life. And me being me, I said fuck it and let the friendship end. We’re
both bastards, and prideful ones at that. But somewhere in the back of
my mind I’m probably still holding out hope. Like I said, maybe some
day…”

She nodded slowly, and then our food arrived.



We spent a few minutes sampling everything and then Leigh
looked back up at me.

“So you were saying you’re doing some pro bono work?” she said,
chewing some of her salad.

“Yeah,” I said, chewing a couple of fries. “This place downtown
called the Outreach Mission has been getting hassled by a street gang
called the Crazy Zees. A friend asked me to see if I could do something
about that.”

Leigh paused as she was bringing her fork to her mouth.
“The Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission?” she said, a

curious expression on her face.
I nodded
“Yeah,” I said.
She put the fork down and leaned forward on the table.
“You don’t know, do you?”
Now I was the one with the curious expression on my face, but I

was still eating.
“Know what?” I said.
Leigh smiled and then told me.
And suddenly certain things began to make perfect sense.
And this greatly pissed me off.



Chapter 29

It was almost three p.m. when I got to Outreach’s downtown
offices. The weather had suddenly taken a dark turn and that was
perfect for the mood I was in now. When I got out of my car on the
side of the building the sky was cloudy and rain seemed imminent. It
had also become cooler. I walked into the front of the building and the
receptionist looked up at me but he did not smile. I asked if Kim
Sutton was available and he said she was in her office. I turned and
headed in that direction.

Kim was not alone in her office. Once again Lindy Clarke and Dani
Blach were present. None of them were smiling when I entered and
only Kim would look at me, although I could see the strain in her dark
eyes. I walked over to my spot on the wall beside her desk and leaned
against it, my hands folded in front of me.

Kim sighed and looked up at me, adjusting her glasses.
“Not good news, huh?” I said.
Kim shook her head, glanced briefly over at Dani Blach, then back

at me.
“The board is not happy about what happened last night,” she told

me flatly. “They feel that it will only generate negative publicity for the
mission and will hurt our efforts to raise funds.”

“I see,” I said.
She paused, glancing over at Dani Blach once more. The other

woman simply stared back smugly.
“And I have been asked to dismiss you, Derrick,” Kim said. “I’m

sorry. I know you were only trying to do what I asked of you, but the
board feels…”

“What do you feel, Kim?” I interrupted. “Like I told you, I work for
you, not the board.”

Dani Blach looked over at me for the first time, a slight flush rising



behind her light brown skin.
“Mr. Olin,” she said brusquely, “the Board of Overseers is charged

with looking out for the best interests of the mission. Your actions last
night have seriously jeopardized this organization and its reputation.
It was bad enough that we had to put up with the assaults on our
clients by this gang of miscreants, but now you have made the
situation worse by escalating it. My god, three people died here last
night.”

“Actually four people died last night, Dr. Blach,” I told her. “One of
them innocent. As for the other three, they had a choice, they chose
wrong.”

The physician’s eyes flashed with anger and she was about to
respond when Kim Sutton stepped in.

“I think you did what you had to, Derrick,” she said. “And I’m
grateful. But the board has overridden me on this. I have no choice but
to do as they request in this matter. I appreciate all you have done, and
if you want your friend to remove the security system, I’ll understand.”

“The system is yours to keep, Kim,” I told her. “A donation from
Stapleton. As will be the surveillance cameras next week. Don’t worry
about that. But you do know this situation will only get worse.
Especially after Fulton lost three of his own last night. He’ll want to
settle the score.”

“Yes,” Dani Blach said. “And that’s what we’re worried about.
You’ve ignited the anger of a vicious pack of gangsters and now we
have to deal with the fallout. We hope that they will concentrate their
efforts on you, which would be fitting. But we will be taking other
precautions. Chairman Stevens and the board have been able to secure
temporary funding so that we may hire other security. Hopefully more
discreet and certainly more competent.”

“That’s out of line, Dani,” Lindy Clarke found her voice. “For
chrissake the man put his life on the line last night and stood up to
those punks. He could have been killed.”

Dani Blach turned on the other woman.
“And he killed three human beings in the process.”
Lindy shook her head.
“They were killers! And they got what they had coming,” she said,



looking the other woman directly in the eyes.
I turned back to Kim.
“Well I’m glad you’ve found the funds to hire security now. I could

offer some recommendations on good companies in the area.”
“No thank you, Mr. Olin,” Dani Blach interjected. “The board will

make that determination. Dr. Stevens has been quite specific on that
point. Your further assistance in this matter is not needed or wanted.”

Kim looked up at me.
“I’d appreciate any suggestions you might have, Derrick,” she told

me with a smile, ignoring the annoying but attractive board member
seated across from her desk.

“I’ll send you a list,” I told her. “It’ll be a short one. There aren’t
many companies I’d trust.”

Kim nodded.
“Thank you. And I really do appreciate everything you have done.

Just sorry it has to end this way.”
I shrugged.
“Not the first time I’ve been fired. Probably won’t be the last.”
She smiled a little sadly and stood, coming around her desk. “I’ll

walk you out.”
Lindy Clarke stood and shook my hand, Dr. Blach did not. I said

good bye to her anyway, and Kim took my arm and we walked out of
her office and down the corridor toward the front of the building.

“She is a Grade A bitch,” Kim muttered as we walked.
“I assume you mean Dr. Blach,” I said.
“Yes,” Kim said. “You know I was tempted to resign during the

board meeting, I really was. But I just couldn’t leave now, not when
things are so tumultuous. And if I left I know they’d probably appoint
somebody who wouldn’t stand up to them at all. The chairman would
probably appoint his pet Dani Blach in the interim. That would be a
disaster for the mission.”

I stopped and turned to her.
“Kim, first off, if you need me to stay on this thing—strictly covert

—I will. This is not over and the Crazy Zees are liable to blame
Outreach as much as me. No matter what security you hire it might
not be enough.”



She stared back at me for several moments, a gamut of emotions
swirling through her, but finally she shook her head.

“No,” she said in a near whisper. “I can’t do that. If they found out
it would be disastrous. They could remove me for disobeying a board
directive, and that would be the same as me quitting. No, Derrick, I
appreciate the offer, but I just can’t risk it.”

I nodded.
“I understand. The second thing you should know is something I

just found out about your board chairman a short time ago, the good
Dr. Stevens. It explains a few things that have been bothering me, and
it especially explains why he was pushing so hard to have you get rid of
me.”

I told her.
And it pissed her off too. However, there was little that she could

do about it. At least right now.
We said our good byes at the front doors and I told her I’d e-mail

her that list of security companies as soon as I got home. It was raining
when I went outside, lightly for the moment, but I could tell it would
get worse soon.

So I was unemployed again with nothing else to do. Guess I’ll go
home. As I got into my car and started the engine I suddenly
remembered my earlier conversation with Karyn Lochert, and I
smiled. I wasn’t going to be doing anything tonight after all. Maybe we
could alter our plans a little.

I backed out of the parking space thinking about all the
possibilities, and then one more occurred to me. If Karyn couldn’t
make it tonight, then maybe Paige could…

Derrick Olin, you dawg!



Chapter 30

Saturday morning I woke up slightly dazed and unsure of where I
was. I had trouble focusing at first but I knew I was not in my
bedroom. Too dark, and the comforter on the bed felt wrong. I sat up
and wiped sleep from my eyes, and knew immediately where I was.

Lying next to me on her stomach with her face pointed toward me
was Karyn Lochert, snoring softly, her hair covering her eyes. I smiled.
We were in her fifth floor suite at the Embassy Suites hotel a few miles
away from my apartment in Homewood. Last night we had had dinner
downstairs in the Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse on the first floor and
afterwards had come up here to spend the rest of the evening together.
And what an evening it was. I was smiling now, remembering it all.

Getting out of bed, I stretched my back and arms and glanced at
the bedside clock, a little after eight in the morning. I had no idea what
time we went to sleep, but I felt pretty well rested, and just a bit sore,
but in a good way.

I went into the bathroom and relieved myself and then washed my
hands and face. The face of the man who stared back at me in the
mirror was looking a little old today, the bags sagging a bit heavily, but
I still felt young at heart; even if the flesh was a little stiff.

Back in the bedroom I could still hear Karyn snoring softly and I
was careful not to make too much noise as I made my way back to the
bed, easing in beside her and propping my back against a pillow. A
minute after I settled she stirred and raised her head.

“Derrick,” she said softly, her voice full of sleep.
“Yeah, babe,” I said, putting my hand on her back. “I’m here. You

don’t have to get up.”
She groaned deeply and raised her head more, her eyes trying to

focus. I stroked her back gently and watched her.
“What time is it?” she asked.



“About eight-fifteen,” I said.
She groaned again and sat all the way up, the covers falling down

to her waist and revealing her small breasts, much to my delight.
Karyn sat next to me and raised her arms above her head, yawning and
moaning as she did so. The gentleman in me told me not to look at her
chest while this was going on, but the rest of me ignored the
gentleman in me.

Karyn put her arms down and turned her head toward me and
smiled a lopsided smile.

“Are you looking at my chest, Mr. Olin?” she said.
“I’m afraid I am, ma’am,” I told her. “You know how much I like

milk in the morning.”
Karyn laughed and reached over to touch my thigh beneath the

covers.
“So you want to milk me?” she said.
“Actually there are one or two other things that I can think of

doing to you at the moment,” I told her, turning and putting my arm
around her shoulders. “Maybe even five or six.”

She leaned toward me and kissed my lips, her eyes open and
looking into mine.

“Sounds good to me. But after last night you’d think more sex
would be the last thing on both of our minds.”

I chuckled and moved my left hand to her breasts.
“I wouldn’t think that at all, love,” I told her, and then I pulled her

supple body into my arms and kissed her deeply and passionately for
several minutes, both of us becoming extremely aroused; and for the
next couple of hours we were lost in one another.

We showered together afterwards and ordered brunch from room
service; a very large brunch because both of us had burned up a lot of
energy since last night.

Checkout time was at noon but Karyn got an extension until one,
and once we finished eating we went back into the bedroom and made
love yet again, very slowly, very deliberately, and most passionately. At
climax I really was spent and empty this time; a happy and satisfied
human being. Even if I had been fired two days ago.

We showered again and Karyn checked out of the hotel at one



p.m. on the dot. I carried her suitcases out to her car in the parking
deck and we stood next to the driver’s door for a few minutes saying
good bye. There was sadness, some regret, but a lot of good feelings
too.

Karyn put her arms around my neck and pulled me to her. We
kissed for a long, breathless period of time and when we finally
disengaged we were both a little wobbly. I held the door for her and
she got in, starting the engine and rolling the window down.

“I’ll call you when I get home,” she said. “Let you know I made it.”
“Alright,” I said. “Have a safe trip. I really enjoyed the week.”
Karyn smiled as she secured her seatbelt, glancing up at me as I

leaned against the door with one hand.
“So did I, lover,” she said. “And I hope to do it again real soon.”
I nodded, and then something occurred to her and she reached for

her handbag on the seat next to her. Karyn reached inside it and
pulled out her engagement and wedding rings, returning them to her
left hand ring finger. I leaned in the car and kissed her one last time
and then she backed out and headed for the exit. I stood watching the
car until it had turned and was out of sight, then I sighed deeply, a
little more sadly. A few moments more and I turned and headed over
to where my car was parked.



Chapter 31

Monday morning it was cold. Low forties, breezy. Summer was
finally gone and fall officially in play. Now we just had to wait until the
first week of November for the time to change and it would be
completely dark before 5 p.m. The weather was irrelevant to my plans
for this morning however. I got up at five and went for a run, three
miles. When I got back at five-thirty I was sweating heavily under my
blue sweat suit and black knit hat, and my body was teeming with
energy. I did a hundred jumping jacks in the parking lot of my
complex right next to where my car was parked, and then dropped
down for a quick set of fifty pushups.

Inside my apartment I spent another half hour working out with
my Body Blade and another fifteen practicing unarmed combat drills.
A hot shower followed and then I got dressed in my standard Monday
morning attire, took my large orange toolbox from the top shelf of my
bedroom closet, and went out to my car.

There’s a little diner over in Pleasant Grove called the Park Road
Grill, located on Park Road. It’s not much to look at from the outside
and really not much on the inside either. But the people are friendly
and the food is good. I had found this place about three years ago
when I had come over early and found that the range would be
opening late that day. I hadn’t wanted to drive back home so I drove
around the city just to see what there was besides the range. Pleasant
Grove isn’t that big and you could drive through it all in about five
minutes, if you kept your speed low.

Park Road is probably the Mecca of city because it has three
consecutive businesses located on it: a bank, a grocery store, and the
Park Road Grill. When I had first come in here three years ago I got
plenty of odd looks. The clientele was mostly older and all white, like
most of Pleasant Grove, and seeing a black guy with a shaved head



wearing dark glasses and black BDUs probably put the wrong
impression in their minds. Or maybe those impressions had been put
in their minds a long time ago. Anyway, despite the odd looks, I was
served without incident, and I found the food pretty good. So from
time to time I skipped cooking breakfast at home and came over here
to eat before going to the range.

Over the years my presence has generated less and less suspicion.
The owner of the Grill even knew my name now and always had a
smile for me when I came in. It probably helped that the owner of the
F.O.P. Range, a Pleasant Grove PD sergeant, had come in one time
while I was here and he spoke to me, mentioning that I was a long-
time member of the range. After that I was accepted just like a regular
person.

This morning I had a steak biscuit, grits, and scrambled eggs and a
large glass of orange juice. After breakfast I got back into my car and
headed the mile and a half over to the range. Pete Newhouse was on
duty this morning and we spoke for a few minutes before I headed out
to do some shooting. He asked me how the job went at Outreach. I told
him I had been fired. He asked me how it was possible to get fired
from a job where you weren’t getting paid in the first place. I told him I
didn’t know, but it had happened. Then I went and got my toolbox
from the trunk of my car and headed to the upper pistol range, also
known as the PPC—Practical Pistol Course—Range. Today I wouldn’t
run scenarios, just do some straight target shooting; practice my
quick-draw techniques.

Two hours later I had emptied a couple hundred plus fifty rounds
through three pistols and then I spent another half hour cleaning them
all. The police still had the Glock-30 I’d used in the shooting
downtown last Wednesday night but I was supposed to get it back
today according to Paige. That was good. I didn’t like it when my
arsenal was not complete. Next week I’d have to bring the Thirty out
here and give her a go. Not that I had any doubts about her
performance, she had more than proved herself last week.

I finished at the PPC Range and walked back to my car to put the
toolbox away before heading into the clubhouse to sign out. As I closed
the trunk my cell phone rang, the ring-tone instantly identifying the



caller. Smiling, I pulled the phone out of the oversized thigh pocket on
the left side of my BDUs.

“Well stranger, how you doing?” I said.
“Still alive,” Rodney Riker responded. “I take it you are too?”
I smiled and leaned against the trunk of my car.
“Most days,” I said. “What are you up to? I’m just getting ready to

leave the range.”
“I figured you might be out there,” Rod said. “It is Monday and

you are a bit of a creature of habit when it comes to shooting. How’d
you do?”

“You know the answer to that,” I said with a chuckle.
“Yeah,” Rod said. “I’m sure. So you working right now?”
“Nope,” I told him. “Got fired from a job that wasn’t paying me

anything last week. Now I’m free as a bird. Why, don’t tell me you have
another job for me? After the last one I did for you I spent two months

recovering.”
[3]

Rod chuckled down the line again.
“But you were very nicely compensated for your pains,” he said.

“You also got to stay at my place while you recovered and the client
paid for everything, including that rather cute redheaded physical
therapist. Lydia was her name I believe.”

“Yeah,” I said. “I remember. And I also remember the pain of
those physical therapy sessions.”

“I’m sure,” Rod said. “But no, I’m not offering employment at the
moment. I’m coming to Birmingham for a few days and was
wondering if you’d be available for us to get together.”

“Sure,” I said. “When are you coming?”
“Tomorrow,” he said. “Got a client here in Lake Charles does

business with somebody up there and they want me to look into some
things for them. Actually, I might be able to use your help on a
consulting basis.”

“No problem,” I said. “And I can be your tour guide too. What
time you coming in?”

“Eleven forty-five is the scheduled landing time,” he said.
“Want me to pick you up?” I said.



“Nah,” Rod said. “I’m getting a rental at the airport. I figured I’d
stay at that Holiday Inn not too far from your place. Since I know how
much you hate houseguests.”

We both laughed.
“If I was going to have one, pal,” I told him, “it would be you. But

as you know, my apartment is small; don’t even have a sofa bed.”
“Yeah, yeah,” Rod said. “Whatever. I put you up in my place for

two months, helped to nurse you back to good health night and day,
but that’s alright. I’ll stay in a cold, impersonal hotel. Don’t worry
about me.”

“I won’t,” I told him. “And that hotel’s liable to be a lot homier
than my apartment. Call me when you get checked in to your room
and I’ll come over and take you to lunch, then you can fill me in on
your case.”

“Sounds good, Derrick,” he said. “Talk to you tomorrow.”
I said good bye and hung up.
It would be good to see Rod again, it had been a while, and hell, he

was probably the closest thing to a real friend that I actually had. Not
to mention a pretty decent guy. Even if the last job I had done for him
had nearly been the last job I had done for anybody.

I put my cell back in my pocket and headed into the clubhouse to
sign out.



Chapter 32

I had known Rodney Riker for over a decade now, closer to a
decade and a half. These days he was a licensed private investigator
with a thriving consulting business in Lake Charles , Louisiana. From
time to time I worked for him when he had a client that needed a
certain brand of protective services. However, when we’d first met I
was still in the Air Force working for OSI and Rod was an FBI
Counterintelligence agent. We’d gotten on well together right off the
bat, and years later after both of us had left government service for the
private sector we kept in touch, and even when business wasn’t
involved we still called and visited one another as often as we could.

The Holiday Inn in Homewood is less than a mile south of my
place and when Rod called it only took me a few minutes to drive
down. One o’clock, the perfect time for lunch. The main rush would be
over and we wouldn’t have to wade through crowds.

Rod and I had developed a bit of a tradition over the years and
every time we worked together we always tried to find a Hooters
Restaurant somewhere and go there for at least one meal. Once while
on a joint assignment we had wandered into one of them for lunch,
and then later on another assignment we found ourselves wandering
again. And again. Thus the tradition was born. So now we went all the
time, when there was one close by. Say within a hundred miles or so. I
never went into a Hooters on my own and never went to one in
Birmingham. However, in the past year they had put one up in the
Wildwood Shopping Center off of Lakeshore Parkway a couple miles
away from my place. So today I said what the hell, and when I picked
Rod up we drove over to Hooters for lunch. Neither of us could stop
laughing when we arrived.

We got a table in the back near a window that looked out over the
parking lot toward a row of buildings in the shopping center. This



place had every shop you could want, and I rarely came here for any of
them. The exceptions being the Super Wal-Mart and Sandi’s Gym in
this hemisphere of Wildwood, and the I-HOP and Books-A-Million
which were in the northern hemisphere across Lakeshore. Our
waitress’ name was Abbie and she was young and pretty and friendly
and far too affectionate. I guessed her age was maybe twenty. Her
shoulder length blond hair was pushed back behind her ears and she
wore a small gold chain around her neck that was set off by her tan.
And try as I might, I just couldn’t help but steal a glance down the
front of her tank top when she leaned over the front end of the table.
Quite nicely proportionate. I noticed Rod noticing as well.

We ordered tea and Abbie went to get it while we looked over our
menus.

“God these chicks keep getting younger,” Rod said after she had
left. “Or are we just getting older?”

I smiled, glancing up at him. “Speak for yourself, old man.”
He laughed.
“Yeah, and you’re in your forties now, pal. Welcome to the club.”
“Better than the alternative I suppose,” I told him, glancing down

at my menu, my mind already pretty much set on what I was going to
order. “You’re looking good. Despite all that gray coming into your
beard now.”

Rod grinned again.
“What’s that at the corners of your goatee?” he said. “Looks like

ash. No, that’s gray hair. It does look good on you. Kind of makes you
look distinguished and honorable.”

I smiled again and Abbie came back with our tea. She made it a
point to hang around on my side of the table and leaned her right
breast against my left arm.

“What can I interest you boys in today?” she said with a sweet
southern accent. Pure Alabama. The land of git instead of get as my
college speech professor used to say. “Everything is pretty good.”

“I’m sure it is,” Rod said, glancing up from his menu. “I think I’m
gonna have the buffalo chicken sandwich with baked beans and
coleslaw, please.”

“Alright,” Abbie said, and then turned to me, her breast still firmly



in place. “And what can I get you, sweetie?”
I wanted to be facetious but thought better of it. She might not get

my humor and that could make things awkward. So I simply ordered
the grilled chicken Caesar salad. Abbie nodded, pressed herself against
me one more time for luck, and then went to put in our orders. Rod
and I watched her go, and then checked out the other customers who
were having a late Hooters lunch. Four tables in our section had
people at them, and a few others in the forward section.

“Why do they always seem to want to rub up against you?” Rod
said, sipping his ice tea. “Must be the shaved head.”

“Or the animal magnetism,” I quipped.
Rod looked at me over the rim of his glass as he sipped.
“If thinking that makes you feel better… So yesterday you were

saying that you got fired from a job that you weren’t getting paid for?”
“Yeah,” I nodded putting a packet of Equal into my tea and

stirring it before drinking. “Another favor for a friend.”
“Thought you would have learned better by now,” Rod said,

setting his glass down on the table.”
“Me too,” I said. “But I wasn’t doing anything else at the time.”
“And now you’re not doing anything else again,” he offered. “Full

circle.”
“Yeah,” I said, having more tea. “The job was kind of messy

anyway. I could have resolved it in time, but some people didn’t like
my methods and they freaked. Plus there was something going on
behind the scenes that complicated things a lot. Old business. Anyway,
for the moment I’m out of it.”

“You think you might get back in it?” Rod asked, running his
finger across the top of his glass.

I shrugged, glancing around.
“Don’t know. Maybe. My client has other security now but the

situation might require a little something more than security to
properly resolve it. And if that does become the case…” I shrugged.

“You figure you might get the call?” Rod said.
“Either that or I invite myself back in,” I said.
Rod smiled.
“That’s the Derrick Olin I’ve come to love after all these years,” he



said, raising his glass and toasting me.
I raised mine and we both drank. Abbie came over to check on us,

this time leaning against Rod’s arm and giving him the attention. We
said we were fine and after a few minutes she left, saying she’d go
check and see if our food was ready.

Rod and I made small talk for a while and Abbie came back with
our lunches when they were ready. Once she left and we had had a few
bites, I looked across to Rod.

“So, tell me what brings you here to the Magic City?” I said.
He finished chewing a mouthful of his buffalo chicken and washed

it down with tea, then sat back and began to tell me about his case.



Chapter 33

Wednesday morning I took Rod over to the gym at which I have a
membership and sometimes use when I don’t want to workout at
home. It’s located in the Wildwood Shopping Center not all that far
from Hooters. We went in at seven and I introduced Rod to Sandi
Michaels, the owner of the gym. Sandi is a former Army NCO and
Military Police officer. She’s smart, tougher than me, and yet manages
to maintain a decent amount of her femininity. Something that I
observed Rod noticing about her as they shook hands. He was smiling
more than usual, especially at this time of morning before he had his
coffee.

I was on the chest-press machine doing a third set of five and Rod
was next to me on the leg-press machine on about the same set. We’d
been at it for maybe a half an hour and we were both beginning to
perspire. All around us most of the rest of the early morning crowd
had dragged in and were working on the various parts of their bodies
they seemed to think needed it the most. Very few of them seemed
really awake, and none of them seemed all that cheery.

I completed my set and stepped out of the machine, raising my
arms above my head and stretching. Rod had one more to do and
when he finished he shook his head with a wry smirk.

“Jesus, why do I let you talk me into this crap?” he said, wiping
sweat from his brow with the back of his left hand. “I ride my
stationary bike at home and use that infernal Body Blade you made me
order last year three times a week back home. I have nothing to
prove.”

I smiled and looked at him.
“You could have said no,” I said.
“And I’d have never heard the end of it,” he said. “But don’t think

this is going to happen again while I’m here. You can come over every



morning if you want, but the rest of my stay in Birmingham will be
gym-free.” He paused a minute and glanced around. “Of course, I
wouldn’t mind seeing Sandi again. Particularly in those white shorts
and that purple top.”

I chuckled and moved over to the leg-press as Rod stepped away.
“She’s in really good shape, Rod,” I said casually. “Don’t know if

you’d be able to keep up unless you came in here every day for the next
year. And maybe not even then.”

“Bullshit,” he said, moving to the chest-press. “Guys with my kind
of charm don’t have to rely on the physical to impress the ladies.
What’s her story anyway?”

I settled into my machine and began to slowly press the weight to
full extension, holding it, blowing out a couple of times, and then
slowly lowering it back. “She did a decade plus in the Army. An MP.
I’ve actually used her as backup on a couple of things here locally. She
can handle herself, and not just physically. A hell of a shot. She’s come
over to the F.O.P. Range a few times and done alright. According to
what she told me she’s always been into physical fitness and when she
was in the Army she put together the guidelines and requirements for
MP recruits, even taught PT for a while. Not sure how she got the
money to start this place or even why she ended up in Birmingham.
She’s from West Virginia originally. I imagine you could find out if you
wanted to, being a top notch PI and all.”

Rod grinned and began his own workout. “Probably could.”
At eight o’clock we called it and headed for the showers. A half

hour later we were dressed in street clothes and walking toward the
front entrance to leave. I could see Rod glancing around and looking
for Sandi, although he was trying to be surreptitious—and failing—and
he looked a little disappointed. I stopped at the circular reception desk
just off the entrance and spoke to the young woman there. Her name
was Zelda and she knew me. I asked her to see if Sandi was busy and
could she step out if she wasn’t. Rod glanced at me, his eyes showing
little humor. Zelda called Sandi and a minute later she came out from
her office off to the right of the main entrance.

Sandi walked up to me and smiled.
“Done already, Derrick? Bet you barely worked up a sweat.”



I chuckled.
“Well I could have gone for another hour myself, but my partner is

getting up there in years and he was starting to get short of breath.”
I glanced back at Rod and now his eyes were showing no humor at

all.
Sandi smiled and glanced over at Rod.
“I know he’s lying, Rod,” she told him. “I have no doubt about

your stamina. You look fit enough.”
“Thank you,” Rod said, stepping forward. “Yeah, this youngster

here has trouble with the truth some times. You’ve got a nice place
here.”

“Thank you,” Sandi said. “If you’d like I could give you a good
discount on a membership. Even though you’re from out of town. That
way you wouldn’t have to bring him every time you wanted to come
by.”

“Well I don’t think Rod will need a membership, Sandi,” I
interjected. “He—”

“He can speak for himself, Mr. Olin,” Rod cut me off, and then
quickly looked back toward Sandi. “That sounds like a pretty good
idea. I might take you up on it. Right now Derrick and I have to go, but
I’d like to talk to you about it further while I’m in town.”

“You could come back in the morning,” Sandi said, turning slightly
to her left and putting a hand on her well-shaped hip. “I’m here at six.”

“So early,” Rod said casually, now leaning his elbow on the
reception desk. “Doesn’t give you much time for a nightlife.”

Sandi smiled.
“Haven’t really had one of those in a while,” she said.
“Really?” Rod said. “That is a real shame.”
They stood and stared at one another for maybe a minute. I stood

back in amusement, and a little amazement.
Rod glanced over at me once more, then back at her. “Tell you

what. Why don’t we let Mr. Olin here take us out on the town one night
while I’m here, and we can discuss it?”

“That sounds good,” Sandi said, glancing briefly at me. “I’m off
this weekend. My assistant is covering. I’m done around four-thirty on
Friday. Will you be here till the weekend?”



“I will be now,” Rod answered.
“Good,” Sandi said.
“Okay,” Rod said. “I’ll call you and let you know.”
Sandi nodded and reached over the reception desk, picking up a

pad and pen. She wrote her address and two telephone numbers on it
and tore the top sheet off the pad, handing it to Rod.

“My home and cell numbers and my address,” she said.
Rod smiled, folding the paper and putting it inside his jacket

pocket.
“Good to have,” he said. “I’ll call.”
She nodded.
We left.
Outside I turned to Rod as we walked across the lot to where we

had parked.
“I’m thinking of a song from the 1980s right now. By Sade. Can

you think of the name?”
Rod said nothing, just grinned as we made our way through the

cool morning air.
When we reached his rental car he unlocked it with the remote

and opened the door, then he looked at me for the first time since we
had left the gym.

“Smooth Operator,” he said, and got in the car.
Nodding, I got in too.



Chapter 34

The business Rod had in Birmingham was not actually in
Birmingham. It was in a city about thirty miles northwest called
Jasper. I hadn’t spent much time there in all my years in the area, but
I knew how to get there, and I’ve got a GPS. Once you get to Highway
78 it’s a straight shot. Since I’m the local Rod suggested I drive. I asked
him if I should get a little chauffeur’s cap and let him ride in the back
seat. He said he didn’t mind riding up front with the help, but the hat
might be a nice idea. In the end I declined.

When we left the gym we went across the street to I-HOP for
breakfast and then headed straight for Jasper. Last year Rod’s client
back in Lake Charles had signed a partnership agreement with some
local businessmen in Jasper and he was concerned that the other firm
might not be living up to their part of the bargain. He got regular
reports from his partners and had full access to accounting records,
but still something bothered him about the operation and he wanted
an independent review of the situation. He hired Rod to perform this
independent review. I don’t do investigative work anymore, strictly
security, but since I didn’t have another client at the moment, being an
investigator’s assistant and driver was at least a way to kill time.

For the rest of the day on Wednesday Rod and I spent our time
walking around a drywall manufacturing plant at the back end of
Pleasant Trail in Jasper, about a mile off of Highway 78. We talked to
the plant owners and managers, the line supervisors, even the workers
themselves. Everywhere we wanted to go we were allowed, as long as
we had on the proper safety equipment and had an escort from plant
security. On the surface everyone seemed friendly and cooperative, but
to me they seemed a little too cooperative and friendly, especially the
plant’s owners—the business partners of Rod’s client.

Rod told them he would need to review their business records as



his client had specified and this seemed to cause them a bit of
hesitation. They said that complete copies of the records had been sent
to Lake Charles. Rod said that he understood this, however his client
had insisted that he review the originals while he was here. After a
brief pause the owners smiled and said that would be no problem.
However, due to the lateness of the hour and the need for them to
compile all the necessary data, the first thing Thursday morning would
be the best time.

Rod was silent for a minute, staring at both men, and then he
nodded and smiled, but the expression did not reach his eyes. He told
them we would be back on Thursday morning and we left.

Out in the car as I drove though the front gate Rod was staring in
the rearview mirror on his side.

“How much do you know about the drywall business?” he said to
me.

I snorted.
“About as much as I know about brain surgery,” I said, stopping at

the intersection of Pleasant Trail and Blackwell Dairy Road, allowing
an approaching car to make a left turn, then turned right and
accelerated. “Why?”

“Because those people aren’t making drywall,” Rod said, leaning
back against his seat. “At least not anything that would pass a certified
inspection. The business is a sham. The records they sent to my client
are fake. They need some time to cook the books again and make sure
what they give us tomorrow matches what they already sent to Lake
Charles.”

I nodded slowly.
“And what are you going to do?” I asked. “Call your client? Call the

cops?”
“Don’t have any real proof at the moment,” he said. “Just know

what I know. And if we wait until tomorrow they’ll have time to cover
up.”

I nodded again.
“So I guess we don’t wait until tomorrow,” I said.
Rod turned his head toward me.
“No,” he said. “We don’t.



Chapter 35

Early on in my life I had spent a lot of time dressed in all black,
running around in the dark, and doing things that the polite world
would consider underhanded and illegal. The saving grace for me back
then was the fact that I had been in the employ of the United States
government and operating on the side of the angels. At least that’s
what my superiors used to tell all of us, and back then I had bought it.
Today I would not. And today I’m not working for the United States
government; I’m working for a private investigator out of Louisiana
who really didn’t have the authority to smooth things out if the shit hit
the fan. So I suppose we had better make sure it did not.

It was one-ten in the morning and raining and cold. Perfect
weather for clandestine operations. Security would not wish to venture
outside and the surveillance equipment would be somewhat
compromised. Rod and I had had a look at the security setup when we
were at the plant earlier in the day—a hard habit to break—and it
really didn’t seem all that sophisticated. Four surveillance cameras
covering the two front and two rear entrances to the facility grounds,
and according to the schedule posted in the security offices, only three
guards on duty at night; one posted in the shack at the main entrance,
one posted inside the main plant roving, and one roving the perimeter.
No dogs. That was good. And something told me that the outside rover
would not be out roving tonight.

Rod and I had driven back to Birmingham after leaving the plant
in the late afternoon. We went to the airport and rented another car
and then went to get some dinner. Later we changed into night
clothing and headed back to Jasper.

I found a spot in a wooded area about half a mile west of the plant
and parked, and then Rod and I hiked back to the facility. The fence
was ten feet high with razor wire on top. Not pleasant but not a serious



deterrent to serious men. Plus, we had brought wire cutters. It wasn’t
very well lit on this side of the property and even if it hadn’t been
raining like it was, it would probably be daylight before anyone saw
the cut fence. By then it would be too late.

Rod cut the links while I looked around, straining in the
downpour to see even a few feet in front of me. He finished and held
the cut section up for me and I rolled under, and then I held it for him.
There was no need to talk, we had already discussed what would
happen next, and I fell in behind Rod as he made his way around to
the south end of the main building, moving as cautiously as he could.
When he reached the concrete wall of the building he put his back to it
and paused. I did the same. The rain was coming down hard in our
faces and wiping it away did little good, so we ignored it as best as we
could and got on with the job at hand.

Rod went low and started moving again. I waited a two count then
followed. At the corner of the building he halted once more, peered
around for a few moments, and then signaled for me to go around. I
did, low and slow. I couldn’t see any sign of the guard who was
supposed to be walking around out here, and didn’t expect to. Rod
came around me and went to the next section of wall. I waited a few
beats then went around him. We spent the next five minutes
leapfrogging toward the rear entrance of the building and when we got
there we slid down on our hunches and rested a minute, neither of us
saying anything.

The back door was locked, which was good in a way. It meant
security wasn’t totally incompetent.

Rod’s the locks and picks guy, and it took him maybe a minute
and a half to defeat the lock. Had he been able to see better and his
hands hadn’t started to shake from the cold creeping through his
bones, I’m sure he could have gotten inside in under a minute.

I eased the door open cautiously and peered inside. The back
section of the building was in near total darkness, the friend of the
clandestine operator—and the cat burglar. I went in first and Rod
closed and locked the door behind us.

We had spent the whole day in this place and had the layout pretty
well memorized, so getting to where we needed to be would not be too



difficult, however, there was the matter of the security guards. At least
two of them would be in here somewhere. They might both be asleep,
but they might not. We’d have to be careful. This was not like a covert
entry into a terrorist stronghold where you could kill the opposition’s
sentries if you were discovered. While it was true that Rod and I could
kill the security guards if they came upon us, that might not set too
well with the local police or Rod’s client. And besides, whatever was
going on here, it was likely the security guards had no clue about it.
They were simply contract vendors getting little more than minimum
wage to watch the place when no one was around. They weren’t
sharing in the profits of illegal activity. And even if they were, did they
really deserve death? Probably not.

We spotted the first guard just as we were about to turn out of a
darkened row of stacked mounting tools and into a lighted area near
the workshop bathrooms on the east wall. He was sitting in a chair
with his back to us, his head down on his chest like he was asleep.
Which no doubt he was. Rod held up a hand to caution me and I
nodded.

The man was right in the path we needed to take. No way to get
around him that was not lighted. Just to the other side of the rest
rooms was the corridor that led down to the office we had to get in to.
And there was the other problem: where was the other guard? Was he
asleep somewhere else or was he walking around? We couldn’t wait
around all night to find out.

Rod looked at me and started making hand gestures. I nodded
slowly and slid back into the shadows, moving quickly to the opposite
side of the row and going low on my belly, slipping under the stacks
and crawling until I was just out of the light, a hundred and eighty
degree clear view in front of me.

A few moments later I saw Rod moving slowly out of the darkness,
his footfalls making no sound. He had spent a couple of decades
studying and practicing several forms of martial arts and knew how to
do it. He approached the sleeping guard directly from the rear, and
when he was within arms reach, the man started to stir, raising his
head and then starting to yawn. Rod did not hesitate, kept moving
quietly, and then he lowered the blade of his right hand to the area



behind the guard’s right ear in a lightning snap maneuver. Delivered
with too much force and that blow would kill. But Rod knew how to do
it just right. The guard slumped forward and Rod caught him,
propping him back up in the chair. At that instant I heard someone
shouting off to my right, just beyond the point where another aisle of
equipment was blocking my view.

Rod spun toward the voice and then I saw the second guard
coming into view. He had a revolver in his left hand and he was yelling
at Rod, telling him not to move. From his stance I could tell the man
had no real formal training, probably got what he knew from
television. There was fear on his face and his hands were beginning to
shake. Not good at all.

Rod stood straight and raised his hands, showing that he was not
a threat; however the man lying unconscious on the chair would
probably disagree if he were not unconscious.

The guard was so focused on Rod, moving toward him slowly, his
weapon starting to waver even more as his nerves became more
excited, he did not notice me roll out from under the stacks and
approach him.

He was maybe ten feet from Rod when Rod lowered his hands to
his sides. The guard stopped and ordered Rod to put his hands back
up. Rod stood perfectly still. The guard started threatening him, his
voice shaky. I drove the fore knuckles of my right hand into the man’s
left kidney while at the same time taking hold of the wrist of the hand
that held the pistol, twisting it up toward the ceiling. The man was now
down on the concrete floor on his back, in full agony with his mouth
open but unable to speak. A little pressure to the side of his neck and
he was out. I stood up, emptying the revolver of its ammunition and
dropping it on the floor by the unconscious guard. Rod did the same
thing with the other man and then we hurried down the corridor to the
office that was our target. This door was locked as well but it had a
glass window in it. I punched a hole in the glass with my fist, reached
inside, and undid the lock.

I stood lookout while Rod looked around. It took fifteen minutes
for him to find what he was looking for. He had brought a digital
camera in a waterproof bag. Everything was photographed and then



put back where he had found it, not that it really mattered now. They
would know someone had been here, and would probably guess it was
us.

“Let’s get the hell out of here,” Rod whispered, zipping his camera
back up inside the waterproof bag. “We’ve already got enough felonies
on our plates as it is.”

I chuckled lightly, glancing back down the corridor.
“I can just see the headlines now,” I said. “‘Former decorated FBI

agent and Air Force OSI agent busted after a night of mayhem and
mischief in Jasper, Alabama’.”

“Not if I can help it,” Rod said, stepping out into the corridor.
“Come on.”

I closed the broken office door and quickly followed him.



Chapter 36

Rod called his client as I drove the second rental car down
Highway 78 back to Birmingham. It was two-fifty in the morning and
if the man on the other end of the line was upset about the time I
couldn’t tell from the side of the conversation I was hearing. Rod very
carefully explained everything in detail, only omitting the part about
how we actually obtained the proof that we now had on the misdeeds
being perpetrated by his business partners. It was a safe bet that that
little episode would never come to light, and even if it did, there would
be no proof as to who actually did it. Both Rod and I had been wearing
masks and gloves. Appropriate to the occasion considering, after all, it
was Halloween.

When we got back to Birmingham Rod uploaded the pictures from
his camera and sent them to his client. By eight in the morning the
lawyers were involved, and a short time after that the cops came into
the picture. I was back at my place asleep by then and didn’t really
care. Later Rod told me that the plant in Jasper was being shut down
temporarily while a full investigation was to be conducted by the Office
of the Alabama Attorney General and the Alabama Bureau of
Investigations. Somebody would eventually go to jail once the full
extent of the fraud at the drywall plant was brought to light, and then
somebody would be getting sued by a lot of people for all of the unsafe
construction work that had been done using the shoddy products that
had been produced. None of this really concerned me. Once again I
found myself unemployed, but at least this time I would be getting a
check for my services. I’d have to figure out how to enter this one in
the ledger. Consulting services for breaking and entering, assault, and
theft of property. Probably not. The IRS might actually notice that one.

Rod and I had dinner at a jazz place on 22nd Street in the
downtown area Thursday night. The food wasn’t the best but the



music was pretty good. We sat and talked as best we could over the
noise, feeling a little out of place being the oldest two guys there, but
for the most part the night was good.

Rod asked me what I had planned for our evening tomorrow when
I was supposed to take him and Sandi out. I told him it would be a
surprise. And it would be because so far I had no clue.

This is why when I got back to my place Thursday night I called
Paige Palmer.

“Want to double date with me and some friends tomorrow night?”
I said.

“You have friends?” Paige remarked through the phone. “How’d
this happen?”

“I wonder that every day,” I told her. “I was so careful, but it
happened anyway. So are you up for it?”

“Sure,” Paige said. “Do I know these friends?”
“You know Sandi Michaels. You met her once when she was

backing me up on something. She runs my gym.”
“Oh yeah,” Paige said. “Built like Xena, only with more muscles

and lighter colored hair. Who’s her date, Hercules?”
“In a manner of speaking,” I said. “You’ve heard me mention a

friend of mine in Louisiana from time to time. The PI. Rodney Riker.
He’s here in town doing some work for a client. I took him to the gym
the other day and he and Sandi took a liking to one another.
Tomorrow night is their first outing and I have been charged with
making it a good one. However, since I am woefully inept at such
things, I thought I might prevail upon an individual of feminine
persuasion to assist me.”

“You did,” Paige said in a low husky voice. “And what do I get out
of this if I help?”

“It’s what you won’t get if you don’t help,” I teased.
Paige laughed.
“Sounds like a threat to withhold sexual favors, Mr. Olin,” she

said. “And as a police officer that sounds like extortion to me. A crime.
I might have to slap the cuffs on you, take you in.”

“You’re gonna be taking me in alright,” I told her. “In so many
ways. But only if you say yes.”



“Of course, yes,” she said. “I’m not doing anything else tomorrow
night. All my boys have plans. I was thinking of calling you anyway,
but I wasn’t planning on going out; and there was not going to be
another couple involved. At least not at this stage of our relationship.”

We both laughed.
“I was thinking about maybe going to Costa’s down in Hoover,” I

said. “Food’s pretty good and the neighborhood is nice.”
“Sounds good to me,” Paige said.
“Good,” I said. “How about I make reservations for eight?”
“Okay,” she said. “I’ll try to get done early tomorrow so I can get

home and get ready. Pick me up around seven-thirty?”
“Alright,” I said. “I’ll work the logistics out with Rod. Sandi lives in

Five Points South. And make sure you put on a dress. I want to see
some leg. Make that a short dress. I want to see some thigh.”

Paige giggled.
“You’re gonna see all the thigh you can handle, Mister,” she

replied. “Especially when they’re pressing against the sides of your
face late tomorrow night.”

“Can’t wait,” I said. “And I’m serious about the dress too.
Something slinky.”

“I have just the thing,” she said. “Been saving it for a special
occasion. Means you’re gonna be spending a lot of money tomorrow
night if you want to get it off of me.”

I chuckled a little.
“We’ll see. By the way, how are things at Outreach? Any more

problems?”
“So far I’ve been surprised,” Paige said. “Nothing since last week.

We’ve been keeping an eye on their clubhouse. They’re back there
now, keeping a bit of a low profile, but so far there have been no more
attacks against homeless people or the mission itself. Kim hired
Master-Plan Security at your suggestion and they’ve got guards at the
main building as well as the outlying shelters. So far so good. But I
don’t know, Zach Fulton doesn’t seem like the type to just back off.
Especially when you sent three of his people to the morgue.”

“I know,” I said. “Everybody will just have to stay sharp, wait and
see.”



“You know he might decide to come after you, Derrick,” Paige
said. “Since you are the person directly responsible for his loss, and
you challenged him.”

“Yeah,” I said. “That would be alright with me. I’d rather him
come after me than a bunch of defenseless homeless people and the
social workers trying to help them.”

Paige was silent for a few moments, and then she chuckled.
“That’s why you did it,” she said. “That’s why you went there and

rousted his people, and called him out in front of his lieutenants. You
wanted to focus him on you and away from Outreach. You were hoping
he’d come after you. After you took out his guys in that drive-by you
would be top of his list. And you probably knew that the Board of
Overseers would can you, but it would be too late by then.”

“You give me too much credit, Paige,” I said.
“Not enough is more like it,” she said. “Oh, Derrick, I am so gonna

blow your brains out tomorrow night. And I mean that in the very best
possible way. You might need to come by earlier than seven-thirty.
Don’t think I’ll be able to wait till the end of the evening.”

I smiled.
“Have to see what I can work out. You’re in bed?”
“Yeah,” she said. “All alone. You?”
“Nah, on the sofa,” I told her. “Planning on heading that way in a

little while though.”
“Will you be dreaming of me?” she teased.
“All night long,” I responded. “I’m sure that nipple ring of yours

will figure prominently in all of them.”
Paige giggled again.
“You seemed really surprised by that,” she said. “Did you like it?”
“Very much,” I said. “However, there were things that I liked even

better.”
Paige gave a low, sleepy moan.
“Yeah,” she said. “I kind of noticed. And if you’re really, really

good, tomorrow night you might get another shot.”
“Now my pants are getting tight,” I confessed.
“Glad to hear it,” Paige said. “Then my work is done for tonight.”
“Yeah,” I said. “Tomorrow night you’re gonna be on overtime.”



We both laughed again, talked for another few minutes, and then
hung up. I got off the sofa, stretched my back, feeling that old and
quite familiar dull pain in the lower center part of it.

I hadn’t been lying about my pants getting tighter. Right now I
could probably stand in for a flagpole.



Chapter 37

I had always wondered what Sandi Michaels would look like in a
dress. In all the years I’d known her she mostly wore workout clothing,
shorts, sweats, spandex—and she looked pretty good in everything—
and sometimes I saw her in jeans, but nothing more formal. Well
tonight I still would not be seeing her in that dress because she opted
for a very nicely tailored dark maroon pantsuit and a gray silk blouse.
She did look good, but I was a little disappointed, but then she wasn’t
my date, and Rod seemed rather pleased.

Paige had worn a dress. Dark blue, silky, the top part of it
exposing a lot of skin. I liked it. I also liked the fact that it stopped a
couple of inches above her knees and had a slit up the right thigh,
something that would probably catch my attention all night.

We were sitting at a booth in the rear of Costa’s Mediterranean
Restaurant off of Lorna Road in Hoover. Just across from us was a
fake fireplace burning fake logs and giving off fake heat. It added to
the coziness of the place and gave it a certain charm. I’d only been here
once before, maybe a year ago, and I remembered how much I had
liked the place. Plus the food was good too. Italian, Greek, Lebanese, a
mixture of all things in the Med.

Rod and Sandi were sitting on one side of the table and Paige and
I sat on the other, and I was sitting where I could keep a constant and
ever vigilant eye on the slit in her dress. We were having drinks,
talking, laughing, everyone getting to know one another better. Of
course, I knew all of them very well already.

I was the only one not drinking alcohol, and not because I was the
designated driver. I just don’t drink. Well, sometimes I’ll have a glass
of wine, but that is a rarity. Tonight it’s ginger ale.

“So what you’re telling me, Rod,” Paige was saying, glancing at me
as she spoke to Rod, “is that Derrick has always been this serious, even



when he was younger?”
“Afraid so,” Rod said with a grin, sipping from his glass of wine.

“Never met somebody as uptight as young Lieutenant Olin. Straight-
laced, by the book, and absolutely no fun.”

I sat watching them, a thin smile on my face. I wasn’t offended
that I was the subject of their discussion, even if the terms were none
too flattering. Hell, what Rod had said was pretty much true.

“But one thing I have to say about old Derrick,” he went on. “He is
the most reliable and dependable operator I ever worked with. And the
most professional. I’d put my life in his hands any time.”

He raised his glass to me and I nodded.
“Same here,” I said. “Of course at the moment I’m rethinking that

some. Might let you get winged a little before I came to your aid now.”
Everyone laughed and Paige reached over and touched my thigh.
“He doesn’t mean that, Rod,” she said to him.
“I know,” Rod said. “He couldn’t help himself. Trained to protect;

his reflexes would take over and he’d be there Johnny-on-the-spot.”
“Yeah,” Paige said, still smiling. “I’ve seen him in action a few

times. For a big guy he can sure move fast. Bad guys didn’t stand a
chance.”

Sandi set her wine glass down and turned to Rod.
“So how long were you in the FBI?” she asked.
“About fifteen years,” Rod told her, turning to look into her large

almond colored eyes and setting his glass on the table.
“And you went right into being a private investigator after you left

the Bureau?” she asked, leaning her chin against the open palm of her
left hand as she propped her elbow up on the table.

“Yeah,” Rod said. “Seemed like the thing to do. Since Uncle Sam
had been so good as to give me all that training and experience.”

“You ever miss being a fed?” she asked.
“Nah,” Rod responded. “Especially not these days. You miss the

Army.”
Sandi shook her head.
“Not one bit,” she said with a half smile. “Too old to be running

around in Iraq and Afghanistan or any of the other places that some
half-wit in the White House will want to send our folks next. Nope, I’m



glad to be out and doing what I’m doing.”
“Me too,” Rod said.
Our waiter came over and asked if we were ready to order. We

hadn’t really paid much attention to our menus so we picked them up
now and took a quick look. I ordered the beef and cheese calzone and a
tortellini salad with pita bread. Paige wanted to try a Lebanese dish
that I couldn’t begin to pronounce but she swore was absolutely
delicious. Rod ordered a Greek salad and a seasoned fish platter with
Greek hot sauces on the side. Sandi decided to try a beef dish from
Malta and an Italian bread stuffed with vegetables that again I could
not begin to pronounce. The waiter took our orders, smiled, asked if
we wanted more drinks, and then went away.

“This is a really neat place,” Rod said, glancing around the
restaurant. “Don’t have anything like it back in Lake Charles. Of
course, after that last big hurricane we’re still rebuilding, even a couple
years later.”

“Were you there during the storm?” Paige asked.
“Actually no,” Rod told her. “I was out in LA on a case. Got back a

week later. Man the damage that storm did. Everybody talks about
Katrina, and I know it was really bad, especially for New Orleans, but
Rita was a kicker too. Had to put a new roof on my place after that.”

“Looked pretty good to me when I was there last,” I said. “Of
course, I was recovering from severe injuries I suffered while working
for you, so my vision was probably not all that good at the time.”

Rod smirked and picked up his wine glass.
“You’re never gonna let that go, are you?” he said.
I shook my head.
“Probably not.”
The waiter returned with drink refills for everyone and then he

departed once more.
“I know you were gone for a long time a while back—several

months,” Paige said, turning to me. “What exactly happened? And
does it have something to do with those scars on the left side of your
belly?”

She was grinning now, fully aware that she had just announced to
our dinner companions that she had at least seen me with my shirt off,



and more than likely a lot more. But it didn’t matter, we were among
friends.

“Actually those came from something else that happened about
five years ago,” I told her. “No, the other year I was in Lake Charles
doing a job for Rod and the situation got complicated.”

“Is that your code for the shit hit the fan?” Paige asked.
I smiled and nodded.
“Yep. That’s it.”
I spent the next ten minutes telling the story and Rod added the

parts that happened while I had been unconscious. When we finished
our food had arrived. Everything looked spectacular, and our mouths
were watering. Everyone dug in right away and didn’t speak full
sentences for almost five minutes.

“The sauce is kind of rich,” Rod said, wiping his mouth with a
cloth napkin. “But it’s good. What do you think?” he said to Sandi.

She finished chewing and nodded as she wiped her mouth.
“It’s really good.”
Paige and I glanced at each other, smiling, and then continued to

eat.
When we were nearly done the waiter came by with dessert

menus. I had decided early on to forgo dessert, but Paige said she
wanted to try something; however she didn’t want to eat a whole
dessert by herself. Therefore, being the gracious gentleman that I am, I
agreed to split a piece of Italian chocolate cream pie with her. Rod
ordered his favorite, key lime pie, and Sandi had cheery cheesecake.

“I run a gym,” Sandi said after the waiter left. “A couple of really
rough workouts and this will burn right off.”

Rod glanced at her and smiled.
“I really don’t think you have anything to worry about on that

front, Sandi,” he said softly.
Sandi stared back at him for a long moment, then reached out and

briefly touched his hand. She didn’t say anything but there was a
message being communicated. Good.

Dessert came and it was delicious. Sandi was not the only one who
would be having an extra hard workout in the near future.

When we were done and the waiter brought the bill there was a



brief disagreement between Rod and me about who was going to pay
it. This is a frequent problem whenever the two of us go out to eat
because we both—being Alpha Males—want to grab the bill. One of
these days it might result in bloodshed, but tonight we simply played a
quick game of rock, scissors, paper—and I won. Issue resolved.

Outside it was chilly, very appropriate weather for the first night
of November. Clear without the hint of a cloud in the sky. Rod had
driven his rental car and had picked Sandi up at her place and he
would take her back home, eventually. We all stood in the parking lot
talking for a few minutes more before the wind picked up and signaled
it was time to end our evening. Sandi and Paige hugged and kissed
good bye, Rod and I shook hands, and then we both hugged and kissed
the other’s lady good bye.

Rod pulled out of the parking lot first, turning north. I had the
heat on medium as the car idled.

“What do you think they’re going to be up to the rest of the night?”
Paige said as she opened her fake leather coat and turned in the seat to
face me, her dress riding up her shapely and smooth thighs.

I smiled, leaned over and kissed her lips.
“I have no idea, Detective Palmer,” I told her. “But I do know what

you and I are going to be doing for the rest of the night. And quite
possibly for the rest of the weekend.”

Paige grinned and put her hands on my chest.
“Confident bastard, aren’t you?”
“Very,” I said. “Now buckle up. I wouldn’t want to get stopped by

any of your brethren in blue because you were breaking the law. And I
wouldn’t want to risk damaging that sexy body of yours should we
have an accident.”

Paige smiled and turned back in her seat, putting her seatbelt on.
I backed out of the parking space and then headed for the exit.



Chapter 38

My place was closer, and neither of us really wanted to wait, so I
drove to my apartment off of Green Springs Highway in Homewood as
fast as the law would allow; and maybe a little faster. Friday nights are
usually good for finding parking spaces closest to my building because
most people are out partying. If you get in before midnight your
chances are pretty good. It was a few minutes past eleven when I
pulled into the lot and found three open spaces right close to my door.
I backed in and shut off the engine. Before I could remove the key
from the ignition Paige had her seatbelt off and was climbing into my
lap, pressing her lips to mine.

I slipped my arms around her back and returned her kiss, feeling
the desire rise within me. Paige wasn’t being slow or patient, her
passion was burning and she wanted it to consume us both. As she
kissed me she rubbed her left hand across my chest, and then slipped
her fingers inside my shirt. If I hadn’t been wearing a T-shirt she
would have been poking bare skin with her nails, but as it was, I could
feel them anyway.

She pulled back and looked into my eyes as best she could in the
darkened front seat.

“You always wear a T-shirt?” she asked.
“Yep,” I said, slipping a hand down to her butt. “Trick my father

taught me. Absorbs sweat and keeps the outer shirt from getting wet
most of the time.”

Paige smiled and kissed me again.
“Well that may be so,” she told me. “But it can get in the way when

your lover wants to play with your chest hair.”
I chuckled and kissed her again.
“We can remedy that in short order,” I said, my voice growing

thicker. “Once we go inside and shed all of our clothes.”



“Sounds like a plan to me,” she said. “Not unless you want to act
like a couple of teenagers and do it right here.”

I shook my head.
“Never did that as a teenager,” I told her. “And I don’t fancy it

now.”
“You never had sex in a car when you were younger?” Paige said, a

little incredulity showing in her dark brown eyes even in the low light.
“Are you serious?”

“Always serious, love,” I said. “Isn’t that what you and Rod were
discussing earlier?”

“Yeah, but… I can’t believe that. I thought all teenagers did it in a
car at least once in their lives.”

“Not I,” I said, and kissed her lips again. “And it doesn’t matter
right now anyway. Let’s get the fuck out of this car and go inside. And
I’ll show you how I used to do it when I was a teenager.”

Paige giggled and kissed me, and then she wriggled out of my lap
and back over to the passenger’s seat. We got out of the car and I
locked it, then came around and took her arm and led her the five feet
to my front door. She reached back while I was unlocking the door and
gripped my left buttock, squeezing.

“Anybody ever tell you you got a nice ass, Mr. Olin?” Paige teased.
I turned my head to look at her over my shoulder.
“I’m not the only one,” I said, then pulled her inside.
I turned on the lamp on the end table by the front door and then

shut and locked the door. The next thing I did was go over to the panel
behind the door and deactivate the security alarm. Paige was leaning
against the door, her hands behind her back, her coat open. I stepped
over to her, put my hands on the surface of the door on either side of
her waist, and then kissed her gently on the mouth.

“Your lips taste good,” I said to her. “I wonder how the rest of you
tastes.”

Paige grinned and put her arms around my neck.
“One way to find out,” she said; then kissed me hard on the

mouth.
I lowered my hands and slipped them around to her butt, pulling

her against me and we stood like that kissing and groping one another



for maybe five minutes. Finally she pulled back breathless, planted her
right palm on my chest, and pushed me back.

“God, Derrick,” she breathed. “You drive me crazy.”
“Good,” I told her, then moved her hand out of the way and pulled

her back to me for another long and deep kiss.
This time I pulled back, reached for her shoulders and pulled her

coat off, tossing it on the sofa beside the end table. Paige pushed past
me and I turned and watched her walk further into the front room. I
pulled off my black blazer and dropped it on the sofa too, then went
after her, stopping her as she was about to go down the small hallway
that led to the kitchen off to the right, the bathroom off to the left, and
my bedroom at the other end.

I pushed her up against the wall on the left side and put my face
close to her left ear.

“Alright, Officer,” I said in a deep, raspy voice. “You know the
drill. Up against the wall. And spread ‘em.”

Paige giggled and looked back at me over her shoulder. Then she
raised her arms above her head and pressed her hands against the
wall.

“That’s one of my favorite parts of the job,” she said.
I slid my right hand down her back and rested it on her right hip.

My left hand slid around Paige’s body and cupped her breast,
squeezing gently. She moaned and moved back against me. I pressed
against her and we began to move in sync with one another, each of us
starting to breathe faster and heavier.

Suddenly Paige lowered her right hand and reached back, cupping
me and squeezing my erection. I kissed the side of her face and then
her neck, all the time massaging the nipple of her left breast.

“Oh Jesus, Derrick,” she moaned.
I moved my right hand down her leg and started pulling the

bottom of her dress up to her waist as she continued to hold on to my
erection. When I got her dress up she released me and took a hold of
it, holding the hem to her waist. Dropping down to the floor, I took her
shoes off and while I was down there I took the opportunity to run my
hands up and down the backs of her thighs and then up between her
legs, pressing firmly against her buttocks, and further…



Paige shrieked and squeezed her thighs against my hands, her butt
right in front of my face. Too much to take. I stood up once again—
once again my lower anatomy capable of passing for a flagpole—and I
reached for the top of her pantyhose. I was none too gentle in
removing her underwear, and Paige did not seem to mind. She stood
leaning against the wall, still holding the bottom of her dress at her
waist with one hand, the other against the wall, now glancing back at
me over her right shoulder. I undid my pants and dropped them to the
floor along with my boxers. Luckily tonight I had done something that
I don’t usually do, but with Paige I knew that the probability of an
impromptu carnal encounter was very high, so I put two condoms in
the side pocket of my blazer. Before dropping it on the sofa I took one
of the condoms out. Now I rolled it onto my erection and just as I
finished, Paige reached back and took me in her hand.

“Not so rough,” I teased. “He’s sensitive.”
“And hard,” Paige said playfully, tugging me toward her.
I had just entered her when her cell phone started to ring. It was

in her purse and that was on the sofa with her coat and my jacket. Not
that it mattered, neither of us was even thinking about answering it.

Paige pressed the side of her face against the wall as I took her
hips in both hands, bending my knees. This would not last long, we
both knew that, but this was just the first of many such encounters this
night. We both knew that too.

Within five minutes it was over and we were both breathing
heavily and laughing out of control, also covered in a light film of
sticky perspiration. I pressed the side of my face against hers and still
held her waist in my hands. Her cell phone started ringing again.

“Who the fuck is that?” Paige groaned. “God, I’m off tonight!”
“Somebody doesn’t want you to be,” I offered, now nuzzling her

neck.
“Well…” she paused. “Oh shit, what if it’s one of my kids? I better

check it just in case.”
I didn’t want to let her go, but knew I had to. In addition to being

an incredibly hot woman she was also a mother, and if something had
happened to one of her kids I knew that took priority over what we
were doing now. At least it did in her mind.



I withdrew from her and moved to the opposite wall. Paige turned
and kissed me as the bottom of her dress fell back down, and then she
turned and ran toward the sofa to get her phone.

My breathing was slowly returning to normal, and I was quite a
happy man. Of course I would have been much happier if I was still
inside Paige. I really did hope there was no emergency.

The phone had stopped ringing before Paige could get it out of her
purse. Now she was sitting down on the sofa, her knees together,
leaning forward as she accessed her voicemail. She placed the phone to
her ear and listened to the first message. I saw the tension start to rise
in her at once and knew something was wrong. Was it one of her kids?
Or was it something else?

Suddenly I realized that I still had the condom on and reached
down and carefully removed it, bending down to pick up my pants and
stepping across the hall to the bathroom to discard the used
prophylactic and to wash up quickly.

When I came out of the bathroom Paige was standing and her
expression was grave. I walked into the living room and stood on the
opposite side of the coffee table in front of the sofa looking at her,
knowing that the rest our evening was now off.

“What is it?” I asked.
She hesitated for a moment and then swallowed.
“Looks like tonight Zach Fulton and the Crazy Zees decided to

come back in full force,” Paige told me.
My gut started to sink and anger began to rise within me.
I took a deep breath and released it slowly, all thoughts of wild

carnality throughout the night with Paige Palmer now pushed out of
my mind.

“Tell me,” I said.
And she did.



Chapter 39

The buxom blonde on TV was probably in her early to mid-fifties.
She was still really good looking, and in very good shape. Probably
spent a lot of her off time in a gym someplace. Or maybe she just had
good genes. I knew from somewhere that she had four kids, three the
old fashion way, and the fourth was adopted from the Balkans about
four years ago; and her husband was a journalism professor at
Birmingham Southern College. Her name was Rhonie McDavid and
she was the chief correspondent for CBS 42 News in Birmingham.
Ordinarily Ms. McDavid did not work on weekends, except when the
story was big enough that the big guns—no pun in tended—were
required to cover it. This story qualified.

It was seven o’clock Saturday morning, rainy, cold, and all around
unpleasant. I had been up all night, and not doing what I had planned
on doing. At the moment I was sitting on the sofa in my living room,
the television remote in my left hand, staring across the room at my
television. Rhonie McDavid was filling the screen. At least that was
something. Unfortunately, due to the weather she was wearing a
yellow raincoat and a frumpy hat and being covered by a large
umbrella that appeared to be held by someone off camera. But it was
still her and what little I could see of her still looked pretty good.

Rhonie was standing on the 1st Avenue main entrance side to the
Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission as the rain came down, a
microphone in her left hand, held at the point right between her lovely
large breasts. I’m sure I wasn’t the only guy who noticed; nor was I the
only guy who wished she wasn’t wearing that coat right now. There
was this white sweater she had worn one day last year while in the
studio reporting on… But I digress. This morning Rhonie is reporting
on events most recent and urgent.

“…starting at around nine last night and continuing on until at



least three this morning,” Rhonie said in that clear and precise voice of
hers. She was not a native of Alabama or the south and it was kind of
refreshing to have a Yankee deliver the local news from time to time.
“According to police reports, almost all the victims were affiliated with
the Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission. Either current clients or
past. Apparently this latest violence is a continuation of a campaign of
terror directed against the city’s most unfortunate citizens, people
whose lives were already miserable, people who were already
desperate and who only wanted an opportunity at a better life.
According to police sources, it is believed that…”

I muted the sound but kept the set on. I had already heard this.
She wasn’t saying anything new, just putting a media spin on it, and
right now I really didn’t need that, not even from the alluring Ms.
Rhonie McDavid. Still, it was good to look at her so I leaned back on
the sofa and watched her continue to speak, and from time to time the
scene on the TV would change to other locations where overnight
other camera crews had shot footage at several crime scenes. I had
already seen all of this as well. Actually I had visited all of them
personally during the night, seen the aftermath for myself, along with
Paige Palmer.

There had been a drive-by at the satellite shelter on 29th Avenue
North. Four dead, six wounded, two critical. One of the dead was the
Master-Plan security guard who had been assigned to watch the place.

At the National 9 hotel on 5th Avenue North, where the refugees
from the Avon Park shelter were staying, someone had broken into the
basement and cut the power, and then they set a fire that gutted the
first two floors of the building. The good news was that no one was
killed, but now everyone was homeless, including the thirty-nine
people already in residence who were not affiliated with Outreach.

And while the cops and firefighters were dealing with that incident
and the shooting at the other shelter, there were random shootings
and beatings throughout Birmingham on the north and south sides.
The victims were all homeless, and most of them had some connection
to Outreach. Seven more dead, thirteen injured, eight of them severely.
By the time it was all over the police had taken a lot of statements but



still didn’t have any accurate descriptions. The victims of the attacks
themselves, those who survived and were conscious, were no help.
They were frightened and didn’t believe anyone could protect them.
They thought the best way to stay safe was to stay quiet.

And passersby who saw the attacks, those who didn’t run and take
cover, they didn’t really see the faces of the perpetrators. Descriptions
ranged all over the place, and none of them matched. The one thing
that seemed common though was the fact that everyone said the
attackers seemed young and fast; and vicious. That wasn’t going to do
the PD much good. It would mean even less in court if arrests were
made. But for my money I was pretty sure I knew who was behind the
attacks, every single one of them.

I wasn’t angry. Well not as angry as you might imagine I’d be. This
was normal human behavior. Just routine. I had seen it time and time
again in my business and expected nothing less than brutality and
cruelty, especially when dealing with thugs who got off on preying on
the defenseless. The reasons didn’t matter, least of all to the victims.
And to be honest, the perpetrators probably didn’t really know why
they did what they did, nor did they care. They could do it, it made
them feel strong, so they did it. Just routine.

Well I had a routine too. As far as human emotions go I am
usually in the deficit category. I don’t have a whole lot, not really
capable of feeling much; although I can fake it pretty well most of the
time. However, I do have this sense of right and wrong, very narrowly
defined. Most things don’t matter. Religion, politics, sports, love, sex,
money. None of those things mean much to me. Actually with the
exception of sex, none of them mean squat to me—and sex isn’t as
important as you might think. But there are a few things that fit into
the right and wrong slots. No gray, just black and white.

What the Crazy Zees have been doing to the homeless and
Outreach is wrong. They have to be stopped. But before I can do
anything about that I have to do something else. I have to face a
problem that I should have dealt with a long time ago, and there was
no time like the present.

I put the remote down and reached for my cell. It was early on a
Saturday morning but I knew Kim Sutton would be awake. She had



been up all night as well and the chances were good that she wouldn’t
be sleeping for days to come.

I hit the speed-dial and lay back against the soft cushions of the
sofa and waited while the phone began to ring.



Chapter 40

The Chairman of the Executive Board of Overseers for the
Birmingham Homeless Outreach Mission had been awake for most of
the night just like a lot of people. As soon as he had received word—
thanks to Dani Blach—of the attacks on the shelter and the hotel at
which some of the members that had been burned out last week were
staying, he had dressed and left his home, going straight to his office in
Hoover. He summoned Dani Blach and two other key members of the
board, members who thought as he did, and they began to do damage
assessment. One point on the Chairman’s list of things to discuss was
the possible replacement of the current Executive Director, Kim
Sutton. In the Chairman’s mind it was not personal, he merely felt—
and had always felt—that she was simply not the right person to run
the program. She was a very good social worker and there would be a
place for her in the organization should she be removed, just not in
management. However, that discussion and decision would have to
wait until the current crisis had passed, if it ever did.

Throughout the night the Chairman kept in constant touch with
Kim Sutton as she tried to get as much information as possible about
what was happening. At one point it seemed like reports of attacks
were coming in every fifteen minutes or so, and it was nearly
impossible for everyone to keep up. The police were stretched thin,
even having to call in off duty officers from other shifts to help out;
and that would mean a lot of overtime that the city was going to have
to find the money somewhere to pay for.

By six in the morning Kim Sutton had informed the Chairman that
it appeared the assaults were over. She gave him the numbers of dead,
the wounded, and how much damage had been done to property. The
figures were staggering for the Chairman. He was an academic for the
most part. He knew the world could be a brutal place a lot of the time,



but he had never had any direct involvement in anything of this
magnitude, anything this depraved. Nonetheless he did not intend to
shy away from his responsibilities. He knew that tough decisions had
to be made, and he was going to have to be the one to make them.

The Chairman told Kim that he and a small committee of board
members would be coming to Outreach headquarters at eight Saturday
morning to meet with her to discuss how they would proceed and how
they would deal with last night’s events. He would also call Mason
Masters of Master-Plan Security and ask him to join them as well. Kim
already had enough problems to deal with and she really didn’t need to
put up with the Chairman today, but she also knew she had little
choice.

During the night the Outreach Executive Director had already
gone through two packs of cigarettes and expected to go through a
couple more packs before the morning was out. So much for cutting
back and eventually quitting. Well, Kim thought, I’m thirty-seven,
that’s a long enough life; and then she had lit another cigarette.

The Chairman, Dani Blach, and the other two members of the
board who comprised this special committee arrived promptly at eight
and Kim greeted them at reception along with Lindy Clarke. After a
quick update Kim asked Lindy to escort Dr. Blach and the other two
committee members to the conference room while she had a quick
word with the Chairman in her office. The Chairman frowned slightly
but decided not to protest. He suspected the Executive Director
wanted some private time with him to try and persuade him that she
was not at fault in this current mess. The Chairman smiled inwardly.
Her words would fall on deaf ears with him, but he would obtain some
small pleasure from watching the woman humiliate herself.

They passed through the corridor in relative silence. Usually on
the weekends the place is quiet, but today there was a lot of activity,
however no one was making small talk. Several social workers moved
past them going about their business, barely making eye contact.

Kim stopped at her office door and opened it, and then she
stepped aside and let the Chairman precede her.

The Reverend-Doctor Maxwell Dameon Stevens, Ph.D. undid the
top button of his single-breasted fawn suit jacket and stepped past



Kim Sutton, a haughty expression of confidence on his slightly pale
face. That expression suddenly changed as he walked into the office
and saw me leaning against the wall on the far side of the desk, my
hands behind my back.

“Hello, Maxwell,” I said affably. “Long time no see. And I think it’s
well past time that we had a talk. Please, come in.”

Behind him the door closed abruptly and we were alone together.
The expression on the Chairman’s face was now one of rising anger,
juxtaposed with growing uncertainty.

Good.
I pushed off the wall and walked toward him.



Chapter 41

Maxwell Stevens and I had met in college as freshmen in 1985. We
had become fast friends, discovering that despite our different
backgrounds, we had a lot in common, and thought a heck of a lot
alike. Throughout our years together at Samford University we were
inseparable. We took many classes together, worked out together in
the school’s gym in the mornings, and even spent time with one
another’s families. We didn’t always agree on everything, but our
friendship only became stronger as time went on.

Both of us had chosen sociology to be our majors for different
reasons. Our career paths were nothing alike. I was going into the Air
Force and Max was going into the seminary. He wanted to minister to
the flock of his god and I wanted to serve and protect my country from
its enemies. We spent a lot of time talking about how our lives would
be after college, what we would do, what we would accomplish before
we were forty. Well I was forty now and he was forty-one. I suspect
that Max is a lot farther along on his list than I am on mine. The
difference is that I no longer care and have long-since torn up my list.

Anyway, back in the late 1980s when we were in school together
Max and I always had one thing in common that we were both rather
proud of, and some people thought we were nuts because of; but
neither of us cared. Neither of us ever wanted to get married or have
children. It wasn’t that we wanted to live lives of ultimate
bachelorhood with different girls in and out of our beds every day. We
just didn’t want to be tied down with wives and kids—families. We felt
that we could achieve so much more if we stayed single and focused on
what we both thought was really important.

However, in late 1988 Max met a young woman—emphasis on
young because she was sixteen and he was twenty-two. It wasn’t long
before they became intimate, and by the middle of 1989 Max’s grades



started to suffer because he was spending so much time with her. We
were both scheduled to graduate in May of that year but Max had
gotten so far behind that by February he knew he would not make it,
but he wasn’t too upset, at least he’d have more time to spend with his
girlfriend.

I graduated on 20 May 1989 and got my commission into the Air
Force. Max took me out for a celebration dinner that night and
brought along his girlfriend. It was our first meeting because he had
tried to keep her under wraps. I suspect this was because of the age
difference. Even so, I had done a little digging around myself and had
learned a little about her, but I pretended not to know anything when
we met. Her name was Holly Danton, the sister of another friend of
Max’s. As we ate and talked that night I could see the affection that
Holly had for Max, but I really didn’t sense all that much coming from
him. She appeared to adore him, but he did not seem to reciprocate;
and Holly didn’t seem to notice at all.

After dinner Max told me that he and Holly were going to get
married and he wanted me to be the best man. He also told me that
the wedding would be in the next couple of weeks. I didn’t need to ask
why, I was pretty sure I knew, and I was right. In addition to being
best man I was also going to be a godfather.

There was just enough time to pull it off before I had to report to
my first duty station for training. Max and Holly were married and as I
stood beside him in my full dress uniform watching the ceremony, I
still couldn’t help feeling that the love in this relationship was only
running one way, but it wasn’t my marriage. Besides, I had a career to
keep me occupied.

Max dropped out of school temporarily to get a job to support his
new family. By early the next year Max and Holly were the proud
parents of a beautiful little girl, Erin Melina Stevens; and Second
Lieutenant Derrick Olin was a godfather.

When I came home on leave to see the new baby a few months
after she was born, the first thing I noticed was the distance between
her parents. Now Holly wasn’t even showing the level of affection
toward her husband as she had been when I’d first met her. They
didn’t sit together, rarely looked at one another, and with the



exception of the time they spent with their daughter, neither of them
seemed to smile. This was not good in my opinion. After all, I had
gotten an A+ in my Marriage and Family sociology class during my
last semester at Samford. And according to what I remembered, new
parents were supposed to remember that they were more than just
parents. Before they had a child they were a couple and in love. Too
often young parents forgot this, and it wasn’t long before their
marriage fell apart.

I mentioned this to Max—seeing as how he had taken the same
class as I had—when we were alone, and he essentially told me to mind
my own business. I politely reminded him that he was my own
business, as was his wife and now my goddaughter. We talked but I
didn’t think it did much good. I had to get back to my duty assignment
after a week, but before I left I had a long talk with Holly one day while
Max was out and I told her much of what I had told Max, and I also
told her that if she needed to talk to me she could call me collect any
time and I’d listen.

By the following year the problems they were having were growing
larger. They fought all the time, and sometimes for days afterwards
they wouldn’t speak to one another. Holly would call me, sometimes
every week, and I could tell the situation was bad, and I did what I
could to comfort her. During this time, as she and Max drifted further
and further apart, she and I became closer. At the time I didn’t think
much of it, kind of enjoyed it because up until that point all of my
closest friends had been guys. Having a woman as a good friend was a
new experience, especially since the relationship was platonic.
Unfortunately, Max didn’t see it that way once he found out about it.

I didn’t know it at the time but Max had begun to suspect Holly
was having an affair. I also didn’t know at the time that his suspicions
were correct. Holly told me later that it wasn’t something she planned
—which is what everybody usually says—she was just feeling so lonely
and unloved. She was looking for a little attention, some flattery, to
know that a man still found her attractive. Well she found that. A
couple of times actually. Just not with me.

When Max finally confronted her with his suspicions, Holly broke
down and admitted everything; well almost everything. Still, she



wanted to work it out, and after much ranting and raving, Max finally
calmed down enough to listen, even accepted some responsibility for
his part in pushing Holly away. They decided to give their relationship
another try. It worked for maybe a month.

There are two versions to the story, of course, and both of them
firmly believe their version. I, however, suspect the truth is somewhere
in the middle. And because I don’t know how to keep my mouth shut, I
told them this. Needless to say my comments were not well-received,
least of all by Max. He began to accuse me of taking Holly’s side, and
when I told him that he was nuts, he became even more incensed, and
the accusations began. He wanted to know why I would take her side
instead of his. He and I had known each other longer, had been best
friends, and had always thought alike. Why would I now suddenly be
taking Holly’s side? Why? In Max’s mind there could only be one
reason: I must be fucking her too!

I told him that was ridiculous, and so did Holly, but he would hear
none of it. He pointed out all the time she and I had spent talking on
the phone over the past couple of years, all during times when he was
away from home. There was even a three week period months earlier
when he had been out of town on a job training program and he
became convinced that I must have come back to Birmingham and
gotten together with his wife. At this point telling Max that he was out
of his mind only made the situation worse, so I stopped arguing. That
made things even more tenuous because he saw that as a tacit
admission of guilt.

He and Holly filed for divorce a few weeks later.
After that his relationship with me became very strained.

However, Holly and I did remain close, even became closer, although
we never slept together. Not even when she got married a second time
and started using her middle name: Leigh. Not even after she and her
second husband separated. Not even now, although I do think about it
from time to time; especially when I see her cute little butt in a pair of
blue jeans.

Maxwell Stevens and I have not seen each other in more than a
decade. We’ve both changed, put on weight, added wrinkles here and
there. All of my hair is gone by design, but Max still has a full head of



red hair, starting to go gray a little at the temples, and he wears horn
rimmed glasses now instead of contacts. Guess he either decided that
they made him look more distinguished, or he kept loosing his
contacts like he used to in college and it just became too expensive.

I stopped in front of him where he stood behind the two chairs
across from Kim’s desk, looking directly into his cold blue eyes. He
stared back, his expression almost cruel.

“As I said,” I told him in a quiet tone. “We need to talk. Sit,
please.”



Chapter 42

Max sat in the chair on the left and I sat on the front center of
Kim’s desk.

“We’ve got a lot of history between us, old friend,” I said to him.
“And not much of it good for a long time. I understand why you didn’t
want me on this job. I also understand why you did what you did from
behind the cover of Dr. Blach. I understand your feelings toward me,
even after all this time. I understand all of that and I’m not going to sit
here and argue the past with you again. As far as I’m concerned that’s
a dead issue. Right now we have a more immediate problem to deal
with and it just won’t work if you and I are bumping heads. You don’t
like me, Maxwell, and I don’t really give a fuck. You don’t have to like
me, but you know I’m good at what I do, and I can help with this
situation.”

“Like you helped last week?” he spat. “Like you helped last night?
All of this is your fault. If you hadn’t antagonized these people the
situation might never have gotten to this point!”

“Max, they were already targeting the homeless that Outreach has
been helping,” I said. “You know that. Long before I got involved.
Which is why Kim asked me in.”

“A mistake that she will regret,” Dr. Stevens said, his eyes
suddenly blazing. “Getting you involved was entirely the wrong thing
to do. You always mess everything up, ruin it. Friendships,
relationships, everything. She should never have brought you into this.
The police were more than capable of dealing with the situation.”

“Are you fucking delusional?” I said, leaning forward. “You do
realize that a cop actually asked me to get involved because the police
were too busy with other stuff to give a crap about the homeless?”

“That’s bullshit!” Max raged, also leaning forward. “I had
assurances from the Chief of Police.”



“You had bullshit, Max,” I retorted. “She told you what you
wanted to hear. And sure, they’d do what they could when they could,
and in the meantime a lot of innocent people would have gotten hurt.”

“And that happened anyway,” he shot back.
“Yeah,” I said. “Because you had Kim fire me. If I had stayed on

this, been allowed to carry through with what I had planned, then
maybe we could have controlled the damage, minimized the misery.
Instead, these fuckers have been emboldened and have stepped up the
campaign. Now we’ve got bodies all over the place, including one of
the guards from Master-Plan.”

“That’s not my fault!” he shouted, a drop of saliva sliding from the
left corner of his mouth. “That’s yours! If you hadn’t pissed these
people off…”

“They were already pissed of, Max!” I shouted. “Why I don’t know,
but they were, and they were hurting these people, people you and
Outreach are supposed to protect. But you were too interested in being
petty, in trying to get back at me for something you think I did thirteen
years ago. And by the way, I didn’t!”

The Reverend-Doctor Stevens glared back at me, his face flushed,
the vein above his right eye throbbing.

“You bastard!”
“Careful of the language, Reverend,” I chided. “Your savior might

not appreciate it.”
Max’s eyes widened and he looked as if he would leap from the

chair and strike me. But his senses prevailed, probably because he
remembered the only other time he had tried to get physical with me;
and the resulting unfortunate consequences for him. He sat back in his
chair and looked away.

I sighed deeply, trying to regain control of my anger. One thing
about Max, after all these years he still knew how to piss me off. The
problem was, right now we didn’t have time for this. I pushed off the
desk and began to pace over to the wall, once again leaning on it.

“Max, we can deal with us later, or never. But right now this
situation with the Crazy Zees has to be dealt with, and I have to do it
my way. Despite all that has happened, the cops will never be able to
stop them. They don’t have any good witnesses, and even if they did,



the Zees would probably intimidate or kill them. This situation calls
for special handling, the kind of handling that I am trained for. I need
you to back off for now, leave Kim alone and leave me alone. Let me do
what I have to do. If you’re actually serious about protecting the
helpless and not just trying to find a way to hurt me, you’ll do it.
Because you know you can’t hurt me. Only them.”

He wouldn’t look at me. He sat with his legs crossed and staring at
something in the middle distance between where I stood and the
window behind the desk. Outside it was still raining heavily and the
rain splashed the grimy window in droves. I leaned against the wall
and waited.

Finally Max stood and buttoned his jacket once more,
straightening his tie. He turned for the office door.

“Do what you want,” he said, then opened the door and walked
out.

Kim Sutton was waiting in the hallway. Max walked right past her
without saying a word. She stepped into the office and closed the door,
walking over to where I stood.

“For a while there I was afraid there’d be furniture breaking or
gunfire,” she said with a half smile.

I grinned and pushed off the wall.
“Sometimes diplomacy works, love,” I told her. “We’re in

business.”
Kim smiled fully now and put her arms around my neck, hugging

me tightly as she laughed.
“God, thank you, Derrick,” she expressed, choking up. “Thank

you.”
I held her tightly as well and suddenly realized how tired I was. I

was also reminded of just how good it felt to hold a woman’s body
close to my own. Yep, really nice.

Kim pulled back and stared up into my eyes, her face very close to
mine. She kissed me very softly on the lips, all the while keeping her
eyes open. It ended just as suddenly as it had begun and she stepped
back, dropping her hands to her sides.

“So what do we do now?” she said in a slightly hoarse voice.
I scratched the right side of my nose and cleared my throat.



“Now we end this,” I told her resolutely. “And I need to make
some calls.”

Kim nodded, indicating the phone on her desk.
“Make yourself comfortable,” she said. “Do what you have to. I’ve

got to go to the board meeting. Let me know if you need anything.”
I nodded and watched the slender brunette walk out of her office.

There were thoughts most inappropriate roaming through my mind
right now, thoughts that would get much more attention later when I
had more time, but not now.

I sat down at the desk and reached for the phone.



Chapter 43

One of the calls I made was to Rod Riker. Since his case was
wrapped up and he wasn’t doing anything else at the moment—at least
professionally—I asked if he’d mind giving me a hand. He said sure,
although I did detect just a hint of regret in his voice before he hung
up.

Another of my calls was placed to “Ollie” Oliver. It was still early,
especially for him, but he took my call with a minimum of complaining
and agreed to do what I asked. He also told me that it might be a good
idea if I didn’t need so many favors. I reminded him that this is why
one had friends. He hung up on me without retort. A little rude, but I
was not offended.

I called Paige Palmer at nine-thirty to find out what the police had
developed in their investigation so far. I could tell by the lack of
enthusiasm in Paige’s voice that there hadn’t been much progress.
Despite the scarcity of definitive witnesses, the detectives had gone to
the Crazy Zees’ clubhouse and rousted them. Zach Fulton had not been
there and none of his henchmen would say where he might be. The
cops searched the place even though they didn’t have a warrant, and
didn’t find even one firearm on the premises, and no drugs. Paige did
note, however, that they did have a brand new large screen TV with
stereo surround sound in the front room. She also told me that
another of the victims of last night’s attacks had died from her injuries.

I told her I was sorry about everything that had happened, and I
was also sorry about our evening having come to such an abrupt end.
That part I promised to make up to her at a later date. Then I told her
that I was back on the job at Outreach and would be doing something
about the Crazy Zees very shortly. Paige knew better than to ask what
precisely I had in mind, but she told me that she would help in any
way she could. I thanked her and hung up.



I was sitting at Kim’s desk making notes on a notepad when a
crisp knock sounded at the door.

“Come,” I called, glancing up.
Mason Masters stepped inside and closed the door behind him.

The big man looked haggard, as if he had not slept all night too. I knew
he hadn’t. I stood.

“Sorry about your officer, Mace,” I said.
He sighed and walked over to the desk, plopping his large frame

down in one of the chairs in front.
“Yeah,” he said. “Thanks. I spent most of the night with the guy’s

wife and kids. They’re devastated. I’ve got somebody with them now.
All that I can do for them. Except maybe help you get the scum that
killed him. What you got going?”

I sat back down.
“I want to use your EP team,” I told him. “Of all the people you

have working for you those five have the most experience in high-
threat protection and antiterror security. I need them.”

“You got ‘em,” Masters replied without hesitation. “You gonna use
them to back you up when you go after these punks?”

“Negative,” I told him, making more notes on my pad. “They
aren’t qualified for that kind of operation yet and I don’t have time to
give them on-the-job training. No, I need them for a security job. You
see, while I’m going after the Crazy Zees they might be tempted to
come after the people at Outreach. As a matter of fact, I’m kind of
surprised that they haven’t thought of it already. I want to provide
protection for Kim Sutton and certain key members of her staff, just
till this is over.”

“Alright,” Masters said. “I’ll go along with that. I’ll call the
weekend duty officer and tell her to call them all and get them over
here pronto.”

“Thank you,” I said.
“Okay,” he said. “What else can I do to help?”
“That’s it for now, Mace,” I said, looking over into his light gray

eyes. “Really. You look like you’re about ready to fall out. Why don’t
you go home and get some rest?”

“No, Derrick,” Masters said firmly. “I will not go home and get



some rest. They killed one of my people last night, damnit! I will not
rest until they are brought down. Now tell me what else I can do to
help you.”

I sat and stared across at the other man for a long time before
responding, carefully weighing my options. Mason Masters was a good
man, caring, reliable; however, he was not a field operator. He had
never really been one, but even if he had been when he was younger,
he was not now. He was simply not in the kind of shape he would need
to be to help me the way he really wanted to. Still, he was a capable
administrator and there were details that needed to be handled, things
that I’m sure he could deal with a lot better than I. The only thing that
bothered me was his lack of sleep. Perhaps he was too exhausted and
not up to the task. Then again, perhaps that was true of all of us.

“Alright,” I said in a conciliatory tone. “Tell you what I need for
you to do…”



Chapter 44

By ten o’clock Saturday night I had managed to get a grand total of
two hours and five minutes of sleep. I was used to operating on less,
but I didn’t like it. I felt a little loopy, but functional. It was cold
tonight and that helped wake me up whenever I stepped outside.

I was wearing all black from head to toe this evening. As someone
once said: black, the color of annihilation. Never were truer words
spoken, especially on this night. This night there would be annihilation
is spades if I had anything to say about it; and I did.

I pulled up to the gated parking area at the rear of Club-Dexter in
Ensley and was let in by a large club security guard who had been out
there waiting. This was where employees parked, and very special
guests like me. I found an open space over to the right next to a dark
green Mercedes that I knew belonged to the owner of the club, Earl
Ashley Dexter. The boy had come a long way and wanted everybody to
know it. Good for him I guess. I still preferred the Ford Taurus, circa
early 1990s.

After shutting off the engine I climbed out of my car and shut the
door. Rod Riker got out of the passenger’s side wearing garb similar to
mine, except for the skullcap that I wore. Rod was bareheaded; but
Rod had hair to cover his head.

The guard led us inside and down the back corridor to the large
corner office on the right hand side. He knocked once, and, after
receiving permission, opened the door and ushered us in, closing the
door without coming in himself.

Earl Ashley Dexter hadn’t really changed much in the twenty-five
plus years I had known him. Still slender and compact, despite all the
desserts he liked to eat, still a warm and engaging smile and easygoing
personality, and still a crafty and smart devil. The only things that had
really changed about him physically were the thin mustache he now



sported and the bald head. He’d shaved off all his hair about ten years
ago, only not for the same reason I had. He started developing bald
spots, and rather than have that happen in larger fashion, he opted to
shave it all off.

Earl stood as we entered the office and came around the desk. We
shook hands and I introduced him to Rod and they shook hands.

“You guys look like you’re all dressed up for a hot night insert,”
said the former Navy chief petty officer. “Can I get you a drink? Hell, I
know you don’t drink liquor, Derrick, maybe something else?”

I shook my head and glanced at Rod. He declined as well.
Earl nodded and moved back over to his desk.
“Alright then,” he said. “Ollie’s been filling me in a little on the

thing you working on. And I saw the news. These gangs are just out of
control these days.”

“Well we’re going to try and do something about that,” I said
flatly.

Earl looked at me and nodded with a slight smile at the corners of
his dark mouth.

“I’m sure you will,” he said. “Ollie’s back by the way. Came in a
little while ago, with his little pet Sheila. Damn that’s one scary little
girl. She don’t look like much, but I’m sho’ you know ‘bout her.”

I nodded.
“I do,” I said. “Where’s Ollie?”
“In the basement,” Earl said, leaning back against his desk.

“Behind the wine cellar there’s a soundproof area that can be used to
hold people if the need arises. Don’t arise too often, but still…”

I nodded as he trailed off.
“Understood. I take it he was successful?”
Earl grinned.
“You know Ollie, Derrick. He always successful.”
“Yeah,” I nodded. “I know.”
The door behind us opened and Ollie stepped inside, also wearing

all black, only his all black was an expensively tailored Italian suit with
matching shirt and tie. He adjusted his glasses as he walked over to us,
glancing at Earl briefly, then at Rod. I introduced them as well and
they shook hands.



Ollie looked at me.
“Think I got what you need,” he said simply.
I nodded.
“Thanks,” I said.
“You’re welcome,” he said. “Wanna go see?”
I told him I did and he turned and led the way out. I followed him

and Rod followed me. Earl remained behind in his office. This was not
his business, despite the fact that it was taking place in his club. He
still maintained plausible deniability and was comfortable with that.

Whatever it takes to get you to sleep at night I suppose.



Chapter 45

Morris “Hardman” Gray was twenty-four years old as of three
weeks ago. A major accomplishment for someone in his line of work.
He was officially in middle age for a gang-banger. If he made it to
thirty he’d be eligible for a gold watch. Or did they give gold bullets to
bangers?

Morris was a member of the Crazy Zees. A shooter. Reputed to be
quite good. He worked directly for Tito Cash, Zach Fulton’s chief
enforcer. When Zach gave Tito an order to burn somebody, it was a
safe bet that the person who actually did the burning was Morris The
Hardman. Funny how he didn’t seem like such a hard man at the
moment.

Morris was wearing torn baggy blue jeans, a white long sleeve
pullover, high-priced white high-tops, a gray ball cap turned
backwards, and a very expensive oversized gold chain around his neck.
At least I suspected it was expensive. I know as much about jewelry as
I know about drywall, but it was a safe bet that this thug wouldn’t be
wearing it unless it cost major dough.

He was in the soundproof room behind the wine cellar, sitting in
the only chair in the small room, his hands folded in his lap like an
obedient catholic school boy, his face downward. His body seemed to
be trembling slightly. As I stepped inside, I examined him closely,
noting no sign of physical bruises any place I could see. I also took
note of Sheila standing in the opposite rear corner, her ever-present
MAC-11 held low by her side. I nodded at her and she nodded back,
but did not speak. A woman of habits.

The room was illuminated by a single bare bulb suspended on a
wire from the ceiling just above Morris’ head. It was all that was
needed. There wasn’t much to the room. Its width was maybe eight by
ten. There was barely enough room for the five of us, but we managed.



Ollie was the last to enter, and when he did he shut the door with a
loud thud. Morris Gray jumped at the sound but didn’t look up.

“Gentlemen, meet Morris The Hardman,” Ollie said as he casually
leaned back against the door. “Triggerman extraordinaire for the Crazy
Zees. Ain’t that right, Morris?”

Gray didn’t look up or respond.
Ollie sighed.
“Ain’t all that talkative at the moment,” Ollie said. “But he will be.

Ask your questions.”
Rod and I exchanged brief glances and then he moved to the wall

opposite where Sheila stood and folded his arms across his chest. I
stood beside the man in the chair and knelt down. He shied away as I
got close. I put my hand on his arm and he nearly jumped out of his
skin. I had no idea what Ollie had done to this kid, and probably didn’t
want to know, but whatever it was it had done the trick. No way would
the cops have ever gotten him to be this pliant. At least not legally, and
maybe not even extra legally. There were limits to what law
enforcement could do, even when they broke the law. Ollie had no
such limits. Probably not any.

“Morris, I need to ask you some questions and I need you to
answer me truthfully,” I said in a calm voice, my hand still on his arm,
feeling the trembles through his shirt. “Do you understand me?”

“He understand you alright,” Ollie said in a deep menacing tone.
“Ain’t that right, Morris? Or we need to have another talk like the one
we had befo’e?”

I felt the increased tension in Gray when Ollie spoke. I was a little
concerned that he might pass out or have a coronary. Not that I really
cared about his health. After all, this creep had probably been directly
responsible for the deaths of a number of the people that the Crazy
Zees had attacked recently. I didn’t give a damn if he lived or died; as
long as he told me what I needed to know first.

“Morris, look at me,” I said softly.
No response.
I said it again, louder and firmer, and he jumped once more. I

reached up and took his face in my hand and turned it until his eyes
were looking into mine. I saw true fear in his eyes. Damn Ollie was



good.
“Alright,” I said. “First question.”
“And you know what the penalty is if you don’t answer,” Ollie said

coolly. “Or if you lie. Ain’t that right, Morris?”
Trembling was the only response.
I nodded to myself then started asking questions.



Chapter 46

The old saying goes: The best defense is a good offense. In the
arena of antiterrorism that strategy takes on a whole new meaning.
When I was trained in antiterrorism security tactics many years ago,
some of the things I learned made me start to wonder just what side I
was on. Back then I believed in such quaint concepts as good guys and
bad guys, and that there were just some things the good guys would
not do—could not do—no matter what the circumstances. I was

quickly disabused of my illusions, and by the time I completed ATS
[4]

training I had a whole new outlook on the world. After completing my
first ATS mission in the field, all the innocence left in me had totally
evaporated.

That had been quite a while ago. So now when I put together an
antiterror operation, planning various clandestine activities that would
result in suffering, pain, and even death for some, it was just the price
of doing business as far as I was concerned. There is a line that one of
my favorite authors has used repeatedly in his novels over the years
whenever one character or another had a moral issue with the death of
someone from the opposition. “They shouldn’t have joined.” Classic
Harry Patterson, aka Jack Higgins. Damn right. If you weren’t
prepared to accept the consequences for your actions, then you
shouldn’t perform those actions in the first place. You shouldn’t have
joined. Well all the members of the Crazy Zees had joined, and they
had all participated, and now it was time to accept the consequences
for their actions.

Thanks to Mr. Morris “Hardman” Gray we had the addresses to all
of the safehouses that the gang used, including several that the police
and others had been unaware of. Morris was also good enough to
inform us that for the time being Zach Fulton was hold up in a house



over on 28th Street North along with Tito Cash and two other
shooters. He was going to stay under wraps until the heat died down
over the attacks on Friday night. At the moment Glax was in charge of
the day-to-day operations of the Crazy Zees and he had orders to go
about normal business, nothing directed against Outreach or the
homeless though. There were a couple of shipment transport and
security jobs that they had been contracted to do for Innes Redbone’s
crew early Sunday morning, and one for the boss of the Latino
syndicate on Monday. Glax was to handle those and leave everything
else alone until Fulton told him otherwise.

According to Gray, Fulton had no intention of stopping his
campaign against the homeless in general and Outreach in particular.
It was personal for him, although Gray had no idea why.

“He just crazy when it come to them, man. Don’t none of us know
why. He just want us to keep hurtin’ ‘em. So we do. He the boss. Don’t
know what he got against that mission neither. Just see how he is
whenever we go by there, he get this real mean look on his face. Can’t
tell you why.”

I was past caring why. It was just time to stop him. Well past time.
And now we had what we needed to do just that.

I thanked Ollie and Sheila for their assistance and we walked out
of the holding room. Sheila remained behind with The Hardman, hard
no more. Ollie escorted Rod and me back upstairs and outside to
where I had parked. It was very breezy tonight, and it might rain
again, which would probably make it colder. But it was that time of
year, time to get really cold.

Ollie said he’d hang on to Morris Gray until I told him otherwise,
but he reminded me that it could not take too long. I thanked him
again and then Rod and I returned to my car.

“You thinking what I’m thinking?” Rod said as he put his seatbelt
on.

“Yep,” I said, slipping the selector into reverse and starting to back
out. “I’m sure I am.”

“Looks like a very busy night,” he said.
“Yep,” I said, watching as Ollie went and opened the back gate to



let us out. “It will be.”



Chapter 47

While it had always been a possibility that during the course of
this job opposing the Crazy Zees I would run across a piece of business
that involved one Mr. Innes Redbone—Birmingham’s self-described
godfather of crime—I had hoped to avoid it. Apparently that would
not be possible now. Too bad. And to be honest I really didn’t care. As
far as I was concerned, any day that I could do something to annoy
that fat degenerate was a day well spent. Still, it might be a good idea
not to annoy him too much.

The neighborhood of Inglenook is just west of the Birmingham
International Airport and ranks pretty high among high crime areas of
the city. Not quite as high as Ensley these days, but pretty darn close.
So it was not surprising that Innes Redbone would have a drug storage
house set up there.

At two o’clock Sunday morning it became one o’clock again
because daylight saving time officially ended and time shifted back one
hour, falling back. So now at one a.m. Rod and I sat in a nondescript
car parked at the far end of 41st Way pretty well concealed in the
darkness of the street. Outside lighting was not a priority for
Inglenook as far as the city planners were concerned, and what little
light there was came from the houses on the street. Even at one in the
morning several houses still had their lights on. Probably to keep
burglars away.

Parked in front of the house at 4476 41st Way were a black club
wagon van and an old green El Dorado. Standing near the open back
doors of the van were two young men I recognized from the visit Pete
Newhouse and I had paid to the Crazy Zees’ clubhouse a couple weeks
back. One white the other black, both dressed in oversized jackets and
wearing ball caps turned around backwards. They had their hands



under their jackets and were looking around as they talked. The
lookouts.

Rod and I were using lowlight binoculars and could see them very
clearly, as well as the house they were standing in front of. So far no
one had come out since Glax had gone in with two other members of
his crew twenty minutes ago. I lowered my binoculars and put my
head back a moment.

“I had almost forgotten how much I hate stakeouts,” I said.
Rod chuckled, still watching the house and the men.
“And yet somehow you still find yourself doing them,” he said.

“Even though now you’re a freelancer. Some part of you must like
them.”

I sighed and glanced in the rearview mirror, making sure no one
was coming up behind us. That would be rather embarrassing for a
couple of seasoned pros such as us.

“Not in the least,” I told him. “Just necessary sometimes. All too
bloody often if you ask me.”

We sat in silence for a few more minutes and then Rod lowered his
binoculars as well.

“You figure they’re taking so long because they want to make sure
the shipment is all there?” Rod suggested.

“Oh yes,” I said. “They want to make absolutely sure of that. The
Crazy Zees might be tough, and they don’t fear the cops, but Innes
Redbone is another story. They know they’re being trusted to
transport his goods and if so much as one one-hundredth of an ounce
is missing he’ll have his pet Nestor Cabana cut their balls off.”

“So he’s the top guy in Birmingham?” Rod said. “The number one
bad guy?”

“Affirmative,” I said. “Innes Redbone is The Man. He’s into
everything. Drugs, prostitution, gambling, protection, smuggling, and
murder for-hire. Practically everything that goes on in this city that
relates to crime can be traced back to him somehow.”

“And yet the cops can’t nail him?” Rod said.
“He’s connected,” I said. “Lot’s of pull. No doubt he’s got

politicians and cops on his payroll. Getting him would mean bringing a
lot of people down. It’ll happen one day, but by then there will be



somebody else to take his place. As usual.”
Rod nodded, raising his binoculars once more.
“Way of the world,” he said.
“Yeah,” I said, shifting in my seat and trying to get more

comfortable. “It is. Oh, and you have thus far neglected to tell me how
the rest of your evening with Sandi went, Mr. Riker. I’m sure that was
an oversight on your part.”

Rod didn’t respond, but I could tell he was grinning.
“Yeah, you dog,” I said. “Spill it.”
He laughed and lowered his binoculars again, putting his head

back against the rest.
“Gentlemen don’t kiss and tell,” he said.
“Well that lets you out,” I retorted. “So tell me.”
Rod paused, turned to look at me, then turned back and stared

forward.
“I like her,” he said eventually. “She seems to be a whole person.

Her own person. She’s smart, funny, doesn’t take herself seriously at
all, and is actually happy and comfortable to be who she is. As a matter
of fact she told me she’s actually glad to be closing in on fifty. You
know her birthday is at the end of this month and she’ll be my age.”

“I know,” I told him. “All very informative. Now how did it go?”
Rod grinned again.
“It went well, Derrick,” he said. “Very well. We were going to go

out on our own tonight but then you called this morning. I got a rain-
check. Oh, and by the way, I also got that discount membership at the
gym.”

We both laughed, and then there was movement at the front of the
house. We picked up our binoculars and watched as Anthony Glax
came out of the front of the house followed by his two associates. His
men carried large suitcases and took them directly to the back of the
van. Glax stood by the front of the El Dorado for the next few minutes
while all of his men returned to the house several times and retrieved
more suitcases and piled them in the back of the van. When they
completed their last trip Glax waved to a figure standing in the
darkened doorway of the house, and then he got in the front
passenger’s seat of the El Dorado. One of his men got behind the wheel



and the rest climbed into the van. The El Dorado pulled out first and
then the van.

I started the car and counted to ten, and then I pulled out as well.



Chapter 48

Following the van and the car was almost effortless. Traffic was
light early on a Sunday morning and the people operating the vehicles
we were following had not the faintest clue about countersurveillance.
Of course, it helped that I already knew where they were headed, so
this meant I didn’t have to keep them in sight all the time and could
take parallel roads once in a while and spot check their progress.

This time when two o’clock came around it remained two o’clock;
until it was two O’ one anyway. Their destination was off of Republic
Boulevard in a western section neighborhood north of Ensley called
Pratt City. Once they reached the end of Republic they kept going onto
a muddy dirt road that had no illumination at all, having to navigate
strictly by headlights. I had already switched off my headlights a short
time ago and was driving by night-vision goggles. Rod had a pair on as
well and he was checking his weapons as I maneuvered the car.

He racked a round into the chamber of the Benelli combat
shotgun in his lap, pointing the barrel toward the roof and holding the
pistol grip between his legs.

“Just like old times,” he said.
“Yeah,” I said, keeping my eyes on the rear bumper of the van as it

continued moving ahead of us about a hundred yards. “Riding blind
into a useless battle that won’t make one bit of difference to the world
at-large regardless of the outcome.”

“You’ve become so cynical in your middle age, Derrick,” Rod
replied. “Always live for the moment I say.”

“Yeah,” I said. “The problem is there are just too damn many
moments like this. Should be another forty seconds. Get ready.”

He nodded and then there was no more conversation.
I pressed down hard on the accelerator and the car lurched

forward. The seconds were ticking away now and there was no turning



back; and I didn’t want to anyway.
There was a clearing up ahead and a few yards beyond was a small

polluted lake that occasionally a dead body was found floating in. The
El Dorado reached the clearing first and pulled off to the side and
stopped. The van moved in next and pulled up along side the car and
stopped as well. According to the information that Morris Gray had
provided, the exchange of drugs for cash was supposed to take place at
three a.m. standard time. Glax would get to the location early to set up
and be ready to make sure there was no rip-off.

The clearing was nearly pitch black, the only light coming from the
headlights of the two vehicles, but Rod and I could see everything
clearly through our goggles. However now we took them off as I
accelerated into the clearing and spun the car around so that the
passenger’s side was facing the driver’s side of the van. Rod had
already lowered his window, and as I slowed down, the Benelli went
out the window and he fired, shattering the driver’s window of the van.

As I moved around to the front of the van he fired again and took
out the windshield with the compacted high-explosive rounds he was
using. And then we were rolling in front of the El Dorado and Rod was
firing again, twice. Glass shattered and men screamed. I pulled around
behind the El Dorado and stopped, rolling out of the car with an
untraceable 1911 .45 automatic pistol in my right hand, moving around
to the trunk and straining my eyes to see the other car. Someone was
climbing out of the front passenger’s seat. Staggering would be a better
way of putting it. I aimed carefully and squeezed the 1911’s trigger
while at the same time squeezing the grip safety. The boom of the .45
was loud but I was wearing earplugs. If I hadn’t I’d already be deaf
from the explosions of the shotgun Rod was using. The figure that had
climbed out of the other car slumped against the open door and then
fell to the ground.

There was movement at the back of the van and then one of the
doors swung open. Rod had already climbed out of our car on his side
and was crouching by the door. As soon as a target materialized the
shotgun boomed again and the target went down.

I went around the trunk of our car and cautiously approached the
El Dorado, my weapon and a mini Mag-Lite aimed ahead. The man I



had shot was still lying on the ground and not moving. I knelt down
and checked for a pulse, but didn’t find one. I did find a Beretta 9mm
close by and threw it several yards away. There was a second person in
the front seat behind the wheel. His face was a bloody mess, ripped to
shreds by flying glass and the rounds from Rod’s shotgun. And as if for
punctuation, the shotgun sounded yet again. I flinched for a moment,
glancing around. Then I backed away from the car.

“Rod!” I called.
“Here!” he replied. “Just mopping up.”
I cautiously moved around back of the van and peered inside. Rod

was there. He was checking the men inside, and once he was satisfied
that they were no longer a threat, he climbed down.

“They’re all dead,” he said.
I nodded.
“Same in the car,” I told him. “Let’s take a look at the

merchandise, and then we need to book. The buyers will probably be
here early too.”

Rod nodded and then moved around to the front of the van,
opening the door and shoving the lifeless body of the driver into the
passenger’s seat. He found the switch for the lights in the back of the
van and flipped it, casting the interior in an eerie illumination. We
quickly went through the suitcases and estimated that there was
probably between a hundred and two hundred grand worth of drugs in
them. Mostly marijuana, a little meth too. Not the biggest of
transactions for Innes Redbone, which is probably why he farmed it
out. If this had been a major shipment of heroin or cocaine I have no
doubt that he would have had his own people riding shotgun. Still, he
would not be pleased to learn that he had lost this much product, or
that his customers had left empty handed.

We left the bodies and took the drugs over to the lake and dumped
them. Then we got back in our car and left.

“How long do you figure?” Rod asked as he dropped the Benelli on
the floor in the backseat.

I had the goggles back on as I drove at a moderate rate of speed
heading back to Republic Boulevard.

“Not long,” I told him. “Within minutes of the buyers arriving and



finding the scene. And then Redbone will go apeshit.”
“And so will Fulton once he hears,” Rod added.
I pulled back onto Republic and took off the goggles, switching the

car’s headlights back on.
“That’s the plan,” I said. “That’s the bloody plan.”
And a hell of a plan it was if I had to say so myself.
Which I guess I did.



Chapter 49

Innes Redbone reacted predictably to the loss of his product. He
did not blame the people who had stolen it—mainly because he did not
know who they were—he blamed those who had been entrusted to
safeguard it. The Crazy Zees. And also predictably, he instructed his
chief enforcer to exact retribution. That was Nestor Cabana’s favorite
thing in life and by nightfall on Sunday all of the surviving members of
the Crazy Zees had been found and murdered in several particularly
gruesome fashions. Save for three. Tito Cash and one of his enforcers,
and the top Z himself, Zach Fulton. They had managed to escape the
house they had been hiding in as Cabana and some of his men were
hitting it. In the process, one of Fulton’s guards was taken out. Now
they were on the run but it was only a matter of time before Cabana
caught up with them. He was very thorough, and most vicious. I
thought it highly unlikely that there would be anymore attacks on the
homeless or Outreach, at least not as directed by the Crazy Zees, and I
told Kim Sutton this Monday morning when we met in her office. I
also told her that it would still be a good idea to maintain a heightened
level of security around all of their shelters for a while longer, just until
we were sure the situation had been completely resolved, and she
agreed. More surprisingly, Max Stevens agreed.

Monday afternoon I took a long and well-deserved nap because
Monday night Rod and I were taking Sandi and Paige out again and
hoped for better endings to our evenings than the last time, especially
in my case.

I woke up at six and showered and shaved, and then dressed in a
dark blue suit and gray crewneck shirt. I was still a little sluggish from
sleeping in the afternoon, but I’d be alright. Anticipation for this
evening was rather high and I was looking forward to getting together
with Paige afterwards.



After setting the alarm, I got my car keys off the end table next to
the door, shut off the lights, and stepped outside. It was actually
warmer tonight than it had been for about the last week. Upper sixties.
Probably one last warm front before it became cold for the season.

I had had to park across the lot from my apartment when I came
in earlier today, so after making sure my front door was locked, I
stepped out between two SUV’s that were parked too close together,
squeezed past them, and headed up the short incline to my Taurus. I
had slept on my left arm today and it was a little sore now so I raised it
parallel to my body and rotated it a couple times in the air as I walked.

There is a small office building on this side of the lot and the back
faces my apartment building. All the businesses there close around
five and the place is usually empty by five-thirty or six. I glanced up at
the back door of one of the offices as I slid my key into the driver’s
door of my car, and then something flashed in my peripheral vision at
the corner of my right eye and I ducked down behind the car just as
the rear window on the passenger’s side shattered.

Gunshots rang out in rapid succession and more glass broke, and I
could hear thuds against the bodywork of my vehicle. I dove flat on the
ground and inched toward the front of the car, seeking cover behind
the engine block. Even though I had been heading out for a night of
leisure, I never go anywhere unarmed. At the small of my back was the
Glock-36 “slimmed” subcompact. Six rounds in the magazine and one
in the chamber. Seven was better than nothing. I pulled it out and
rolled over onto my back as the shooting stopped.

Footsteps were approaching rapidly from the far side of the car. I
couldn’t stay here. There was a car parked next to mine on the other
side of me and that shielded me from sight in that direction, but it also
kept me from seeing if there was another hostile over there. With a
mad burst of reckless energy I got to my feet and dove across the hood
of the other car. More shots were fired, more glass shattered as I hit
the ground hard on the opposite side of the other car.

I also heard a shout.
“Get that fucka! He on the other side of the red car now!”
That sounded suspiciously like Zach Fulton. Great. Now I really

was gonna kill that bastard. He was ruining another night with Paige



Palmer. That just couldn’t stand.
My breathing was coming a little raggedly now and I almost didn’t

see the figure coming out from between two cars over by my
apartment building. A small guy, white, dressed in baggy jeans and a
heavy jacket, hat turned backwards. He didn’t see me right away, but
then he did, and he froze for a second or two before raising his pistol.

I didn’t even breathe, didn’t even hesitate, simply snap-aimed in
his direction and squeezed the Glock’s trigger twice, the heavy .45
caliber rounds knocking the kid over and onto his back.

Fulton swore loudly and called someone’s name. When there was
no immediate response, someone else spoke, saying that the other
person had been hit. That other voice was off to my right. Fulton was
to my left. I was caught in the middle, and only had five bullets left.
Assuming there were only two more hostiles that wasn’t too bad for
me. But there was no telling how much firepower they had. Time to get
aggressive.

I took a deep breath and edged down to the back of the red car.
Most of the exterior lighting was focused on the side of the lot
belonging to the apartment complex and the part I was in now was
largely in the dark. However, as I got closer to the end of the car the
light began to spill onto me and I cast a shadow. I realized this just a
split second before someone shot at me again.

I fell back and grimaced as a piece of something hot and sharp cut
my left cheek. Fuck! Burned like hell. Probably leave a pretty good
mark too. Better than being dead though.

I was back on my feet now, leaped up onto the trunk of the red car
and saw Tito Cash coming out from between two cars at the far side of
the lot. He started firing and I fell back against the rear windshield,
swinging my weapon toward him and firing as I did so. My fourth and
fifth shots hit the gang enforcer and knocked him back against a
pickup truck, his weapon continuing to discharge into the ground as
he sagged and then fell.

That was the good news.
Unfortunately I was now out of bullets, my weapon’s slide locking

back into place and revealing all. Also on the unfortunate side was the
fact that Zach Fulton was coming toward me from the left, a wild look



in his heavily hooded eyes. He held a semiautomatic pistol in his hand
in the classic gangsta fashion, canted sideways and looking at me over
the side of the slide. Not the most effective manner for discharging a
firearm. You missed with as many rounds as you hit, but a hit was a
hit.

I dropped my weapon on the trunk and jumped down, facing him,
feeling quite calm now. It wasn’t that I was prepared to accept my
death, quite the contrary; I was still looking forward to my evening
with Paige. But since I didn’t have anymore bullets, and throwing an
empty gun at Fulton wasn’t likely to do much harm, I decided it was
best to let him think he had me, and hope that maybe he wouldn’t just
shoot me from where he stood, preferring to come closer and taunt
me. And if he did that, if he came to within arm’s or leg’s reach, then
I’d have him.

“You mothafucka!” Fulton shouted as he approached, the weapon
in his left hand never wavering. “You fuckin’ set me up! Got Redbone
mad at me! Got my people kilt! I’m gonna kill you, nigga! I’m gonna
fuckin’ kill you!”

Spittle became entangled in his goatee but he didn’t seem to care,
and now he was almost close enough; and then the fucker stopped!
Shit.

“I’m gon’ kill yo’ black ass! Cut yo’ fuckin’ balls off! That fat nigga
might kill me later but I’ll kill you now! And why you care? Why you
do this? ‘Cause of all that trash on the streets!? They ain’t nothin’.
Nothin’ you hear! Just street garbage nobody care about. Be better off
dead. Got nothin’, ain’t nothin’! Why you care?”

I took a breath.
“I really think you’re incapable of understanding it, Zach,” I said

in a non-threatening tone. “You’re too stupid.”
Fulton’s eyes grew wilder and he took one more step closer, just

not close enough.
“Well you dead, nigga! Smart enough for that.”
He actually turned the gun the right way at the last minute and

was now looking at me from behind the sights of the nickel-plated SIG.
Well this was as close as I was going to get, might as well try…

It was a single shot. I flinched when I heard it, but I felt nothing.



Zach Fulton pitched sideways and I saw a spray of blood erupt
from the side of his head as he fell against the trunk of my car and
then onto the ground, his weapon unfired. I glanced off to the right
and saw a smallish young guy standing maybe twenty yards away.
White, five-five or so, light brown, neatly trimmed beard, and dressed
in a black skullcap, navy pea-coat, jeans, and dark sneakers. His hands
were at his sides but I could see a pistol in the right one. I recognized
the young man at once. His name was Frankie Burrage. The only white
guy in the upper echelon of the Innes Redbone crime network. He was
the top shooter for Redbone, the last person a number of the mobster’s
enemies ever saw. And sometimes, like Zach Fulton, never saw.

Frankie walked over to me, putting his weapon into the side
pocket of his coat.

“Might I ask how long you’ve been here?” I said after glancing at
Fulton once more.

“Not long,” Frankie responded.
“You follow them here?” I asked.
He shook his head.
“No. I figured you were on the top of Fulton’s shit list, considering

it was you who burned the deal his people were doing for us.”
I stared down into the smaller man’s eyes for a moment, and at

the hand he had just used to put his weapon away.
“Don’t worry, Derrick,” he said. “That’s not official, and Innes

don’t know. He might suspect, but he can’t prove it, so he won’t send
me after you. I just figured it had to be you because of this thing with
the homeless shelter. You figured if you screwed up one of Innes’ deals
with the Zees then he’d ice them and solve your problem. And it
worked. Only Nestor didn’t get ‘em all last night. So he came after
you.”

“And you came here for him?” I said.
“Yep,” he said. “I usually clean up Nester’s messes. Sorry I didn’t

get here earlier.”
“You got here soon enough,” I told him, putting out my hand.

“Thanks.”
He nodded.
“I better split before the cops come,” Frankie Burrage said to me.



“You’ll square this?”
I nodded.
“Yeah,” I said. “I’ll take care of it.”
The little man nodded, glancing around, never once looking down

at the man he had killed.
“You know you still move pretty well for an older guy,” he said

with a grin, then turned and walked off.
I smiled, but only for a second, and then I did look down at Zach

Fulton’s body, and those of the two men I had killed.
Sirens were approaching now. Another night spent dancing with

the police, and not with the police I would like to be dancing with.
I leaned against the bumper of the red car and pulled out my cell

phone. On the bright side I was still around to make phone calls.
However, since this was the second time in the last year someone had
tried to kill me in this parking lot, I was pretty sure that my neighbors
were going to be complaining about me at the next tenants’ meeting.

Oh well…



Epilogue

It was the Monday before Thanksgiving and I was at my usual spot
for Monday mornings: The F.O.P. Range in Pleasant Grove. This
morning I was once again using the upper pistol range—also known as
the PPC Range. The sun was shining bright in the crisp clear sky but
the temperature was in the low forties. I was wearing my boots, black
BDUs, a blue sweatshirt, and a black windbreaker with a hood. I also
had on a black skullcap rolled down to the tops of my ears.

My Glock-36 had been returned by the Homewood Police after
nearly two weeks, and this morning I was giving it a go along with my
G-30, and my latest acquisition, a Taurus Model PT 24/7 Pro full-sized
.45. Not a Glock, but still a good weapon, and still a Forty-Five. It was
not an actual necessity for me, more of an indulgence, but from time to
time indulgence can be a good thing. At least that’s what my range
partner keeps trying to tell me.

Paige finished firing the last of the rounds from her G-19 and
stepped back from the firing line, taking off her earphones. She had on
jeans today, and I liked that a lot. While she had been shooting I had
been admiring her form. And her shooting wasn’t bad either.

“Pretty good, Detective,” I said as she walked back to where I
stood.

Paige smiled.
“Not as good as you,” she quipped. “But I don’t come here nearly

as often as you do. Still, good enough for my requalifications next
week. Thanks for inviting me.”

“You’re welcome any time,” I told her. “Here, and other places.”
Paige glanced up at me as she removed the empty magazine from

her weapon.
“Is that your way of saying that you want to get together and fuck

tonight?” she said.
I chuckled, stepped closer to her.
“Yeah,” I said.



Paige smiled.
“Your place or mine?” she said.
“Tell you what,” I said. “We’ll shoot points for it. High score makes

the decision.”
Paige smirked and loaded a new magazine into her Glock before

slipping it back into the holster on her hip.
“Very funny, considering you know you can shoot better than I

can.”
I reached out and put my hands on her waist and pulled her to me.
“And straighter too,” I said, and then kissed her.
After a moment Paige slipped her arms around my neck and

returned the kiss.
Sometime later we shot for points. I won, but so did she.
It was the first time I’d ever had sex at the range.
There was a good chance that it wouldn’t be the last either.

 

[1]
 A line made famous in Mel Brooks movies.

[2]
 In August of 2009 Colonial Bank of Alabama failed and was taken

over by BB&T of North Carolina, however for the purposes of this series of
novels Colonial still exists.

[3]
 See Inactive by Stellen Qxz.

[4]
 Antiterrorism Security.
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